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The PIR Center has published a public opinion survey (IN ENGLISH)

"ATTITUDES IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION TOWARDS WMD
PROLIFERATION AND TERRORISM"

This survey continues the good tradition of studying Russian public opinion in
the PIR Center, started by the analytical report "Russians on nuclear weapons and
nuclear threats" in 2000. 

At the same time the present report, compared to the year 2000 study, features
analysis on a broader range of issues, connected with the Russians' perception of
WMD threats as well as the problems of Russia's international cooperation, espe-
cially with other states - members of the G8.

Does the appearance of nuclear weapons in Iran threaten Russia's national inter-
ests? Should Russia join the process of international cooperation in fighting
infectious diseases more actively? Which countries pose WMD threats to
Russia? These and other questions were answered by Russians throughout the
country. In total, 1600 respondents were questioned on the basis of representa-
tive sampling and asked to answer 18 questions. 

All questions of this survey were split
into three groups:

• The role of nuclear weapons in
ensuring Russia's security 
• The probability of war and ter-
rorist acts with the use of WMD 
• International cooperation and the
problems of WMD nonprolifera-
tion.

The description of each of the poll's questions includes the distribution of the
answers depending on the respondents' political sentiment and their basic socio-
demographic features (sex, age, education level, income, social status, type of
place of residence, federal district of residence). 

The author of analytical comments to the results of the sociological poll is the
member of PIR Center Advisory Board, associate professor at the Moscow State
Institute of International Relations (MGIMO) Ildar A. Akhtamzyan.

For more details on the survey, please contact PIR Center Deputy Director Anton
Khlopkov by phone +7 (495) 234-0525 or e-mail: khlopkov@pircenter.org

To purchase a cope of the report in English, contact East View company 
by phone +7 (495) 777-6557, fax +7 (495) 318-0881, 

or e-mail: agadjanian@mosinfo.ru

http://www.eastview.com

If Iran Acquires Nuclear Weapons, 
Will This Comprise a Threat to Russia?

No opinion
21,9 %

Yes
42,2 %

No
35,9 %
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Editorial

FULL  SPEED  AHEAD,  UNDER
THE  BANNER  OF  THE  G8!

2006  is  the  year  of  the  Russian
Federation’s  presidency  of  the  G8. Russia
was handed the torch by Great Britain on
January 1 of this year.

As early as last year, we launched a num-
ber of activities, linked to Russia’s presi-
dency of the G8.

Winter and spring this year were filled
with intense discussion with colleagues
from the other member states of the G8,
on the entire range of issues on the agen-
da for the G8 summit:

1. Energy security;

2. Nonproliferation of nuclear weapons
(including those involving Iran and
North Korea, the Global Partnership
Against WMD Proliferation, and poten-
tial strategies to develop nuclear power);

3. The “economy of education” as a key
component of development and global
competition in the 21st century;

4. International biosecurity cooperation and
the fight against the spread of infectious
diseases;

5. Work to frustrate international terrorists
in their attempts to acquire new, high-
technology means of terror…

In London, Brussels, Washington, Paris,
Geneva and, of course, Moscow, we have
begun meeting with experts from the
countries of the G8, with participants of
the Global Partnership, and with the
Russian and international media. We have
set our own convictions aside, in order to
compare points of view and listen careful-
ly to one another’s positions; we hope to
find those areas of common interest that
will guarantee a constructive dialog in the
run-up to the 2006 summit and beyond.

Certain topics, currently earmarked as cen-
tral to the summit and the Russian presi-
dency, frankly, create the preconditions for
differing interpretations by G8 members.
Take, for example, energy  security  –  a
phrase on everyone’s lips. But this simple
phrase means very different things to dif-
ferent people. This was neatly summed up
by Konstantin Kosachev, head of the State
Duma Committee on International Affairs,

in a session of the Trialogue Club at the
PIR Center, “What would be a national
catastrophe for Russia? If oil prices were to
fall under 15 dollars per barrel. But for the
majority of Russia’s partners in the G8,
that would be a national holiday!”

Is it even possible to find common ground
to begin cooperation in energy security
between the G8 countries (without simply
narrowing the topic to the protection of
pipelines from terrorists), or are all these dis-
cussions no more than a fig leaf, hiding a
bitter struggle to gain global control over
current–and especially future–energy sources,
a struggle in which Russia, however the
cards fall, is destined to play a key role? The
PIR Center is engaging in practical research
to commence discussion of these ideas, as
yet in a relatively narrow circle, including
discussion at sessions of the Trialogue Club
(for example, the session in December was
wholly dedicated to energy security).

In other fields of research a number of
PIR Center papers, including some on the
strategic problems of the Caspian and
Central Asian regions, are published in
2006 in the journal Yaderny Kontrol – a
journal which, as friends of the PIR Center
will already be aware, is set to undergo a
major transformation this year, as it
assumes a solid and enduring reputation as
Russia’s  journal of  international  security.
For the journal, too, this year will be
remembered as the year of the G8, in all
senses; but in addition to covering topics
related to the G8 summit, the journal has
printed its 80th issue since it was founded
in November of 1994! This was an unusu-
al issue of the journal, and in its wake fur-
ther issues will still be recognizable, but
with new numbers and a new title.

April saw the major international  confer-
ence  “G8  Global  Security  Agenda:
Challenges  &  Interests.  Towards  the  St.
Petersburg  Summit".  The PIR Center
organized this conference independently,
but coordinating preparatory work with the
Administration of the Russian President,
the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and other ministries and agencies, Russia’s
community of experts, and leading research
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centers in other G8 countries, foremost the
Center for Strategic and International
Studies (USA).

The closer we are to the summit, the more
important it is to enter into a dialogue with
the Russian public at large – and we are
assisted in this objective by the Russian
Internet  Forum  on  Global  Security,  locat-
ed at the site: http://www.securityforum.ru.
This site was created by the PIR Center
at the beginning of 2006, and provides a
virtual forum for debate on the G8 and the
significance of Russia’s presidency for our
country’s national interests, opening the
“ivory tower” of a narrow circle of experts
to include the polyphony of the street,
encouraging frank discussions over a cup of
coffee or even something stronger; we are
listening to Russian public opinion in this
chat forum, to voices from cybercafés and
home computers across the country. We
respond to questions, but our main prerog-
ative is to listen with all ears.

By drawing on the views of national gov-
ernments and the international community
of experts, articulated at our conference in
April, and giving voice to Russian public
opinion, expressed in discussions in our
internet forum, we have developed a set of
specific recommendations on the eve of the
2006 summit.

July is the month of the St.  Petersburg
Summit.  The basic composition of the sum-
mit may now appear to be simple: three
presidents plus four prime ministers plus
one chancellor plus the chairman of the
European Commission; but politics are
notorious for last-minute changes, and we
cannot know exactly which guests President
Putin will greet in his native city. We do,
however, know for certain that the PIR
Center will continue its tradition of partic-
ipating in parallel and side events to the
summit. We were fortunate enough to par-
ticipate in such events during the G8 sum-
mit at Evian in France in 2003, as well as
during the summits at Sea Island, USA, in
2004, and Gleneagles, Great Britain, in
2005.

The G8 summits are known to have plen-
ty of traditions, but there is one that we
strongly dislike. This is the “tradition” of
simply forgetting many important summit
resolutions. For this reason, the PIR
Center, as a non-government organization
with a broad network of international con-
nections, will start tracking  the  effective-

ness  of  G8  activities: which of the docu-
ments signed at the summits actually
comes into force? Which documents are
discarded, and why? 

However, such an ambitious goal is beyond
the resources of the PIR Center alone. So,
as Russia was accepting its first presidency
of the G8, the PIR Center proposed a new
initiative: to create an international mecha-
nism that would allow leading experts to
assess the effectiveness of the G8, and to
develop recommendations for forthcoming
summits. What sort of mechanism will this
be? Let’s not jump ahead too quickly: we
are working on the details in partnership
with our colleagues on the PIR Center
Executive Board and the Advisory Board,
with the expanded Editorial Board of the
journal Yaderny Kontrol and the Board on
Sustainable Partnership for Russia (SUPR).
We can already say, however, that this mech-
anism will have the structure of a ‘club’,
which is to say:

• A small number of permanent members
with an informal style of communication
at meetings;

• Meetings will take place far from the
commotion of the city, allowing the
members to fully concentrate on the
issues at hand;

• Meetings will be relatively infrequent: one
or two sessions each year will be enough;

• In forming such a club, it would be
unacceptable to restrict membership to
the G8 countries themselves. This will be
the “G8+” – apart from members from
Russia, the USA, Great Britain, France,
Italy, Germany, Japan and Canada,
experts will also be invited from China,
India, Brazil, Norway and, I expect, from
a number of other states (which could
include Malaysia, Egypt, South Africa
and Iran) and international organizations.

The preparatory meeting of the organiza-
tional committee, charged with the task of
creating this club, is scheduled for August
of 2006, and the first meeting will take
place in 2007, in Russia.

Such impressive headway would have been
impossible without the goodwill  and  strong
support  of  our  friends  and  partners,  whose
ranks multiplied so prodigiously in 2005.
We look forward to working with you all
on projects linked to Russia’s presidency of
the G8, and the numerous other projects!
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Interview

Nikolay  Spassky:  
“LONG-LLASTING,  PROFOUND
CHANGES  IN  THE  GLOBAL

BALANCE  OF  POWER  
ARE  THE  MOST  SERIOUS

CHALLENGE  TO  NATIONAL
SECURITY  TODAY”

[This  article  was  originally  published  in  Russian

in  Yaderny  Kontrol,  No.1,  Volume  12,  Spring

2006]

© Yaderny Kontrol, 2006. All rights reserved

© PIR Center, 2006. Translation into English

An interview with of Deputy Secretary of
the Russian Federation National Security
Council Nikolay Spassky with Yaderny
Kontrol correspondent Ekaterina
Rykovanova

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Ambassador
Spassky, how would you define the main
trends in today’s foreign policy? Would you
say that we are still going through the
transition period that Russia and the world
had entered after the collapse of the Soviet
Union?

SPASSKY:  To answer this question, I will
have to use one basic platitude: we are liv-
ing through a period of drastic change.
Having been in the diplomatic service for
more than twenty years, I remember our
perceptions and expectations in the early
nineties, when the hope was in the air that
yes, we are living through a transition peri-
od, but we’d get over it. Things get settled
sooner or later. It turns out that the tran-
sition period from the bi-polar world after
the conclusion of the Cold War, technical-
ly speaking, is probably over.

Broadly speaking, however, the transition
period in the world politics, motivated and
determined by the radical fundamental
changes across the whole gamut of the fac-
tors determining and influencing not only
the world situation, but the life of the
humanity of today – in this sense, this
broad transition period is only beginning.

It’s a reality with which not only our polit-
ical generation, but with all probability the
forthcoming political generations as well
will have to live, co-exist and deal.

“MISSION  IMPOSSIBILE”?

It’s very curious, but it’s a fact: for the first
time in a very long while the professional
foreign policy community is once again liv-
ing through a period when different scenar-
ios of rewriting borders, reconfiguring states,
re-allying the world compositions are being
floated and discussed, because – and it’s
unavoidable – the magnitude of the changes
in the world balance of power is so chal-
lenging and so impressive that even psycho-
logically it’s practically “mission impossible”
to get the depth and to try to find not the
right solution, but the right approach to the
national security of one’s country.

If we have to sum up in a nutshell what
this fundamental shift in the balance power
in the world is all about, we can define it
with just three words: “Ascent of Asia”.
Basically that is about it.

All of us remember that famous prognosis
of the American National Intelligence
Council, according to which somewhere
between 2040 and 2045 the Chinese GDP
will surpass that of the USA. It’s just the
tip of the iceberg: the actual changes
implied by this phenomenon of the ascent
of Asia are much more profound. It’s a
long-term trend.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  What, in your
opinion, are the options for the world devel-
opment in the next several decades? How
do you see the role of the United States in
this development in the years to come?

SPASSKY:  A number of scenarios are
possible. One of them is that for a certain
period the United States retains its privi-
leged position in the world affairs.

The second scenario might be that while
in the political and military sphere the evi-
dent predominance of the USA still exists,
in the economic field we see the creation
of potent economic groupings struggling
vehemently among each other.

There is a possibility – let’s hope that a
distant one – of a Bismarchian future, that
is, the creation of not only economic
groupings, but also of political ones –
groupings that will be hustling and strug-
gling with each other. In this case large
scale wars are not to be excluded.

And of course, it would be unfair and pro-
fessionally dishonest not to mention the
fourth possibility – that of chaos as a full-
fledged option for the world development.
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This possibility exists, and to preclude its
materializing we have to be aware of it.

These are serious things to be reckoned
with. If we speak in substantive terms, the
most serious challenge to the national
security of whatever state (and the state of
the Russia’s magnitude is no exception) ,
the “Master Challenge”, if you wish, is not
terrorism, not proliferation (these are all
specific manifestations of different trends);
but the long-term and the most profound
underway shift of the balance of power in
the world. I’m not saying it’s a threat, I’m
not saying it’s a danger; it’s a new reality
to adapt to.

ANOTHER  COUNTRY,  OTHER

PRIORITIES

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Over the past
fifteen years, Russia has gone through
some very difficult times and through a
considerable transformation. Yet, for many,
the image of today’s Russia is to a large
extent still that of a smaller Soviet Union.
Does such view of Russia have solid
grounds in your country? Do you believe
that on a foreign policy level, Russia has
been able to dissociate herself from its
Soviet past?

SPASSKY:  Russia has indeed undergone a
transition period of an unparallel magni-
tude. Today, the transition from the URSS
is more or less over. I’m saying “more or
less” because we still have some residual
legacy. Yes, it’s a new country, thanks God.
But the bulk of the nineties, even though
we were proudly proclaiming the unique-
ness of Russia and its distinctions and dif-
ferences from the URSS, were basically the
years of nurture. Speaking of Russia, we
were actually dealing with the Soviet
Union on a smaller scale. Now at least we
can acknowledge it. That is no longer the
case, thanks God. It is probably the basic
result of the first term of Putin’s presi-
dency that we are finally dealing not with
a Soviet Union on a smaller scale, but
with Russia standing on its own, even
though certain things of a nurtial charac-
ter going back to the practices and tradi-
tions of the USSR are still there.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Under such cir-
cumstances, it seems essential to find the
optimal mode of positioning Russia on the
world political scene vis-а-vis its foreign

partners. What are the options being con-
sidered? 

SPASSKY:  Several options are currently
considered and analyzed as the probable
recipes for the practical policy of my coun-
try. For simplicity, I call them the “Asian”,
“European” and “Eurasian” options.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  You seem to
attribute a large importance to the role of
Asia in today’s world politics, and in Russia’s
foreign policy in particular. Do you see
Russia creating tighter links with this part
of the world, especially China and India, at
a detriment to its relations with Europe? 

SPASSKY:  The “Asian” option for Russia’s
foreign policy is indeed one of those being
considered as a potential solution for my
country’s practical policy. It’s quite popular
with the political analysts and political sci-
entists. Sometimes it’s applied for the pur-
poses of Russia’s bashing, and sometimes
it’s used to portray the danger of Russia
teaming together with China against the
“free world”. I can say with all responsibil-
ity that it’s a political fantasy – no less and
no more, because seriously speaking, this
option does not exist.

It is not being considered for different rea-
sons: first of all, it would be dead against
our long-term political tradition, our polit-
ical culture, and so on. Besides, it would
be absolutely unrealistic technically,
because to be able to seriously consider
this option we have to first and foremost
revive Siberia. And that’s an entirely dif-
ferent conversation.

Realistically speaking, with the current
(unfortunately, quite deplorable) situation of
the economy and the social sphere in the
vast regions of Siberia, to seriously consid-
er this possibility of realigning Russia’s strat-
egy to the East would be wishful thinking.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Another option
you mention is the “European” option.
What level of cooperation between Russia
and Europe would such option imply?
Could it one day lead to an accession to the
EU? Is this currently a preferred option?

SPASSKY:  When we are speaking about
the European option for the national secu-
rity strategy and the foreign policy of my
country, we imply getting closer to the
European Union and building our political
and economic future together. This is a
very serious and quite popular option, but
I should acknowledge that in recent years
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it has been losing steam in the most dras-
tic and obvious way. In fact, I would be at
a loss to name any influential political party
currently presented in the parliament sup-
porting it. Why? To answer this question, I
have to identify several perceptions: not my
perceptions, but perceptions of people who
currently represent the majority of the
political establishment of my country.

The first perception is one of the most
profound crisis of Europe, i.e. of the
European Union as a center of power.
Some of us probably remember that about
ten years ago Mr. Chernomyrdin [Prime
Minister of the Russian Federation, 1992-
1998] proudly proclaimed the dream of
Russia to one day join the European
Union. I’m not saying whether it was real-
istic or absolutely unrealistic. I’m just say-
ing that this approach was being formu-
lated by the top-level representatives of my
country as recently as the mid-nineties. I
would challenge you to name any single
high-level representative of today’s Russian
government who recently would have
made a statement along the same lines. 

The times have changed, but first and fore-
most has changed the perception of the
European Union. Ten years ago the percep-
tion was that the EU was riding the wave
into the future. Nowadays the opinion of
the Russian political elite is that the EU in
all probability will not become a full-fledged
center of power in the foreseeable future.

Another perception: the perception of the
crisis of the EU policy on the matters that
matter, both for us and for the world com-
munity as a whole. Nowadays, on the glob-
al agenda of the European Union it is best
to be more or less in tune with the policy
of the United States. On the regional issues
that matter for my country it happens quite
often that the EU policy more or less mir-
rors the perceptions of certain new mem-
bers of the European Union, and Poland in
particular. I’m not saying whether this is
bad or good. I’m just saying that the
European Union, which ten years ago
aspired to construct a coherent policy of its
own vis-а-vis the whole range of regional
issues, nowadays – of course I’m exaggerat-
ing a bit, but the perception is basically the
following – the EU follows the lead of the
USA on global issues and the lead of its
new members on the regional issues.

In that case the validity of the European
Union as a negotiating power for my coun-

try, frankly speaking, is not that of a great
interest.

I want to emphasize that the relative
decline of this European option for the for-
eign policy of my country is connected
with the perception of decline of the per-
spective of an independent, strong Europe,
strong independent European Center of
power which would be tempting and entic-
ing for my country to work together with
and to realize our own political ambitions
following the routes of this collaboration.

BRIDGE  AMONG  CIVILISATIONS

YADERNY  KONTROL:  The last of the
three options you have mentioned is the
Eurasian option. Do you mean that by
selecting this option, Russia would aspire
to a much larger role on the world polit-
ical scene than it currently has? Are there
grounds for talking about hopes for a
“recreation of empire”?

SPASSKY:  First of all, we are not talking
about the recreation of Empire here – that
would be rubbish. The majority of the
political establishment is fully aware that
it’s impossible, and there is not even a
desire to make a try. So the Eurasian
option is not about a recreation of an
empire or a full-fledged lobby power.
However, it does imply that Russia cannot
be contained within the borders of a sin-
gle region, be it Europe or Asia. For us
that would be a self-defeating choice. To
be able to realize our potential, our dreams,
our ambitions, we have to aspire to this
larger role and to try to carry it out. And
first and foremost – and this is absolutely
central to the perception of this Eurasian
option – it’s the perception of Russia’s role
as a sort of a civilization bridge between
East and West, which is a very popular
concept in my country nowadays. This
concept has a very serious bearing for the
practical implementation of foreign policy
of Russia.

Of course, since we are speaking of a very
challenging, very ambitious goal, the basic
question is: can we do it? I don’t know. I
do hope we can. Speaking realistically, of
course, there is only one piece of evidence
that will demonstrate that we can – time.
If in the course of time we manage it, it
will prove the validity of this strategic
option.
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I should mention, however, that this option
is not just wishful thinking or political the-
orizing – it’s already a well elaborated
strategy. And we do think that if we build
upon the intrinsic national advantages of
Russia, such as its great culture, impor-
tance of orthodoxy, high quality human
potential, fantastic natural resources, our
key role in the world energy and the geo-
graphic position per se – there is a very
solid chance that we can actually do it.

YADERNY  KONTROL: Going back to
the subject of Russia and the EU, how
would you define their current relation-
ship? Are there any grounds to be speak-
ing about a “crisis” in the relations between
the two? What is the current Russian pol-
icy vis-а-vis the European Union?

SPASSKY:  The first thing I should say
with all sincerity and all responsibility in
order to avoid any misunderstanding is
that there ain’t no crisis in our relations.

It is a difficult relationship, but it is a rela-
tionship of mutual interest and of mutual
respect, and on the balance, it is a positive
one.

Yet, having said this, I have to admit that
in a way our policy vis-а-vis the European
Union is at the crossroads. What are the
possibilities? The simplest and the most
obvious one is of course the inertia that
will take us along the current tracks. In
that case, everything would be fine and
smooth, and on the whole everything
would be more or less positive. However,
this sort of relationship will be lacking the
dynamism, the impetus and the strategic
perspective. Frankly speaking, this is not
the choice that the current leadership of
my country would favor. Neither it is my
personal choice.

Another possible approach is defining an
algorithm which, without going as far as
the membership, which at present is out
both for us and for the EU, would provide
the framework for really intensive, really
profound cooperation that would somehow
manage to not only drag into its orbit the
political elites of the populations, and, most
importantly, Russian population, but also to
develop a stake in the cooperation with the
European Union. This is actually the mas-
ter challenge.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  In 2007, the
current agreement on partnership and
cooperation between Russia and the

European Union expires. What are Russia’s
plans with respect to collaboration with
Europe after the expiration of this agree-
ment? Will she use roadmaps elaborated
last year to draft a successive agreement or
is an entirely new document being
planned? 

SPASSKY:  In any case we will have to
create something new, since the current
legal base will no longer be there. And
with all due respect to roadmaps developed
last year, these remain just roadmaps. Yes,
they are another piece of evidence to the
positive character of the relationship
between Russia and the EU. Yet, they are
basically political documents that cannot
fulfill the function of a legal foundation of
a relationship as huge as a relationship
between my country and the EU. So, what
do we do in this situation? The ambitious
approach would be to shoot high and elab-
orate something new, something deeper
and broader. But unfortunately there is the
underlined skepticism, and probably even
fear that under current political conditions
if we rewrite this document we won’t be
able to arrive even at the current level.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Are you saying
that Russia is still uncertain about the rela-
tionship it would like to establish with the
EU after 2007?

SPASSKY:  We have indeed not yet made
our mind on how to proceed. And when
I say that, I am not trying to conceal a
decision already taken, with which we are
expecting at a proper moment to spring
upon our European colleagues. We have
actually, and it’s a fact, not made up our
minds. There are different options, differ-
ent opinions, the brainstorming is going
on, and the jury is still out.

What might help? I’ll give a few hints of
my own. Once again, the arrangement of
these recipes is absolutely random. It
would definitely help if the Baltic States
and my country settled our differences,
bilateral in their nature. I have to note
though that the European Union as a body
gets involved in our dispute with the Balts,
and once again, unavoidably in this situa-
tion, the overall body of relationship gets
aimed at.

Another point – European Union is a huge
body doing lots of fantastic things within
its borders, transforming the European
landscapes. However, when we say this, we
are referring to the domestic matters of the
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European Union – European Union tends
first and foremost to its internal events.. If
the European Union is interested in devel-
oping and nurturing relationships with
other outside partners, like Russia, it should
make itself an interested partner for coop-
eration on the world scene, because there
should be stimulus to work together.
Globally speaking, excuse my bluntness, the
European Union is not much of a partner.

Besides, when speaking about the relations
between Russia and the European Union,
there is a tendency, a trend to somehow
focus on the relations on the axis between
Moscow and Brussels, but that’s an over-
simplification. The relations develop on dif-
ferent levels – there is a macro level
between Moscow and Brussels, but there
are also bilateral relations which contribute
in a fantastic way to the overall situation
and overall body of relations. For instance,
our bilateral relations with France, Italy,
Germany, Spain, among other countries –
those are the relations that can be consid-
ered in many respects model. And what we
would like to achieve is to upgrade the
relations with the European Union as a
body having as a model the bilateral rela-
tions we enjoy with the bulk of European
Union member countries.

INVITATION  TO  SIBERIA

Another point: for a relationship, and it
applies to the relations between states and
groupings of states in the same way as it
applies to human relations, you’ve got to
have a project to pursue, and if the proj-
ect is not there, then what is the motiva-
tion to stay together and work together?
And unfortunately, speaking bluntly, cur-
rently we do not have large scale joint
projects with the European Union. I insist
on that: unless one has a project, one won’t
be able to nurture and construct a large
scale, future-oriented relationship. It would
be a mission impossible.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Even if there are
no specific projects on such a scale cur-
rently being developed between Russia and
the EU, could you provide an example of
a project that could act as a launching pad
for a revived partnership between Russia
and the European Union? 

SPASSKY:  Well, to give you an idea, just
an idea, since I’m in no position to make
an offer of this kind, we should be speak-

ing about something really big and really
promising. For instance: the project of a
joint development of Siberia. In terms of
magnitude, it would be exactly the thing
that would give the motivation, the stimu-
lus, the perspective, the substance to qual-
itatively step up the cooperation between
Russia and the European Union. In this
case I am deliberately speaking about the
development of Siberia, not about draining
out its natural resources. I’m speaking
about a comprehensive project, implying
actually turning this vast zone, fantastically
rich in natural and human recourses, into
a model zone of a balanced sustainable
development of the XXI century. This
would be done first and foremost for the
benefit of my country, but also for that of
Europe and of our other neighbors. And in
this case, my impression is the following: if
a project of this kind gets underway,
Europe as a partner would have some very
serious advantages in comparison to the
United States or certain other partners,
China and India for instance.

Some smaller potential joint projects might
be mentioned, like the joint collaboration
on the potential of the hydrogen power, or
actually stepping up the bilateral trend
within the multilateral cooperation in the
field of nuclear fusion. The ideas are there,
and they should not to be postponed into
a long-term future. It’s a job for the cur-
rent political agenda, because otherwise –
once again, I don’t want to frighten any-
body – we won’t be heading for a crisis,
nothing dramatic would be happening, we’ll
be just having a protracted sliding down in
neglect in a relationship which actually
might become one of the driving forces of
the XXI century if handled the right way.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  You have men-
tioned various elements, various pillars on
which you built your thinking in terms of
Russia’s role in the world. Apart from
Russia’s culture you’ve also mentioned the
energy factor and the role of Russia as an
energy player. Is this a way of insisting on
the role that energy can play in foreign
policy? Also, if we turn to the Russian-
Ukrainian relations and the recent gas dis-
pute: even if gas prices needed to be
reviewed, the critical context behind the
dispute and its timing were all questioned
in the world press. The element that
turned out to be of concern was pre-
dictability of Russian foreign policy. Could
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you comment on that and deliberate a bit
further on the Russian-Ukrainian relations?

SPASSKY:  This issue has recently been
addressed by my president, as well as by
the foreign minister Lavrov in his annual
press conference, so there is not that much
to add. We’ve had a very tough nut to
crack with our Ukrainian friends with
respect to this gas issue and energy prices.
It was probably one of the most intransi-
gent issues going back to the former Soviet
Union. We dealt with this issue, and it
required a huge lot of political effort on
both parts. I am absolutely sure that this
problem, even though, frankly speaking, it
was ill-timed the way it transpired, will be
solved and settled in the immediate future.

I would also like to draw you attention to
the fact that for ten years the over-pressing
task of getting down to the business of
revising the system of price setting and the
overall energy system of the former USSR
was completely neglected by the people
who guided Russia in the nineties. It is a
fact that if one is trying to push something
under the carpet, sooner or later it is going
to burst you right in the face. So we final-
ly arrived to the point where we could not
– with all the political will in the world –
proceed with these prices, because they
amounted to subsidize the Ukrainian econ-
omy and the economies of other neighbor-
ing states. We are not blaming these states,
on the contrary: we are most appreciative
of the way president Yushchenko handled
this situation; and of the reason, wisdom
and political courage he manifested.

The issue is now over. It cost quite a lot of
nerve-racking experience. The timing on the
eve on the New Year was bad, but let me
remind everybody that this experience
repeated itself almost every single December.
It was less publicized, less scandalous, less
nerve-racking, but almost every year there
was this situation of balancing on the brink.
We do hope that now we put this situation
on the right track, which will enable us to
settle it to the benefit and satisfaction of
Ukraine, Russia and our other partners.

Now let me address the point on pre-
dictability. A pipeline is like marriage: it’s
a two-way street. It’s a mutual dependence:
the pipeline cannot stay empty for long, it
has got to supply gas, otherwise it degrades
and malfunctions.

And that is why – and here is a very seri-
ous issue for our discussion with the

European Union – why we emphasize the
validity of long-term contracts as far as the
gas market is concerned. Yes, everyone
understands that times change, that now we
are approaching the era of LNG (liquefied
natural gas), that to LNG spot contracts are
applicable. It’s all correct, but nevertheless:
speaking about the bulk of gas supplies
which are supplied via these so-called cen-
tral gas pipelines, the only way to operate
them is on the basis of long term contracts,
which would provide for the predictability.

And my final point. The central issue at
this year’s G8, presided by Russia, would be
the issue of energy security. This issue is
very complicated as some basic facts have
to be reckoned with. For instance, there is
this huge leap in the growth in energy
demand, first and foremost on the part of
the new economies of China and India.
Currently the situation is more or less bal-
anced, there is a sort of equilibrium
between supply and demand, not with-
standing this huge growth in demand on
the part of China and India that I have just
mentioned. But it’s not going to stay forev-
er. I’m not trying to sound alarmist, but we
all know that readily reachable and extrica-
ble resources are being depleted. It’s a long
term trend, and we have to do something
about it in order to avoid a crisis of huge
dimensions in some thirty or forty years.

Let me give you another example: every-
body likes to address certain topics, such as
terrorism. It is a very challenging issue
indeed, but this sort of issues can be
addressed and defined only in specific
ways. To speak of terrorism generically
doesn’t lead anywhere. But to speak of the
counter-terrorist protection of the global
energy infrastructure, of pipelines, of ter-
minals, of routes of supply – this is an
issue that cannot be settled on the level of
a single country, be is as large and potent
as the United Stated. It’s an issue, a chal-
lenge that requires a global response.

I can go on: the same applies to new
sources of energy, to energy conservation,
where my country is unfortunately in a
tragic situation due to the fact that with
our climate and temperatures there is a
gross abuse of power. But the issue is
there. So, once again: it’s very difficult, but
the world community has to finally learn
to work together, because energy, excuse
me for this platitude, is like a gland that
enables body of the world community to
function.
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Interview  

SERGEI  KISLYAK:  
“THE  RUSSIAN  SIDE  HAS

TAKEN  A  DECISION  
IN  PRINCIPLE  TO  EXTEND

THE  CTR  AGREEMENT  
OF  17  JUNE  1992  FOR  THE

NEXT  7  YEARS  (UNTIL  2013)”.

[This  article  was  originally  published  in  The

Global  Partnership  Bulletin,  a  supplement  to

Yaderny  Kontrol  Journal,  No.1-22,  Spring  2006]

© PIR Center, 2006. Translation into English

An interview of the Deputy Minister of
Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation
Sergey Kislyak with Yaderny Kontrol
Journal correspondent Daniil Kobyakov 

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Sergei
Ivanovich, what role will Russia give the
Global Partnership (GP) at the upcoming
summit in St. Petersburg and over the
course of this year as G8 President?

KISLYAK: The G8 Global Partnership
Against the Proliferation of Weapons and
Materials of Mass Destruction (WMD) as
established in 2002 in Kananaskis, is one
of many themes under the Russian G8
Presidency in 2006, and, as you under-
stand, not the least important.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  How do you
view the interaction between Russia’s
declared priorities – questions of energy
security and the fight against infectious dis-
eases – and the Global Partnership or broad-
er G8 policies in the nonproliferation field?

KISLYAK: Neither of the priorities have a
relationship to the Global Partnership or
nonproliferation. The problem of the fight
against infectious diseases will be discussed
during special meetings (at the level of G8
ministers of health). The question of ener-
gy security will be reviewed in the frame-
work of the appropriate forums.

The goals of the Global Partnership were
fixed at Kananaskis. They were focused on
solutions to the questions of nonprolifera-
tion, disarmament, the fight against terror-
ism, and ensuring nuclear safety. The first
project priorities were set as the destruction
of chemical weapons, the dismantlement of

decommissioned nuclear submarines as well
as the disposition of fissile material and the
employment of former weapon scientists.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  The Global
Partnership has almost passed its halfway
mark. How would you evaluate progress
since the decision at Kananaskis? Has it
met your expectations? In what way, in
your view, should the dynamic of the
Global Partnership be supported, and how
can its practical realization be accelerated
in a number of directions? 

KISLYAK: We have established cooperation
with all the donors of the GP. We have
especially good cooperation with Germany,
UK, USA, Canada, and Norway. At the
same time, it is not less important that
there are many other countries that con-
tribute, even with modest means, to our GP
priorities–chemical weapons destruction and
the decommissioning of nuclear submarines.

We have practically completed the estab-
lishment of legal frameworks for the GP. In
2003, Russia signed and ratified the
Multilateral Nuclear Environmental
Program in Russia (MNEPR) agreement.
On this foundation, we concluded agree-
ments in 2003–2004 with the UK,
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and Canada. In
February 2006, two agreements were signed
with France. Agreements with Japan and
the U.S. had been signed earlier. From
2002–2005, Russia received more than $540
million for its priorities ($287 million for
submarine decommissioning, $261 million
for chemical weapons destruction). With
the partners’ help, the chemical weapons
destruction facility at Gorny, Saratov
region, was constructed and began work.
Construction was begun at the facility at
Kambarka, Udmurtia Republic. The
Schuchy’e facility in the Kurgan region is
actively being built (to open by the end of
December 2007). Since 2002 17 nuclear-
powered submarines have been decommis-
sioned (altogether 61 have been destroyed)
with international assistance. It is necessary
to also note Russia’s role. Since 2002, the
Russian federal budget has spent $997 mil-
lion on chemical disarmament and $206
million on decommissioning of nuclear-pow-
ered submarines (with that amount 44 subs
were decommissioned). Overall, we can say
that the GP continues to develop, and the
cooperation is useful. At the same time, it
is far from simple. The most important
problem, from our point of view, is that
declarations of assistance are slow to
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become reality. As is well known, at
Kananaskis the GP members pledged $20
billion over ten years. Based on this, after
Kananaskis we could calculate that from
2002 to 2005, Russia would have received a
sum of more than 5 billion dollars for coop-
erative work. In reality a lot less has been
allocated. In other words, the Kananaskis
promises of resources for Russia have not at
all come about. Therefore during our
Presidency we still see our main goal to be
translating the political agreements to prac-
tical cooperation. The Russian theme for the
Global Partnership this year is – “from
promises to realization”.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  At the G8
Kananaskis Summit, the decision was
taken to begin Global Partnership work in
Russia. Now Ukraine has become a recip-
ient country. How do you see the prospec-
tive geographic widening of the Global
Partnership, and will Russia use its expe-
rience to cooperate with other countries?
For example, do you see a possibility for
Russian participation in this work in the
DPRK for the halt of its nuclear program
through the Global Partnership framework?

KISLYAK: In principle, we support the
addition of the CIS countries to the Global
Partnership–this adheres to the letter and
the spirit of Kananaskis. We propose that
the candidate countries must have prepared
project proposals that match GP objectives.
In addition, they must participate in inter-
national nonproliferation regimes. Russia is
ready to assist them in preparing needed
projects and sharing our experience in
cooperating with other G8 participants.
Regarding the DPRK, they have not yet
raised the question of participation in the
GP.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  How would you
evaluate the present level of Russian-
American cooperative threat reduction
activities? How do you evaluate progress
and success in solving long-term problems
such as nuclear liability and access to sen-
sitive nuclear facilities? Is there now more
understanding between the two countries
on these questions? How do you evaluate
the future of bilateral cooperation?

KISLYAK: The relationship with the
American side is developing.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  At the Bratislava
Summit, Presidents Putin and Bush agreed
to develop a partnership and cooperative
work in the nuclear security area, the pre-

vention of nuclear terrorism, the imple-
mentation of UN Security Council
Resolution 1540, and the conversion of
research reactors from highly enriched to
low enriched uranium fuel. What progress
has been made in this sphere since the two
Presidents met in Slovakia?

KISLYAK: Recently, we have made a
bilateral Senior Interagency Working group
to address issues of cooperation on nuclear
security (including the disposition of fissile
material no longer needed for defense pur-
poses) was established and is chaired by
the heads of Rosatom and the U.S.
Department of Energy (currently Sergei
Kirienko and Samuel Bodman). In 2005, a
five-year plan was agreed upon to return all
highly enriched fuel from Russian and U.S.
origin research reactors in third countries.
Russian-origin fuel is in 17 countries, 14 of
which have agreed to return the fuel, except
Egypt, DPRK and China. At present, fresh
fuel has been returned from 7 countries.
Countries that have nuclear reactors operat-
ing with highly enriched uranium are ask-
ing for help with conversion to low-
enriched fuel. Russia and the United States
have conducted an active dialogue about the
question of implementing UNSC Resolution
1540, including in the Security Council
committee meetings, in the G8, and in the
framework on nonproliferation and export
control forums. One of the central questions
in this dialogue at the moment is the exten-
sion of the mandate of the 1540 committee
for another two years (until April 28, 2008).
1540 is an important instrument of cooper-
ation and needs to be fulfilled by all states.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Do you see a
possibility for the UN member states, as
they fulfill their 1540 obligations, to gain
assistance from the Global Partnership (for
example, funding for this work in addition
to the pledged $20 billion)?

KISLYAK: In principle, we are ready to
examine what can be done using the
potential of the Global Partnership in
order to help states fulfill their obligations
under UNSC Resolution 1540 (for exam-
ple, as regards the physical security of
nuclear and other WMD-related materials).
At the same time, to give a general answer
to a general question is an unthankful task.
Everything depends on whether the con-
crete needs and requests by potential recip-
ients match the goals and principles of the
Global Partnership.
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Interview

VIKTOR  ZAVARZIN:  
“RUSSIA’S  MILITARY  

PRESENCE  IN  CENTRAL  ASIA
WILL  HELP  STABILIZE  

THE  REGION”.
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State Duma Defense Committee Chairman
Viktor Zavarzin was interviewed by PIR
Center Consultant correspondent Sergei
Mursankov.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Not long ago
the State Duma adopted a law on non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) that
garnered a lot of attention both in Russia
and abroad. Some even tried to use this
fact to cast doubt on the very possibility
that Russia could hold the G8 presidency.
What is your relationship to this bill? In
your opinion, what role should NGOs play
in the formulation of Russian defense pol-
icy?

ZAVARZIN:  Yes, you are right; this law
attracted a great deal of attention, and not
just in Russia. For example, on January 25,
2006, it was considered at a session of the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe, which decided by a small majori-
ty of votes that the law does not meet the
criteria of the Council of Europe. I think
that this shows that the European parlia-
mentarians do not fully understand the
aims and objectives of this document. As
President Putin noted during his recent
meeting with German Chancellor Angela
Merkel, “One of the primary objectives of
the law on NGOs is to exclude opaque
forms of funding domestic political activi-
ty in Russia.”

In answer to your question, I would first
like to note that NGOs have played and
continue to play an important role in the
establishment of a civil society in Russia.
However, we have to separate the wheat
from the chaff. NGOs should be differen-
tiated according to their activities, aims,

and objectives as set down in their found-
ing charters. If these aims do not violate
Russian laws and the organization’s activi-
ties and funding are transparent and
directed at, for example, the development
of science, culture, education, or other
issues important to society, then we can
only welcome the activities of such organ-
izations. As for the role of NGOs in
defense policy, there are a number of
organizations that undertake fairly detailed
analyses of current global security threats
and challenges. Their conclusions are taken
into consideration when formulating
Russian defense policy. The cooperation of
government agencies with these types of
NGOs can help improve understanding of
the substance and mechanics of threats,
and help in the search for effective means
to counter them. As they say, two heads
are better than one. Thus taking into
account NGO opinions and the results of
their work in this area can contribute to
the formulation of Russian defense policy.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  The PIR
Center, in our opinion, offers a good exam-
ple of a constructive approach towards
NGO participation in the events leading
up to Russia’s G8 chairmanship. In coor-
dination with the Russian presidential
administration and the Russian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, we are preparing to hold
an international conference – “Global
Security and the G8: Challenges and
Interests. On the Way to the St. Petersburg
Summit” – in Moscow from April 20-22,
2006. The aim of the conference, held two
months prior to the beginning of the sum-
mit, is to discuss the questions that the G8
leaders will face in St. Petersburg, to have
an exchange of opinions between represen-
tatives of government agencies and leaders
from the international expert community
and business community, and to concen-
trate on practical recommendations. We
hope that you will not only be our guest
there, but also an active participant in this
conference.

ZAVARZIN:  I accept your invitation with
pleasure. I think that holding this sort of
conference will only help to solve the
problems Russia is facing as G8 chairman
this year.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  We would like
to propose that your conference participa-
tion include giving a report in the break-
out session on “Security Challenges in
Central Asia.” You have dedicated several
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years of your life to the problem of stabi-
lizing this region. Of course, we will learn
about your views of the situation in more
detail at the session. For the moment,
however, if you could briefly tell us: What
is the significance of Central Asia for
Russia today and what do you consider to
be the fundamental challenges to security
in the region?

ZAVARZIN:  At the present time, Central
Asia is one of the most problematic regions
in the post-Soviet space. The authorities in
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan are facing
growing socioeconomic, interethnic, and
interclan contradictions ever more fre-
quently. The challenge to the governments
of Central Asian states from local Islamic
circles remains as well. The region is also
faced by threats from its southern neigh-
bors in the form of the growth of the
forces of international terrorism and drug
trafficking. The tensions between neighbors
in the region created by unilateral actions
to “strengthen borders,” mutual territorial
claims, and interethnic conflicts are also
well known.

There is either no system of mutually
complementary economic ties, particularly
in the joint use of energy, water, and other
resources, or it constantly breaks down.
Pragmatic, commercial interests have come
to the fore. Hence the periodic use of the
tactic of gas, transport, customs, energy,
and even food blockades (for example, in
the “gas war” between Uzbekistan and
Kyrgyzstan). The speed and aims of the
economic reforms being undertaken in the
Central Asian states differ substantially.
Economic policy continues to be based on
a desire to modernize and become inte-
grated in the global economy through the
development of raw materials.

Unfortunately, the mutual relations
between heads of state in the region are
not always rational. The variety of their
regional and international foreign policy
philosophies plays a significant role in this
regard.

The issue of security continues to be a dif-
ficult one for countries in the region, since
they all feel vulnerable not only to exter-
nal action, but also to internal cataclysms.
This is clearly demonstrated, for example,
by the harsh, forceful suppression of the
armed rebellion in Uzbekistan in 2005, as
well as by the fact that the Islamic proj-

ect in Kyrgyzstan was ignored by the
country’s new elite after the forceful elim-
ination of the Akayev regime.

Given this situation, of the political tasks
facing Russia in Central Asia, I would
emphasize, first of all, the development of
a realizable, integrated strategy of interac-
tion with the states in the region and the
goal of long-term stabilization. I believe
that it is necessary to retain our political
presence and increase our economic pres-
ence in the region (following the example
of the agreement between Gazprom and
the Tajik government of 2003 on the right
to Turkmen gas for 25 years, as well as the
long-term agreement between Russia and
Uzbekistan on Russian development of gas
fields for 35 years). It makes sense to
increase participation in new infrastructure
and energy projects in the region, as well
as in the development of promising oil and
uranium deposits.

The development of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization (SCO), which
can make a real claim to the role of a col-
lective deterrent force in Eurasia, would
make a great contribution to regional sta-
bility. After all, this intergovernmental
organization, which was formed on June
15, 2001, in Shanghai at the initiative of
China, Russia, and the four Central Asian
states, unites countries with a combined
territory of more than 30 million square
kilometers (three fifths of the total area of
the Eurasian continent). Its population is
nearly 1.5 billion, or approximately one
fourth of the population of the entire
world. If the political and military leaders
of SCO member states were to coordinate
their policy in the security sphere, and
adhere to the principles they signed onto
in the Shanghai Convention on Combating
Terrorism, Separatism, and Extremism,
which forms the legal basis for collective
action by all of the region’s countries
against the threats and challenges they
face, then they would be able to achieve
impressive results.

The capabilities of SCO member nations
are truly great but, as our president noted
at the last SCO summit, “they must be
converted into real returns.” And it is crit-
ically important to remain faithful to the
so-called “spirit of Shanghai,” which
includes mutual trust, mutual benefit,
equality, respect for each other’s interests
and opinions, mutual consultation, obtain-
ing mutual understanding through consen-
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sus, and voluntarily carrying out the agree-
ments that have been reached.

Russia’s military presence in the region and
its growth, particularly within the frame-
work of the Collective Security Treaty
Organizations (CSTO), would also con-
tribute to the stabilization of Central Asia,
and could be aimed at neutralizing the
American strategic advantage and having a
restraining influence on American forces in
the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan should
U.S.-Iranian or U.S.-Chinese relations
become aggravated. Russia needs to
strengthen and expand its unified defense
with its CSTO allies in order to maintain
its territorial integrity, protect itself from
terrorist and other external threats, retain
its sovereign rights in the area of natural
resources, and control vitally important
transportation infrastructure.

There are other, no less important tasks
that must also be undertaken. This
includes combating drug trafficking, main-
taining strict control over the problem of
the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction from the region, and a number
of other problems. In order to succeed in
these areas, as I already noted, we must
develop all-embracing cooperation with the
countries of the region.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Another topic, to
which you have devoted part of your life
in practical work, is Russia-NATO rela-
tions. What do you envision as possible
avenues for future cooperation, and what
obstacles are there to such cooperation?

ZAVARZIN:  The quality of Russia-NATO
relations is improving. This is primarily
happening thanks to the creation of the
Russia-NATO Council (RNC). Today there
are no great political problems that could
prevent the further growth of political dia-
logue and the development of purely prac-
tical measures to facilitate an increase in
Euro-Atlantic security.

The Council’s format makes it possible for
us to speak frankly about remaining prob-
lems, including some very sensitive ques-
tions. We are able to reach joint solutions
that take into account the interests of all
parties.

A whole series of studies and evaluations
on how Russia and NATO can cooperate
in practice have been prepared. Some of
these proposals have been evaluated during

the course of joint exercises. The results
have been positive and are encouraging.

I would like to mention military coopera-
tion with particular satisfaction. The num-
ber of joint measures and training exercis-
es is increasing. It is constructive that we
have begun to evaluate in practice a lot of
the theoretical work on cooperation.
Beginning this year, for the first time since
the withdrawal of the Russian contingent
from the Balkans, our servicemen have
been participating together in counterter-
rorist operations in the Mediterranean.

However, at the present time, in my opin-
ion, there are some difficult areas in our
relations with the alliance that require
additional momentum in order for us
jointly to move forward and find effective
mechanisms to push forward in these
realms, or we will have to conclude work
in these areas and concentrate our main
efforts in more promising ones. That is to
say, we need a sort of fresh start. We need
some revision in particular areas of coop-
eration. This state of affairs has largely
arisen for good reasons: the aims and
objectives of the Rome Declaration were
fairly cautious, given the newness of the
measure, and by now have been basically
realized. Now the question of moving to
the next, more advanced phase of cooper-
ation is on the agenda: to operational coop-
eration between Russia and NATO in
response to new threats and challenges.

Here the tasks of further strengthening
mutual confidence and transparency, taking
all facets of each others’ interests into
account, along with the inadmissibility of
applying double standards are undoubtedly
critically important for strengthening the
stability and predictability of our relations.

Both in the Russian leadership and in the
State Duma the constructive response of
the NATO General Secretary to our con-
cerns related to the modernization of mil-
itary infrastructure in the Baltic countries
was greatly appreciated. We took note of
the confirmation of the obligations of the
Founding Act not to position nuclear
weapons on the territories of new NATO
members, not to deploy substantial military
forces there, and also not to create infra-
structure for these purposes.

I have a positive view of the Alliance’s
readiness to be transparent regarding issues
related to the modernization of military
infrastructure in the Baltic states. The
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work that has begun in the Baltic states to
develop and modernize airfields, naval
bases, and test ranges was naturally viewed
in our country with caution. After all, we
are talking about a region where, it would
seem, there are no real military security
threats today, and no crises or major con-
flicts are foreseen.

Since NATO has now reached our borders
(in principle one cannot exclude the possi-
bility of incidents in the air or at sea, even
for purely technical reasons such as adverse
weather conditions and the like), it makes
sense for us to work together to develop
additional measures to avert possible inci-
dents arising from the operation of contin-
gents of Russian and NATO armed forces
so near each other.

The launch of such measures to increase
confidence and transparency, and to avert
incidents, would allow us to ensure the
precise coordination of flights by our civil
and military aircraft, to work out an effec-
tive defense system should ships make
unsanctioned deviations from their routes
or be seized by terrorists, as well as for
acute emergencies.

The creation of a common system to mon-
itor the air situation and air traffic control
in the Baltic region would be a significant
first step towards building confidence.

We also need to keep working in such
promising areas as the compatibility of the-
ater missile defense systems. We are pre-
pared for greater cooperation in a number
of areas of military and related technical
activities, and on issues related to the oper-
ational compatibility of the Russian Armed
Forces and NATO.

It must be noted, though, that there are
still issues in our relations about which we
hold divergent positions. First of all, this
concerns the Adapted Treaty on
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe
(CFE Treaty). It seems to me that NATO
is artificially tying the ratification of this
agreement to Russian fulfillment of the
unrelated, so-called “Istanbul
Commitments” to Georgia and Moldova.
Moreover, Russia has already ratified the
Treaty. This Treaty is not more important
to us than it is to NATO, and its collapse
will not be an irreplaceable loss for Russia.

We are still concerned over NATO expan-
sion. This process affects Russia’s political,
military, and to a certain extent economic

interests. And this is tied to the fact that
the Baltic countries are not members of
the CFE Treaty, while the situation in
Latvia and Estonia with regards to dis-
crimination faced by the Russian-speaking
population remains acute.

NATO accepted new members with all of
their delicate domestic problems and unre-
solved questions, and thus took responsi-
bility for their solution.

This factor puts a certain stamp on the
development of the Russian-NATO part-
nership as well. It is time for NATO to be
converted from a purely military organiza-
tion into a political one.

And now our primary task is to convert
the “Russia-NATO” mechanism from a
political force, which is already playing an
important role in forming the spirit of the
current system of international relations,
into a force that will determine the prac-
tical actions of the Alliance and Russia in
the military sphere.

Cooperation between the Collective
Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) and
NATO could make a noticeable contribu-
tion to increasing the effectiveness of work
in the areas of anti-terrorism and rebuild-
ing Afghanistan. The CSTO has some pos-
itive experience in solving these problems.
At the end of May 2005, consultations at
the level of deputy foreign and defense
ministers and national security council sec-
retaries of the CSTO countries took place,
at which the question of coordinating joint
activity in the post-conflict development of
Afghanistan was discussed, among others.
It goes without saying that both organiza-
tions would benefit from cooperation in
this area and it could demonstrate their
unity in solving security issues in the
Central Asian region. We are also in favor
of a variety of types of mechanisms for
this sort of cooperation.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Could you
briefly sum up the work of the Committee
in 2005 and indicate what the Defense
Committee is working on today? 

ZAVARZIN:  The Committee examined
more than 200 bills in 2005. I will not
subject you to an enumeration of these
bills, but will instead draw your attention
to the areas that are, in our opinion,
extremely important.

One area of the Defense Committee’s work
during the fall session was in the area of
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legislation to improve the quality of officer
training.

Creating conditions for the scientific and
pedagogical growth of the professorial and
teaching staff of military educational estab-
lishments was critical to the solution of
this problem.

For many years this problem has not been
dealt with. However, this year the
Committee succeeded in getting the gov-
ernment to agree that in 2006, scientific
and pedagogical staff of military schools
who have scientific degrees could obtain
military ranks one level above their current
positions up to and including the rank of
colonel, and monthly payments for scien-
tific degrees will be 3,000 rubles for
Candidates of Science and 7,000 for
Doctorates of Science. Furthermore, ser-
vicemen who work as docents and profes-
sors will obtain salary increases of 40%
and 60 %, respectively.

The Committee has worked actively and
continues to work to adjust servicemen’s
pensions to the cost of living. In fact, the
Committee has now drawn fire for its posi-
tion on this question. We have to maintain
a constant, forthright dialogue with the
government, the Supreme Court, and the
General Prosecutor’s office.

This is a very difficult question. It is worth
about 60 billion rubles. There is no sim-
ple solution. However, this issue cannot be
left quiet and must be solved.

The State Duma succeeded in persuading
the Russian Government to index service-
men’s service pay (and military pensions)
as follows:

beginning January 1, 2006 – by 15%,

beginning January 1, 2007 – by 10%,

beginning January 1, 2007 – by 15%, and

beginning January 1, 2008 – by 15%.

The State Duma has provided funding for
the service pay increase in 2006.

Another acute problem that the Committee
worked on during the fall session was the
issue of the application of correctional cus-
tody to servicemen, i.e., military confine-
ment.

At the current time, questions of criminal-
ity and discipline in the Russian Armed
Forces have become particularly serious.
Therefore, we view the adoption of the bill

On Procedures for Applying Correctional
Custody to Servicemen in the first reading
as extremely important. The point of the
bill is that it requires that disciplinary
action in the form of correctional custody
be applied to servicemen and citizens
called up for military duty on the basis of
a court decision.

Yet one more critical problem that the
Committee is constantly working on is
military housing.

Today, about 160,500 military families need
housing. Of this number, 80,600 families
need permanent housing, about 50,000
need service housing and 31,000 families
need better housing.

This problem will be solved in the follow-
ing ways:

First. The establishment of a fund for
service housing for authorized personnel.
In 2006 the fund will increase by 19,000
apartments and will reach the level of over
200,000. In total, prospective troops (forces)
will need approximately 480,000 service
apartments.

Second. The receipt of housing by ser-
vicemen through a savings/mortgage sys-
tem. All of the legislation necessary for the
realization of this method of housing pro-
vision has been developed.

Over the course of two years, servicemen
participating in the program will each
receive 77,600 rubles in individual savings
accounts: 37,000 rubles this year and
40,600 rubles next year. One billion rubles
were allocated for this program in 2005
and 3.3 billion rubles in 2006.

Third. The provision of permanent hous-
ing to servicemen by the usual means, i.e.,
the assignment of housing as property
through its purchase and construction by
the Ministry of Defense or through the
State Housing Certificate program.

Unfortunately, funding levels do not pro-
vide for the amount of housing that is
demanded.

10.4 billion rubles have been provided for
housing in 2006, making it possible to
obtain about 7,900 apartments. This is only
slightly above 2005 levels. Basically, the
reduction in the effectiveness of direct
investment in housing is related to the fact
that real estate has overtaken the rate of
growth of investments in fixed capital.
While investments grew 1.7 times between
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2001 and 2006, the mean cost of a ser-
viceman’s apartment grew 2.55 times dur-
ing this period.

6.2 billion rubles are planned for the
acquisition of housing through the State
Housing Certificate program. This is equiv-
alent to about 7,800 certificates [a type of
promissory note – trans.], which is not
enough to meet the needs of all of those
discharged in 2006. The additional needs
equal approximately 3.2 billion rubles, or
4,000 certificates.

This problem can be partially solved
through to the release in the fourth quar-
ter of 2006 of an additional amount of cer-
tificates that will amortize in 2007. A sim-
ilar method was used in 2004.

As is well known, the mean market value
of a square meter of housing varies, and
often differs from the amount in the cer-
tificates. While this difference may not be
large in smaller regions, in the center this
difference poses insurmountable problems
in the acquisition of housing. In order to
bring the value of the certificates closer to
the real cost of housing the president has
set the objective of allocating an addition-
al 15 billion rubles in 2006.

However, insufficient funding is only one
of the problems. We believe that even with
current funding levels a more rational use
of funds would make it possible to get bet-
ter results.

At the present time a substantial portion
of the funds allocated by the Ministry of
Defense is expended on the upkeep of

housing used by citizens who have lost all
ties to the military. We believe that we
need a program, with the appropriate
funding, for the accelerated transfer of such
housing stock to local municipal govern-
ments.

What bothers us? First, that the initiation
of the savings/mortgage system is being
superimposed on existing housing prob-
lems. Without the means to provide hous-
ing to those who by law have a right to
it today, the government has begun to set
aside quite substantial sums for those who
will only obtain a right to housing in a
minimum of 10 years, and the majority –
in 20 years.

In the second place, there is no guarantee
that market prices for housing will allow
servicemen to acquire dignified housing
with the funds they have accumulated in
the foreseeable future.

I will not go on. I will only say that the
problem of military housing is complicat-
ed and it will take a fairly long time to
solve it. Alas, we should not expect easy
victories and quick results. But we will
work. Walk and ye shall reach your desti-
nation.

At the current time the Committee is con-
sidering over 30 bills. They concern all of
the main areas of legislation related to mil-
itary activity. We are also convinced that
we need to pay special attention to issues
related to the provision of servicemen’s
social welfare, the housing problem, the
funding of the armed forces, and others.
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Deputy Secretary of the Russian
Federation Security Council Valentin
Sobolev answered the questions of PIR
Center Director, Yaderny Kontrol editor-
in-chief Vladimir Orlov.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  For Russia, ter-
rorism is not a new phenomenon. At the
same time, not so very long ago – during
the Cold War – this concept was in no
way associated with our country. Now
Russia is in the top portion of the list of
countries most affected by the terrorist
threat. What do you see as the basic rea-
sons for this change?

SOBOLEV: For Russia, the word “terror-
ism” has been well known for a long time.
To take a historical view, one can point to
individuals like Karakozov, who shot the
tsar; or Alexander Ulianov, Lenin’s brother,
who planned the assassination; left socialist
revolutionaries; Savinkov; or the White and
Red terror. These are more than just
names. The people who lived at that time
suffered a great deal of tragedy; there were
a great many victims, and a lot of blood
flowed.

During the Cold War period Soviet terri-
tory was relatively peaceful; where terrorist
acts were concerned, it was far more peace-
ful than anywhere else in the world. There
was just one atrocious act. In January
1977, Armenian nationalists (the “Zatikian
Group”) set off explosives in the Moscow
subway, in which children were returning
from New Year’s celebrations.
Approximately two dozen people were
killed.

In general, at a time when bombs were
exploding in the Bologna railway station,

the Red Brigades were plotting acts in
Germany, Irish terrorists were active in the
United Kingdom, and Basques were carry-
ing out terrorist acts in Spain, Moscow
viewed terrorism as a very far-away and
insubstantial threat.

The Soviets’ lack of concern regarding ter-
rorism was due to a number of reasons.
Primarily, the “iron curtain” that then
existed prevented the free exchange of
ideas between countries. And, of course,
the fairly strong authoritarian regime and
powerful security services and law enforce-
ment responded to every sign of such an
event in time and did not let society feel
threatened.

However, the situation changed with the
advent of perestroika, when the Soviet
Union ceased to exist in the form that it
had taken up to that time. The conflicts
that then erupted were chiefly based on
ethnic grounds: there was the conflict in
the Ferghana Valley (Uzbekistan) where
Meskhetian Turks were beaten up, the con-
flict in Sumgait (Azerbaijan) between the
Azeri and Armenian populations, and a
virtual civil war in Tajikistan. All of this
changed the Russian government’s view of
terrorism and the perception of the prob-
lem within Russia.

The conflicts then shifted to the Northern
and Southern Caucasus. Moreover, they
occurred both on the territory of the
Russian Federation (the Ingush-Ossetian
conflict) and outside of Russian borders, on
the territory of South Ossetia, Abkhazia,
and Nagorny Karabakh. It is precisely at
this time that the nationalists first made
political demands and more radical reli-
gious groups appeared.

In addition to the separatist demands to
which we were already accustomed, for
partitioning a region from Russia, we then
confronted a new demand for the first
time: the creation of a so-called “global
Islamic Caliphate.” As you know, that is
the formula we hear from Al Qaeda to this
day.

We should recognize that in Russia, which
has a significant Muslim community, par-
ticularly in the border regions near the
Caucasus and Central Asia as well as along
the Volga, this idea has gained some sup-
port, in the absence of political will and
economic stability. The forces that are driv-
ing this issue, and drawing the maps of
the area to be covered by the Caliphate
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(the North Caucasus and Volga region),
have been concentrated in the Chechen
Republic.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Valentin Alekse-
evich, when did it become clear that we
need to act against well-organized, trained,
funded, and motivated international terror-
ists, and not just individual bandit forma-
tions?

SOBOLEV: Already in 1994, when the
decision was made to conduct an operation
to restore constitutional order in the
Chechen republic, it became abundantly
clear that those driving and organizing the
attempts to create a Caliphate were not
just Chechen extremists, but included a
multinational group of international terror-
ists. We received information at the time
that representatives of more than 50 coun-
tries were then fighting alongside the
Chechens. The majority came from the
Middle East and Central Asia, but there
were also representatives of non-Muslim
countries. A significant portion of them
had been trained in combat skills and
received political indoctrination in camps
in Afghanistan. Their Taliban instructors
taught them military combat skills, sabo-
tage, and radical Islamism. We later
received proof of the validity of this infor-
mation from prisoners of war and desert-
ers.

Thus, already in the first half of the 1990s
Russia recognized the real threat posed by
the aggregation of terrorist organizations.
In 1995, at the G7 plus 1 summit in
Halifax (Canada), Russia made a statement
regarding the real threat posed by the con-
solidation of terrorist groups in the
Northern Caucasus, not just to Russia
itself, but also to the entire world.
Unfortunately, the appeal was not fully
appreciated by the politicians, many of
whom would not see the threat as real for
some time to come.

It took the events of September 11 in New
York and Washington for politicians to
realize the scale of the threat. After these
terrorist acts an international counterterror-
ist coalition was formed in which Russia
participates to this day.

In September 2001, the United Nations
passed Resolution 1336, setting forth the
principles that U.N. member countries
should apply when dealing with terrorism.
This was quite a challenge, as the inter-
national community, since the time of the

League of Nations, has not even been able
to agree on a definition of the word “ter-
rorism.” However, step by step a system
was formed that allows us to counter ter-
rorism fairly effectively today.

Further, in September 2005 the United
Nations passed another resolution that can
be summarized as “judge or extradite.” Its
point is that terrorism cannot go unpun-
ished. This principle was confirmed in the
Gleneagles (United Kingdom) G8 state-
ment emphasizing the fact that no coun-
try has the right to use any terrorist con-
tacts for political aims.

The threat of terrorism today is also mul-
tiplying because, despite global progress
and improving international relations, our
world remains very vulnerable.

YADERNY  KONTROL: What, in your
opinion, are the particular features that
characterize contemporary terrorism? 

SOBOLEV: First, there is its increasing
geographical reach and the international-
ization of terrorism. Further, there is its
brutality and focus. Terrorists of the late
19th and early 20th centuries were loners
who primarily shot at political leaders.
Today’s terrorist targets are completely dif-
ferent. They include civilians, children, cul-
tural and religious sites, and places where
a lot of people gather. The goal is new: to
scare people.

The number of suicide bombers is grow-
ing. Furthermore, in the past three years
the number of “shahids” (martyrs) has
grown nearly 20-fold. Suicide bombers
cause the most damage. Just look at the
fact that only 5% of all terrorist acts
involve the use of shahids with explosives,
yet they account for 70% of all victims.
Moreover, it is very difficult to counter ter-
rorist acts committed by a kamikaze or
shahid.

Another distinguishing feature of contem-
porary terrorism that must be noted is the
attempts to obtain and, of course, use
either WMD or its components.
Unfortunately, it’s not just that intelligence
services have this sort of information; there
have been actual incidents involving the
use of chemicals. Today we probably can-
not say that terrorists are in possession of
nuclear weapons. However, the possibility
that a terrorist might build or purchase a
“dirty bomb” is very real.
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Yet another distinguishing feature of mod-
ern terrorism is “cyberterrorism.” Many
experts believe that the consequences of an
attack on telecommunications or electronic
management systems could be comparable
to the results of a WMD attack.

The terrorists are in tune with global
developments, and exotic new terms such
as ecoterrorism and agroterrorism have
come into being. Here terrorists are both
making use of and playing with the real
problems the global community is facing
(such as environmental problems), black-
mailing people by threatening to explode
oil refineries, oil and gas pipelines, and
other facilities posing toxic threats.

These threats are global. Consequently,
there is a need to unite global efforts to
combat the contemporary “Terrorist
Internationale.” Russia’s leaders fully realize
this and are working in this direction
together with other countries.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  What are the
basic areas of Russian endeavors in the
area of combating terrorism? 

SOBOLEV: As I already noted, Russia is
an active participant in the counterterrorist
coalition. We believe that the United
Nations should take the leading role in
fighting terrorism. At the same time,
Russia is also active in regional countert-
errorist groups such as the CIS
Antiterrorist Center, Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO), and Collective
Security Treaty Organization (CSTO).

Russia maintains bilateral relations with
practically every country in the world that
has experienced what terrorism really is.
Primarily, these are the states on the ter-
ritory of the former Soviet Union. In addi-
tion, there is the United States, Israel,
Germany, France, and the United
Kingdom. It is no accident that Russia has
already hosted four major international
conferences on this issue for intelligence
and law enforcement agencies from various
countries. In 2006 Kazan, the capital of
Tatarstan, will host the fifth such confer-
ence, with representatives of over 80 coun-
tries expected to attend.

Terrorism knows no mercy. And govern-
ments should respond to terrorists in kind.
Terrorists demands concessions and politi-
cal compromises that we must in no way
entertain, something the Russian
Federation has learned through bitter expe-

rience. Negotiating with terrorists is possi-
ble and necessary only for one purpose: to
ease the plight of hostages and to rescue
them. Any other concessions only encour-
age the further growth of terrorism and
result in even more brutal and audacious
demands.

As an example I’d like to recall Russia’s
experience in Chechnya. In 1996, the
Khasavyurt Agreement was signed by the
then leadership of the so-called Chechen
Republic of Ichkeria and Russia. They
agreed that over the course of five years:
Ichkeria committed to disarming, remain-
ing under the legal jurisdiction of Russia,
and holding a general referendum to
decide whether the population wanted to
stay within the Russian Federation or leave
Russia.

What actually happened after the
Khasavyurt Agreement? We saw that the
Chechen leaders used this time for the fur-
ther arming and training of its fighters.
Instead of the promised legal jurisdiction
of the Russian Federation, sharia courts
started operating in the Chechen republic
together with public executions. We saw
that mercenaries from all over the world
were coming back to Chechnya for train-
ing and, apparently, were being prepared to
undertake terrorist attacks.

All of this led up to the events of August
1999, when a group of well-trained, well-
equipped bandits and mercenaries from all
over the world infiltrated not Chechnya,
but Dagestan, to try to implement their
ideology in practice and create an Islamic
Caliphate by force. The Russian Federation
responded by initiating counterterrorist
operations in Chechnya in the fall of 1999.

Or we can take another example: the
bloody terrorist attacks on the Spanish
subway stations and trains. Two weeks
after the attacks, which took place on
March 11, 2004, Spain held elections and
the ruling party lost. The terrorists quick-
ly claimed credit for these changes. A few
months later, terrorists seized Spanish
hostages in Iraq and demanded that the
Spanish government withdraw its nearly
1,000 troops participating in the antiterror-
ist operation. The Spanish government
made such a decision, after which the
number of hostages taken in Iraq multi-
plied dramatically.

YADERNY  KONTROL: One more prob-
lem related to terrorism is the issue of ter-
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rorist funding. In your opinion, how can
we combat this phenomenon?

SOBOLEV: There are various estimates of
the volume of terrorist funding. Some
experts say that about $20 billion are
expended on these aims. The IMF has
stated that the sum is about $50 billion.
From our experience in Chechnya, we
know that when the terrorists run out of
money half of the bandits come down
from the mountains and go home. After
receiving large sums the number of bandit
groups mushrooms.

After the terrorist acts of September 11,
2001 U.S. law enforcement agencies identi-
fied $32 billion that their information indi-
cated could be intended for use by terror-
ists, and froze these funds. However, about
$150 million of this amount remains the
subject of legal proceedings to this day.
And as a rule, the government does not
win these legal cases. As one U.S. con-
gressman joked, “Trying to starve the ter-
rorists of money is like trying to catch one
kind of fish by draining the ocean.”

Today the most radical Muslim extremists
use the informal “havala” funds transfer
system, in which money does not physi-
cally cross any borders. To expose, and par-
ticularly to document and assess penalties
for such operations is extremely complex.

However, the problem needs to be
addressed, and in principle it is clear how
this must be done. This primarily means
improving legislation to allow the govern-
ment to intervene constructively and create
barriers to terrorist funding. It is also
important that these efforts not be under-
taken by one country alone, but by the
global community in concert.

Where does the money that is used to
fund international terrorism come from?
First, there are several foundations and
international organizations, mostly of a rad-
ical Muslim nature. Another portion comes
from the sponsorship that, unfortunately,
quite a number of rich people from a vari-
ety of nations provide for personal or polit-
ical reasons. In addition, there is the
money that terrorists traditionally receive
from transnational organized crime.

If we look at a map we can identify an
“arc of instability” from the Philippines
and Thailand through the Indian subcon-
tinent, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Central
Asia, and then the Caucasus, the Middle

East, and Kosovo. This is the arc along
which the largest number of terrorist
attacks is concentrated. If we look at the
routes used by drug traffickers, leading
from the main drug producing locations,
we can identify the Golden Triangle, as it
used to be called (where the borders of
Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, and China
meet), and the Golden Crescent (Pakistan
and Afghanistan). The drug routes contin-
ue further through Central Asia and either
through the Balkans or in a more norther-
ly direction. And we see that this geogra-
phy is the same as the arc of political
instability. Drug trafficking involves huge
sums of money; there is hard data indi-
cating that a significant proportion ends up
in the pockets of terrorists.

We can also consider a number of other
types of crimes here as well, such as ille-
gal arms sales, human trafficking, kidnap-
ping, and racketeering. Terrorists fairly
often make use of these types of criminal
enterprises as well.

YADERNY  KONTROL:  Combating ter-
rorism and human rights. What do you see
as the relationship between these two con-
cepts?

SOBOLEV: Given the increase in interna-
tional terrorism on the one hand, and the
need for state security services to act in a
preemptive, preventive fashion on the
other, there is a clear need to toughen
some of the norms, related to human
rights, to which democratic countries have
become accustomed. There is some conflict
here: the government must put limits on
society and individual rights in order to
preserve the most basic right: the right to
life.

YADERNY  KONTROL: Then could we
examine another such conflict: between the
fight against terrorism and freedom of the
press? 

SOBOLEV: Mrs. Thatcher once said that
publicity is the oxygen of terrorism. When
terrorists take hostages, often their first
demand is not financial or political, but to
give them a microphone.

There is an old, but illustrative example of
this. In 1975, the West German radical left-
ist Baader-Meinhoff group took a politician
hostage and demanded that the govern-
ment release some of its comrades in arms
from prison. The political decision was
made to release the prisoners. The terror-
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ists then came up with an additional
demand: television coverage of the entire
release process, from the escort to the air-
craft to the walk up the ramp. Each of the
freed prisoners was given the right to make
a political statement on the ramp, and
made use of this opportunity. Later the
directors of the German television compa-
nies admitted that for 72 hours they lost
control of their own media.

There are additional examples like this that
can be cited. For instance, the live cover-
age of the events at the Nord Ost Theater
in Moscow should also be seen as extreme-
ly negative. Television did a lot to popu-
larize the terrorists, helped them spread
their propaganda, and allowed them to play
with the feelings of the hostages’ relatives.

On the other hand, the media coverage of
the terrorist acts in London in 2005 is one
of the best examples of the media acting
in a very thoughtful and humane manner
to protect the rights of those who deserved
protection, and not the terrorists.

Of course the press does not simply relay
information. Journalism operates according
to its own laws. Professionalism and civic
responsibility should be the main criteria a
journalist uses to determine the fine line
between the right to obtain and dissemi-
nate information and the unwitting spon-
soring of terrorism.

International terrorism is not a petrified
relic. It constantly evolves, and seeks out
new forms. Therefore the system of coun-
tering terrorism must also be constantly
evolving. This is precisely why in recent
years many countries have restructured
their intelligence services, improving their
coordination and amending the laws that
underpin them.

We are trying to do the same thing here
in Russia. In February 2006 legislators
adopted a new law on counterterrorism. A
presidential decree set up a new chain of
command responsible for the coordination
of counterterrorism activities. It is led by a
national counterterrorism committee head-
ed by the director of the FSB. The com-
mittee includes 19 ministers and agency
heads – heads of the so-called “power min-
istries” as well as ministries such as health,
finance, and economics. Counterterrorism
commissions have been established in
Russia’s regions and provinces; they are
headed by governors and regional chief
executives. Under the national counterter-

rorism committee a federal operations cen-
ter has been set up with the job of devel-
oping and carrying out specific counterter-
rorism operations in case of terrorist acts.

I’d like to stress once again that terrorists
have no nationality and no religion.
Therefore we need to establish a system to
bring together states, intelligence services,
civil society, and the business community
that could be called upon to provide a reli-
able defense against terrorism. Russia,
which stands between the East and the
West, is ready to play a role in this process
in order to prevent a clash of civilizations.

YADERNY  KONTROL: Today it is
accepted to speak of “international terror-
ism.” When this all started, Russia did not
like the word “international.” We believed
that terrorism was “local” or “Chechen.”
Then it turned out that this was far from
the truth and that the term “international”
better reflects the actual situation. This
leads me to ask about the role of Al-
Qaeda, much discussed within the expert
community and among journalists who
deal with the problem of terrorism. Some
assert that Al-Qaeda exists, while others
say that Al-Qaeda is just a “brand name”
used by many other terrorist organizations.
What is your opinion in this regard? 

YADERNY  KONTROL: Without a
doubt, Al Qaeda is a combat organization
that was created at a particular moment in
history and was needed by particular polit-
ical forces in order to combat Soviet troops
in Afghanistan. Of course, at that time it
was funded by certain states that had a
stake in the process. In addition there were
the funds of a well-known person who was
already wealthy then and accumulated a
great fortune later. At the time it was a
combat organization with particular objec-
tives and a clear and direct chain of com-
mand.

Today the structure of Al Qaeda is clearly
quite different. A question of special inter-
est to experts, politicians, and political sci-
entists is the character of organizational
ties within the Al Qaeda organization at
the current time.

At present nearly any terrorist attack, espe-
cially if it is tied to radical Islamism, is
automatically attributed to Al Qaeda.
However, Spanish intelligence agencies
investigating the terrible terrorist attacks in
the subway have yet to identify any links
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between the events in question and Al
Qaeda.

In my view the European part of Al
Qaeda today is a dispersed system of self-
organizing and self-radicalizing cells.
However, thanks to their ethnic and reli-
gious characteristics these cells are capable
of setting up vertical and horizontal links
among themselves at any time, including
access to Al Qaeda.

According to U.S. experts, since 2002 Al
Qaeda itself has been directly responsible
for carrying out several dozen terrorist
attacks that caused over 700 deaths. Sixty-
seven suicide bombers were used in these
attacks.

Today Al Qaeda has a new precept that
has been added to its ideology and is being
successfully spread among its cells. Along
with the idea of creating a global Islamic
Caliphate there is a new “tactical” goal that
has been announced: to push the United
States, its armed forces, and its allies out
of the territories of Muslim nations, pri-
marily in the Middle East, and also in
Central Asia.

Today Al Qaeda is quite successful in act-
ing as the main ideologist and main spon-
sor of international terrorism. It is still the
largest and richest of the terrorist organi-
zations. But I would not say that all
Islamist terrorist organizations are directly
coordinated from Al Qaeda headquarters.

YADERNY  KONTROL: It is well known
that about 20 million Muslims live in the
Russian Federation. Are you aware of any
Islamist movements in this huge group of
people?

SOBOLEV: Yes, without a doubt.
Intelligence and law enforcement agencies
are well aware that this environment
attracts international terrorist organizations
and that they are working in this milieu.

Furthermore, the intelligence agencies have
uncovered specific instances where religion,
particularly Wahhabism, has been used not
only to spread ideology but also to recruit
people for terrorist organizations. Indeed, it
is well known that in Germany the
Federal Intelligence Service (BND),
Federal Agency for the Protection of the
Constitution (BFF), and the German police
are working in this area and coming to
similar conclusions.

YADERNY  KONTROL: One often hears
experts argue that along with the measures
Russia has already taken to combat terror-
ism it would be useful and effective to
redistribute the functions of relevant agen-
cies. Primarily between the Ministry of
Internal Affairs (MVD) and the FSB, since
they say the MVD has many divisions
responsible for these issues but that they
do not work effectively enough. At the
same time, the FSB’s wealth of experience
in this area would naturally increase the
effectiveness of counterterrorist measures… 

SOBOLEV: This is a proper and reason-
able question that has always existed. No
matter how hard we try, we cannot clear-
ly separate the responsibilities of one
agency from another, since the situation
itself is so complex and interwoven.

As far as a redistribution of authority is
concerned, I think that the FSB has
enough of its own powers at this point.
However, coordination among agencies, the
clarity of the chain of command, and the
exchange of information in real time – all
of these aspects should be discussed.

YADERNY  KONTROL: Until recently,
counterterrorism efforts have been focused
on the use of force. However, experience
has shown that terrorism cannot be defeat-
ed through force alone. Is there any plan
to propose to the international community,
for instance at the upcoming G8 summit
in St. Petersburg, that work start on the
ideological front in order to debunk inter-
national terrorism, to try to neutralize the
effect it has on many thousands or even
millions of people in those countries that
are the sources of the terrorist threat? Of
course, this is a topic for a long discussion,
but at the moment could you just answer
“yes” or “no”?

SOBOLEV: The short answer to your
question is yes. Of course, we need to fight
against the root causes of terrorism, and
not just its consequences. This is why the
new law on combating terrorism has a dif-
ferent name than the previous law. Its
main emphasis is on forecasting and pos-
sible preventive actions, and not interdic-
tion and consequence management.

YADERNY  KONTROL: You mentioned
Russia’s cooperation with European coun-
tries, and you also mentioned Central Asia.
But to what extent is Russia cooperating
with the countries of the Middle East, and
in what areas is this interaction growing?
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SOBOLEV: We have very good relations
with Israeli intelligence. Of course intelli-
gence agencies are never completely trans-
parent with one another. But there are
areas where they can cooperate. And the
more closely they cooperate in combating
terrorism, for instance, by exchanging infor-
mation in real time, the greater their
chances for success. But we are not only
working with Israel. We also have a pret-
ty good relationship with Saudi Arabia
despite our divergent approaches to a num-
ber of issues, particularly where religion is
concerned. We are also improving our ties
with Egypt, Jordan, and Algeria. And there
is no reason to hide that we are also coop-
erating with Palestine.

YADERNY  KONTROL: You headed the
Russian delegation to Iran in January
2006. Your trip was likely quite difficult –
it came at a particularly difficult time in
Russia’s relationship with Iran, when
Russia had made its proposal and our
Iranian colleagues did not evince much
interest in it. What is your view of the
current situation and Russian-Iranian rela-
tions, now that you have been to Tehran?

SOBOLEV: First of all, we understand
perfectly well that the Iranian possession of
nuclear weapons would constitute a real
threat to Russia, since Iran already today
has delivery vehicles capable of reaching
Russian territory. At the same time we
absolutely recognize Iran’s right, like any
other NPT member state, to have its own
nuclear fuel cycle. Russia is one of the
depositaries of this treaty and will insist
upon the strictest adherence to the treaty’s
provisions.

Hence our position: first, Iran’s actions
must be in conformity with the treaty, to
which (as they aver) they are in adherence.
Iran must convince the global community
that it is not getting ready to produce
nuclear weapons, but only nuclear energy,
and after that it can undertake the estab-
lishment of the full nuclear fuel cycle.

The proposal on the creation of a joint
venture outside of Iranian territory to sup-
ply the nuclear fuel needed by Iran’s
peaceful nuclear energy sector was based
on this reasoning. Besides, at the present
time Iran has just one nuclear reactor that
is not yet in operation; it does not need
that much fuel, and will not need it in the
coming decade.

Today we are trying to convince Iran to
cooperate closely with the IAEA. We are
trying to keep the process within the
IAEA’s purview because we believe that
the agency is the only organization both
capable of and obliged to monitor the
development of nuclear activities in Iran.

Unfortunately, Iran does not always listen
to recommendations, although they have
nearly always enacted them eventually. The
Iranians know that we do not want any-
thing negative. We have asked them on
multiple occasions to stop the work relat-
ed to centrifuges. Furthermore, their recent
political announcements have been far
from helpful in solving the problem.
However, the fact that 164 centrifuges are
in operation does not mean that they are
producing or are trying to produce nuclear
weapons. They reached just 5% enrich-
ment, and it is far more difficult to enrich
uranium to higher levels.

We hope that this problem will be resolved
at the IAEA and by the EU-3, with the
cooperation of Russia, China, and the
United States. And it should be resolved in
a practical and objective manner, without
the imposition of sanctions that would only
serve to exacerbate a regional situation that
is already severe.

*This interview is based on Russian
Federation Security Council Deputy
Secretary Valentin Sobolev’s address at a
meeting of the Trialogue Club on April 13,
2006.
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The Central Asian region is attracting the
heightened attention of diplomats, political
scientists, economists, and the military.
During the Soviet era this region was
referred to as “Soviet Central Asia and
Kazakhstan,” and thus was not completely
considered to be a unified whole. The dis-
integration of the Soviet Union, which
came fairly unexpectedly to both the rul-
ing elite and the people of Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and
Kazakhstan, and the new Russian demo-
cratic leaders’ neglect of these five states’
vital interests in the areas of security, pol-
itics, economics and some other realms
during the first years of independence,
caused them to band together in order to
survive under fundamentally new condi-
tions. One consequence of this was the
joint decision to call the region Central
Asia. (In Russian, Soviet Central Asia was
previously referred to as “Srednyaya” Asia,
a name which Uzbek president Islam
Karimov reportedly was willing to retain,
but Kazakhstani president Nursultan
Nazerbayev insisted that it be changed to
“Tsentralnaya” Asia–tsentralnaya clearly
implies centrality, while srednyaya also has
the connotation of “middling.”)

The Pentagon, with a view to the future,
sees Afghanistan and the five Central Asian
states as a unified whole, therefore creating
a new geographic concept. It has already
received an official name in Western polit-
ical circles: Greater Central Asia (GCA),
and the idea of creating a new Greater
Central Asia Partnership (GCAP) is
already developing around it.

However, some in the U.S. military are
already going further than this. Here we
are talking about the idea that Central Asia
and the Caucasus together make up the
Transcaspian region, which, in the current
understanding of Pentagon strategists, is
critical for the “projection of military
power” in a whole series of theaters viewed
as vital to the United States.

THE  CLINTON  ADMINISTRATION’S
VIEWS  OF  CENTRAL  ASIAN  SECURITY
IN  THE  1990  AS  A  STARTING  POINT  
IN  THE  HISTORY  OF  U.S.  RELATIONS
WITH  THE  REGION’S  NEWLY
INDEPENDENT  STATES

Nearly all Western authors view Central
Asia in terms of some sort of Great Game,
a vivid expression coined in the 19th cen-
tury by Rudyard Kipling to describe the
situation in the region, which in many
ways corresponds to present-day Central
Asia, where the imperialist battles of the
great powers of the day were played out.
At the time the United States was not yet
mature enough to participate in them. As
the director of the U.S. Army War
College’s Strategic Studies Institute,
Colonel Richard Witherspoon, wrote as
early as 1996, “the paramount American
stake lies in helping to ensure that Central
Asia does not become a ‘game gone bad’.”
A game gone bad is seen as one in which
a interregional conflict arises that may
draw in both states in the region and those
outside it. What were the threats to the
region in the view of American analysts in
the mid-1990s?

In her work “Central Asia: A New Great
Game?” Lieutenant Colonel Dianne Smith
of the Strategic Studies Institute, men-
tioned above, writes: “The greatest threats
to Central Asia are internal. The painstak-
ing process of nation building, the legiti-
macy crisis, rapid social and economic
transformation, environmental degradation,
decolonization, ethnic diversity, and border
disputes are among the sources of instabil-
ity. […] Democracy has been sacrificed at
the altar of stability in all five republics.
The continuing civil war in Tajikistan
remains the most crucial inter-regional
security threat, while the civil war in
Afghanistan remains the most immediate
extra-regional threat.”

Smith comes to one other fairly persuasive
conclusion as well. Although, in her opin-
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ion, there was some instability, apparent to
the whole region at the time, that provid-
ed opportunities for countries such as Iran
and China to increase their influence, they
understood that attempts to make use of
them actively could “ricochet” back on
them and therefore they, along with
Russia, India, and even Pakistan, each in
its own way and without rejecting the
expansion of its own influence, made its
own contribution to the strengthening of
regional stability and security. The most
convincing example of these efforts is
clearly the end of the civil war in
Tajikistan through the patient and balanced
achievement of national reconciliation
between healthy forces and the neutraliza-
tion of extremist groupings. Russia, in our
opinion, made a decisive contribution to
the achievement of this historic compro-
mise, something that Americans prefer not
to remember.

In the 1990s, the United States viewed a
strong, growing economy as a condition
and prerequisite for political stability and
the gradual strengthening of democracy in
the Central Asian states, a fact that
undoubtedly brought American and
Russian views on the region’s problems
somewhat closer together.

Today, ten years later, it has become clear
that it was somewhat premature to con-
clude that “America has no vital interests
in Central Asia, nor will it assume respon-
sibility for Central Asia’s security. […] The
primary focus of the United States will be
damage control–to prevent existing prob-
lems from escalating into crises.” This view
was shared by many at the time.

American analysts recognized at the time
that territorial integrity and political secu-
rity were fairly reliably ensured by the CIS
collective security agreement. But Russian
assertions, though well substantiated, that
Moscow believes it has special interests in
Central Asia, were already being met with
deaf ears and the open dissatisfaction of
the American political and military estab-
lishment at the time.

At the end of the Clinton administration
there were distinct signs that American
policy towards Central Asia was beginning
to change. In particular, there was
Congress’ adoption of the so-called Silk
Road Strategy Act in March 1999. The
new legislation was aimed at “supporting
the economic and political independence of

Central Asia and the South Caucasus.” An
antiterrorist component to these efforts
appeared only after the armed intrusion of
the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan
(IMU) into Kyrgyzstan in July-August
1999. Judging by the statements of the
present U.S. ambassador to Bishkek, the
Americans continue to exploit this fact to
this day, declaring that IMU presents the
greatest threat to U.S. interests in Central
Asia.

THE  GEORGE  W.  BUSH
ADMINISTRATION:  RETHINKING
FOREIGN  POLICY  PRIORETIES
AND  STRATEGIC  METHODS  

The majority of political analysts initially
underappreciated the Republicans’ rise to
power in 2001. Factoring in the presence
of many influential members from the first
Bush administration in the second Bush
administration, they believed that there
would essentially be a continuity of foreign
and defense policy, and a return to the
assumptions and concepts that predominat-
ed under the first President Bush.
However, this belief ignored some crucial
facts. In the eight years during which they
were not in power, the ruling group of
Republicans had conducted a comprehen-
sive analysis of the global situation after
the collapse of the Soviet Union and con-
cluded that the era of the nearly complete
domination of the United States had
arrived. The well-known American jour-
nalist James Mann writes that hopes for
continuity of policy were not realized.
“From its first months in office the new
Bush foreign policy team made clear that
it would deal with the world in new ways.
Its style was, from the outset, at variance
with that of the first Bush administra-
tion… It displayed a pronounced skepti-
cism about the value of international
agreements and treaties that it believed
were not in the American interest.”

Making use of the broad solidarity with
the American people that arose after the
unprecedented terrorist acts of September
2001, the Bush administration initiated the
“global war on terrorism.” The terrorist acts
proved to be very timely, since they proved
the basic assumptions underlying
Washington’s approach to the solution of
the world’s most acute problems. It was
precisely at this moment and under these
circumstances that the administration,
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apparently with the quiet agreement of
Moscow, was able to make a temporary
geostrategic breakthrough into the Central
Asian region, which in principle had been
planned even before the events of
September 2001.

As Douglas Lovelace, Director of the U.S.
Army War College Strategic Studies
Institute, notes, “The U.S. military has
deployed forces to hitherto undreamt of
destinations in Central Asia and the
Caucasus. […] The Transcaspian area has
now become an area of strategic impor-
tance to the United States for many rea-
sons, and not just energy.”

Speaking on December 13, 2001, in the
newly created subcommittee, Assistant
Secretary of State Beth Jones (daughter of
U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney) formu-
lated the long-term interests of Washington
in Central Asia as follows: “First, prevent-
ing the spread of terrorism; second, help-
ing the Central Asian states to conduct
economic and political reforms; third, guar-
anteeing the secure and transparent devel-
opment of Caspian energy resources.”
These priorities clearly already differed sig-
nificantly from the toothless ones of the
Clinton administration. The country where
the main U.S. efforts would be concen-
trated was quickly determined: Uzbekistan.

THT  IDEA  OF  A  “REVOLUTION  IN

MILITARY  AFFAIRS”  AND  ITS
INFLUENCE  ON  U.S.  POLICY  
IN  CENTRAL  ASIA  

The basic principles underlying U.S. secu-
rity interests in the Central Asian region
are “preventing the hostile domination of
key areas and maintaining a stable balance
of power; maintaining access to key mar-
kets and strategic resources; addressing
threats from territories of weak (!) states;
sustaining coalitions; and preparing to
intervene in unexpected crises.”

It set out the goal of preparing “forward
deployed forces” for a variety of contin-
gencies worldwide, of expanding basing
options beyond Western Europe and
Northeast Asia, and of securing temporary
access to facilities in areas where the
United States lacks bases. As is well
known, two fashionable ideas began to
determine the military and political think-
ing of the present administration. The first
was the revolution in military affairs,

according to which the U.S. Armed Forces
can be employed anywhere in the world
and can be optimized as needed for glob-
al force projection. Thus new theaters such
as Central Asia acquire significant strategic
importance for America. In parallel,
through the revolution in strategic affairs,
the ideas of the military have found polit-
ical support, since Central Asia has been
designated as a possible theater of strategic
operations. This constitutes a claim to the
long-term and one-sided domination of this
region.

As a result, U.S. military involvement in
Central Asia and the Caucasus increased
sharply, and it obtained temporary forward
basing in Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and
Tajikistan, access to airspace and the limit-
ed use of bases in Kazakhstan and even in
Turkmenistan, and the opportunity to
begin creating coalitions through high-
ranking missions to Central Asia.

It seems that the president did not pay
attention to several factors. First, in con-
trast to, for example, Germany, the United
States has refused to include HT in its list
of forbidden terrorist organizations. (It is
thought that this was done to counterbal-
ance the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization.) Second, even the leader of
the Islamic Party of Tajikistan, current
deputy prime minister Hadji Akbar
Turajonzoda, asserts that Hizb ut-Tahrir is
viewed in the United States and the
majority of western countries, the United
Kingdom first and foremost, as a tool to
initiate the process of a “democratic tran-
sition” in Central Asia, since there are cur-
rently no other forces capable of organiz-
ing mass demonstrations against the
region’s ruling elite. This became clear
when, during the conduct of joint research
under the auspices of the Russia-NATO
Council on terrorist threats to Central Asia,
the U.K. representatives persistently
removed Hizb ut-Tahrir from considera-
tion. But, apparently, the leaders of other
Central Asian states have proven to be
somewhat shrewder than Akayev and have
forced changes to the potential goals of
American strategy in the region. In the
final analysis, almost all of them came
from the Soviet-era elite, and cannot count
on Washington’s faith in them in the con-
text of the “revolution in strategic affairs”
that is being implemented.

Kazakhstan does not just attract the atten-
tion of American politicians and the mili-
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tary because by 2010, according to
President Nazarbayev, the country will pro-
duce 1.5 million barrels of oil per day.
Instead it is the Caspian region that is crit-
ical. This is where the United States vol-
unteered to refurbish the Atyrau naval base
“in order to improve national security.”
(Even more work on the possible equip-
ping of U.S. mobile forces is occurring in
Azerbaijan. It is remarkable that U.S.
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Laura
Kennedy stated fairly openly, entirely in
the spirit of the concept of a “revolution
in strategic affairs,” that “the United States
is not interested in permanent bases in
Azerbaijan to station their forces. However,
within the framework of the reconfigura-
tion of our military presence abroad there
is a question for the United States about
access to appropriate facilities in crisis sit-
uations.” And such facilities on Azerbaijani
territory have already been determined.)

It appears that the Pentagon, in separate
talks with Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan,
came up with the idea for the unadver-
tised “Caspian Guard” project, the main
aim of which is to establish a maritime
control regime in the Caspian Sea, through
the efforts of the three countries, to inter-
cept “suspicious cargo,” primarily cargo of
importance for WMD proliferation. In
principle one cannot deny that this formal
goal is noble and urgent. However, it is
unclear why this is being done behind
Russia’s back, since its role and influence
in the Caspian cannot be overestimated,
and why instead of through multilateral
cooperation in which of all of the states in
the Caspian littoral participate, a task of
this importance is being taken on private-
ly, by a power that is not a member of
the region. And if a real crisis involving
another state that does not participate in
“Caspian Guard,” Iran, were to arise, it
would lead to even more serious questions.
One can only guess by whom and why the
realization of the Russian idea of the cre-
ation of CASFOR is being prevented, an
idea which, it should be noted, takes
American concerns into account.

But this is one of the increasing problems
of political interaction in the region – the
manifestation of narrow, selfish national
views of the solutions to important com-
mon regional problems and a failure to
seek joint answers to emerging challenges.
But in fact Russia joined the Proliferation
Security Initiative (PSI), proclaimed by the

United States in 2003, and has indicated
its interest in interacting in this “process.”

For its part, Tajikistan has also allowed the
Pentagon (and later the French military) to
use Dushanbe airport in emergencies and
to refuel aircraft. Furthermore, the
Americans have been given the right to fly
through the nation’s airspace. And since
March 2003 the Americans have involved
Tajikistan in training soldiers of the new
Afghan army.

In Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s
annual report to the U.S. Congress, the
National Security Strategy for 2002, it says:
“It is not possible to defend against every
threat, in every place, at every conceivable
time. The only defense is to take the war
to the enemy. The best defense is a good
offense.” An official conclusion is being
made regarding the acceptability of a pre-
ventive, preemptive strategy. And it was
asserted that the “the density of US bas-
ing and en route infrastructure in Asia is
lower than in other critical regions.” Thus
it was concluded that access to additional
bases, the signing of agreements for infra-
structure creation, and the development of
new forms of security cooperation in the
region should be U.S. priorities.

In many respects the agreements men-
tioned above and the arrangements with
Central Asian countries reflect these
approaches. The U.S. military recognizes
that its military resources, due to the con-
flicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, are very
stressed, but U.S. Army Chief of Staff
General Schoomaker has emphasized that
under these conditions “strategic mobility”
is a critical task. U.S. access to bases and
temporary points of deployment in Central
Asia make it possible for U.S. forces to
react rapidly if there are terrorist threats or
other crises in the region. The experience
of operations in Afghanistan and Iraq were
a lesson indicating that everything must be
done quickly. Donald Rumsfeld already
had concluded this in his 2003 report to
congress.

The above statements by U.S. officials con-
tain many aspects that are unclear, and it
would seem that as the United States’
strategic partner in combating terrorism,
Russia has every right to insist on an
explanation, at the very least, of what is
meant by “other crises in the region.” But
there is yet one more thing that is trou-
blesome. Does rapid action mean that the
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Central Asian countries and Russia might
not be given any time to think and get
dragged into yet another American “battle
against evil”? A statement by
Undersecretary of Defense for Policy
Douglas Feith is significant in this regard:
“Military conflicts in the post-Cold War
period require rapidly deployable capabili-
ties, since our forward-deployed forces are
unlikely to fight where they are based.”

In addition to full-scale cooperation with
the governments and armed forces on both
sides of the Caspian Sea, it has become
clear that Washington has decided that it
must obtain Forward Operating Locations
(FOL) at any cost. The U.S. strategists’
quest, thus far, has resulted in the idea
voiced by President Bush in August 2004
during the introduction of the Global
Posture Review: a kind of declaration of
global strategic intentions, whereby instead
of obtaining permanent bases, including in
the Transcaspian region, the United States
will seek “permanent access” to the facili-
ties they need in the region. First, this is
an important change from the above-men-
tioned “temporary access in case of emer-
gencies,” and second, the meaning of “per-
manent access” is riddled with uncertain-
ties.

THE  REVOLUTION  IN  STRATEGIC

AFFAIRS

The U.S. military intervention in Iraq seri-
ously complicated acceptance of the reasons
Washington had officially declared for the
expansion of its presence in Central Asia,
especially among urban populations and
ruling elites in all of the region’s countries,
with the exception of Uzbekistan. The gov-
ernments of the countries in the region
were worried that their military coopera-
tion with the United States could draw
them into a confrontation with Islamists
and kindle domestic tensions at an inop-
portune time. On the other hand, the
majority of Central Asian governments
used the U.S. war in Iraq to further crush
political opposition and the activities of
Islamist forces. That is to say, what
occurred was the direct opposite to the
goals the Americans had announced for
their Central Asian policy. Given the fact
that when calculated per capita, the level
of U.S. economic assistance was just $.53
per individual Central Asian resident, it
becomes clear that Washington’s goals have

little chance of success. In public opinion
polls, 83.5% of respondents in Kazakhstan
oppose the war in Iraq, while 66% in
Kyrgyzstan chose the neutral answer to
this question. An even more interesting
result was obtained when people were
asked if the war in Iraq would help to
strengthen stability in Central Asia. Of
those polled, 46% in Kazakhstan, 42% in
Kyrgyzstan, and 31% in Tajikistan stated
that the war in Iraq would not lead to an
improvement in regional stability in
Central Asia. In Kazakhstan, 77% of those
questioned were against sending their
troops to Iraq. At that time, sympathies for
the American intervention proved to be
most durable in Uzbekistan, the state that
later was the first to shut down an
American base (K-2), formerly the first
window into the new American “revolution
in military affairs.”

A central lesson of the Revolution in
Strategic Affairs, one discovers in the con-
clusions of American political scientists, is
the fact that “there are no intrinsically
nonstrategic regions from which U.S. vital
interests cannot be threatened.” In their
opinion, Washington’s strategic approach to
Central Asia is narrow and fairly selfish in
nature, and does not have much regard for
the realities of the interrelations between
the region’s countries, or their relationship
with their neighbors or with adjacent
regions such as the Caucasus, South Asia,
Iran, Turkey, etc. At the same time, the
majority of these analysts carefully avoid
any reference to Russia and existing coop-
erative structures in the Central Asian
region—in all issue areas, including the
provision of security.

Here we are not at all trying to suggest
that a prominent political scientist like
Frederick Starr does not understand how
detrimental his assertions about the United
States’ great achievements in Afghanistan
are. Our goal here is quite different. U.S.
political circles have recently begun to
sharply feel the loss of strategic momen-
tum in Central Asia, caused by errors and
an inconsistent strategy based on unilater-
al actions in the region together with a
lack of readiness to interact with other
important players in the area, or to act
together within the framework of the inter-
governmental organizations and structures
that already exist in the region. A new,
strong strategy is needed, but it can only
be launched on territory that is under the
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relatively stable control of the United
States and its allies. In the strategic area
around Central Asia only Afghanistan fits
this description. For this very reason
Afghanistan must be urgently brought into
the geostrategic environment, joining (or
being joined by) Central Asia to create a
regional Greater Central Asia Partnership
for Cooperation and Development (GCAP)
forum. Its task will be the planning, coor-
dination, and implementation of an array
of U.S. programs. The headquarters of the
proposed new forum, naturally, should ini-
tially be located in Kabul.

AND  WHAT  ABOUT  RUSSIA?

It is interesting that the palette of opinions
in Russia about Central Asia is more
diverse than in democratic America. It is
not the aim of this paper to describe all
of the views that exist. But one must rec-
ognize that Russia has maintained the
principle of a multilateral foreign policy,
and this has positively affected relations
with Central Asia. In addition to the
importance of the decisions made at the
CIS summit in Kazan, responsible analysts
widely agree that the Collective Security
Treaty Organization (CSTO) is becoming a
real “integrating nucleus” in the sphere of
regional security.

This raises a legal question: shouldn’t our
American and Western European partners
begin cooperating with the regional struc-
tures that already exist, such as the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)
and CSTO, instead of making plans to
build new, parallel security structures in
the region? The SCO is already making a
contribution to regional stability. Indeed, in
a region as complex and fragile as Central
Asia, regional security is indivisible. He

who tries to break through an open door
without knowing the situation inside is
unlikely to understand fully the possible
consequences. For this very reason it is
extremely dangerous to attempt to artifi-
cially transfer problems and instability, or
methods to overcome them, from
Afghanistan to Central Asia.

The Central Asian countries, by all
humanitarian indices as well as by the
organization of civil society, stand a head
above this country. Furthermore, Russian
Minister of Foreign Affairs Sergei Lavrov
presented, in our opinion, an exceptionally
flexible and constructive formulation for
possible cooperation when he said “we
approached the evaluation of the role of
our European and other partners in the
CIS space from the position of an interest
in the real stabilization of the region. We
are ready to recognize their interests here
to the degree in which they consider our
interests. In any case, the CIS space must
not be a ground for destructive rivalry, any
activity here by extra-regional forces must
be transparent and clear. For us any ‘con-
cealed agendas’ are unacceptable, in partic-
ular any actions directed at the destabi-
lization of this area that borders us.”

Certainly, countries differ in their estima-
tion of the situation, and even within
Central Asia itself there will be diverging
and even contradictory views, but at pres-
ent an ongoing dialogue is very necessary.
Real cooperation can only be based on
common threat assessments and joint
decisionmaking, particularly where practi-
cal actions are concerned. Only then can
a real step in the direction of an effective
partnership in the area of security be
made, something those in the West love
to talk about, but about which they do so
little.
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Analysis

INTERNATIONAL  NUCLEAR
FUEL  SERVICE  CENTERS:

RUSSIAN  PROPOSAL

By  Ekaterina  Rykovanova,
PIR  Center  consultant  and  staff  member
of  the  Geneva  Center  for  Security  Policy
(GCSP)

© Yaderny Kontrol, 2006. All rights reserved

© PIR Center, 2006. Translation into English

During its G8 presidency in 2006, Russia

ipresented an initiative to develop a network of

international fuel cycle centers, including one on

its own territory. Ekaterina Rykovanova, PIR

Center consultant and staff member of the Geneva

Center for Security Policy (GCSP) provides an

overview of the initiative based on media sources

and personal interviews. 

The  Proposal:

• 25.01.2006: At a meeting of the
Intergovernmental Council of the
Eurasian Economic Community
(EURASEC) Vladimir Putin presented a
proposal to establish international centers
that would provide nuclear fuel cycle
services, including uranium enrichment,
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel1 and
training and certifying nuclear experts2.
He announced that Russia was ready to
host such center on its territory, but no
specific date was suggested3.

• Vladimir Putin: “Such centers could be
created in other states of the nuclear club
along with ensuring the provision of
non-discriminatory access to all those
who want to use them.”4

• Sergei Kirienko, the head of the Russia’s
Federal Atomic Energy Agency
(Rosatom): “It will be enough for Russia
to have only one uranium enrichment
center, and four or five similar centers
internationally, for the main regions.”5

• The proposal states that these centers
would 

° function on a non-discriminatory basis
(be equally accessible to all countries
wanting to participate in developing
atomic energy) 

° function under the IAEA control 

° comply with the norms of non-prolif-
eration6.

• Some hypotheses lead to think that such
centers would provide nuclear services to
countries who either 

° have no nuclear program of their own,
or 

° are suspected by the international
community from using their nuclear
industries (e.g. Iran)7.

• Sergey Kirienko: “Today this offer is
addressed to Iran, but it can go to any
interested country that does not have its
own nuclear fuel and who wants to
develop its nuclear energy… In practice,
Russia is proposing to form international
centers that under IAEA’s control would
guarantee the non-proliferation regime
and provide access to cheap energy. Such
centers have to be fully open”8.

• Under this plan the participating states
would be able to obtain a full nuclear-
fuel cycle while being constrained from
developing their own uranium enrich-
ment programs (which could be poten-
tially used for military purposes). Thus,
their nuclear programs would remain
within the scope of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty9.

Procesed  Location  for  One  Such  Center  –

Angarsk,  Russia:  

• 27.03.2006: Rosatom announced that
Angarsk was picked as the site for its
international nuclear fuel service center.
Rosatom will seek approval from the
IAEA to have the existing Angarsk
Electrolysis Chemical Complex certified
as an international service center10.

• The Angarsk plant already offers conver-
sion and enrichment facilities11, exporting
about half of its production to the US,
Europe, China and Japan12.

• Sergey Novikov, Rosatom spokesman:
“Angarsk would not accommodate all the
elements of the international program,
but it could deal with [uranium] enrich-
ment among other processing functions.
The training of personnel and the setting
up of waste storage facilities would be
located elsewhere.”12

• It is anticipated that the center will func-
tion according to the Eurodif model14, i.e.:
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° all members will invest in the center;

° the center’s management will be car-
ried out jointly by all members;

° Russia will preserve its control over the
center’s technologies and operations.

THE  BENEFITS  OF  AND  CONCERNS
ABOUT  JOINING  THE  INITIATIVE  
FOR  PARTICIPANT  COUNTRIES

The majority of countries that are likely to
participate in the initiative are countries
that do not have any fundamental prob-
lems with accessing the enrichment servic-
es market.15 For them, joining the initiative
will mean:

• a guaranteed access to enriched fuel16

• increase in their energy security17

• likely economic advantages (saving
resources by not developing enrichment
activities domestically)18

• diversification of enrichment services19

Some experts believe that in order for the
initiative to be successfully implemented,
Russia should not put forth any formal
requests on cessation of all development of
enrichment technologies in participating
countries, as, even if all possible advantages
of the initiative are taken into account, one
cannot exclude a possibility where the
potential benefits of participation in the
new centers do not outweigh the negative
effect of such moratorium. Yet, if the ini-
tiative (even without a formal mention of
moratorium) succeeds, it could reinforce
non-proliferation regime considerably by
providing an additional incentive for mem-
ber states not to develop enrichment tech-
nologies domestically.20

WHAT’S  IN  IT  FOR  RUSSIA  –  
THE  BENEFITS  OF  OPENING  
A  NUCLEAR  FUEL  CYCLE  CENTER21

• A practical step towards the implemen-
tation of global energy security strategy.

• Important input into the G8 policy and
IAEA concept on multilateral approaches
to the nuclear fuel cycle.

• Inflow of foreign investments into
domestic economy.

• Possibility of increasing exports of
Russian high-tech production.

NOT  AN  ENTIRELY  NEW  PROPOSAL  

The idea of multilateral approach to the
nuclear fuel cycle is far from being new.
Among the key proposals and initiatives in
this field, the following should be men-
tioned:

• As early as in 1946 the United States
presented the UN with a proposal of a
multinational control of the nuclear fuel
cycle (the Baruch Plan). The proposal
called for states to transfer ownership and
control over civil nuclear activities and
materials to an international development
agency22.

• In 1975–1977 the IAEA undertook a
study to look at the potential of the cre-
ation of the Regional Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Centres (RFCC). The study considered
economic aspects, issues of physical secu-
rity and the fulfillment of the IAEA
safeguards towards any potential multilat-
eral approaches for the final stages of the
nuclear fuel cycle23.

• September 2003: Addressing the IAEA
members at the General Conference,
IAEA Director-General, Mohamed
ElBaradei suggested that multilateral
nuclear approaches could serve to
strengthen the nuclear non-proliferation
regime while not impeding the develop-
ment of nuclear energy for states wish-
ing to choose that option. Further on, he
made a three-part proposal:

° «It is time to limit the processing of
weapon-usable material (separated plu-
tonium and high-enriched uranium) in
civilian nuclear programs, as well as
the production of new material
through reprocessing and enrichment,
by agreeing to restrict these operations
exclusively to facilities under multina-
tional control». 

° «These limitations would need to be
accompanied by proper rules of trans-
parency and, above all, by an assur-
ance that legitimate would-be users
could get their supplies»24.

• Summer of 2004: Following up on his
proposal, ElBaradei set up an independ-
ent international Expert Group on
Multilateral Approaches to the Nuclear
Fuel Cycle (MNA) that included partici-
pants from 26 countries. MNA partici-
pants examined the nuclear fuel cycle
and multinational approaches at four
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meetings and released a report in
February 2005.25

• November 2005: The issue of establish-
ing an international uranium enrichment
center has been raised by Russia in
response to the reaction of international
community to Iranian nuclear ambitions.
At that time, Iran rejected Russia’s pro-
posal26.

• 16 January 2006: This proposal was
repeated during Vladimir Putin’s meeting
with Angela Merkel27 before being stated
in a much broader form at the
EURASEC meeting on 25.01.2006.

• Besides the proposals stated by
Mohammed el-Baradei28, similar ideas
have been also raised previously by
George W. Bush29.

• The latest proposal has some features in
common with its predecessors, such as30:

° It responds strictly to a perceived need
for improving and expanding mecha-
nisms to prevent the proliferation of
nuclear weapons;

° It does not take into account other
concerns of the international commu-
nity, such as the promotion of concrete
measures of nuclear disarmament;

° It combines the ideas of non-discrim-
inatory access to all countries and of
restriction of the number of States
permitted to perform enrichment/
reprocessing operations;

° It envisages international control of the
system.

• The proposal also includes some novel
concepts, e.g.31:

° It indicates that services would be pro-
vided to States that “have no program
of their own” or “are suspected by the
international community from using
their nuclear industries to pursue
weapons programs”;

° It envisages “four or five centers”, dis-
tributed by region;

° Besides Russia, such centers would be
created “in other States of the nuclear
club”.

° The centers would also “handle spent
nuclear fuel” and “train and certify
nuclear experts”.

Potential  Role  of  Uzbekistan  and  Kazakhstan  
in  the  Initiative:

• Vladimir Orlov: “We shouldn’t think of
this [initiative] as being about only
Russia and Iran. This will also involve at
least two countries that Putin himself
has mentioned – Uzbekistan and
Kazakhstan – and could turn into a gen-
uinely international project.”32

• At the Eurasian Economic Community
(EURASEC) meeting in January 2006
(where Uzbekistan officially joined the
EURASEC) the heads of Uzbekistan and
Kazakhstan did not rule out participating
in Russian initiative.33

• Vladimir Putin: “Concrete plans are
being drawn up for expanding coopera-
tion between the nuclear energy sector
enterprises in Russia and Kazakhstan.»34

Such projects will be discussed with
Uzbekistan, too.35

• Putin’s plan calls for pulling together the
technological potential of Russia and
Ukraine and the extensive uranium ore
reserves in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan to
set up in Russia a global centre for
nuclear fuel cycle services to other coun-
tries.36

Uzbekistan:

• Vladimir Putin: Known to have extensive
uranium-ore reserves, Uzbekistan will
give Russia “additional long-term possi-
bilities for the building of a stable
nuclear fuel energy base.»37

• Uzbekistan’s uranium reserves stand at
109,000 tones38 and are ranked 7th in the
world (4th in terms of extraction).39

• Gennadiy Pshakin, head of a nonprolif-
eration analytical center in Obninsk:
“Uzbekistan was a major base of urani-
um ore in the Soviet Union. Bringing it
on board is a weighty contribution» to
Russia’s ability to rebuild its nuclear
energy capabilities.40

Kazakhstan  :

• According to IAEA, Kazakhstan’s urani-
um reserves are estimated at one million
tones, or 20% of total world resources41.
By 2010 Kazakhstan is projected to
become world’s largest uranium produc-
er42.
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• Currently known uranium reserves in
Russia reach approximately 600 thousand
tones, only 28% of which are cost-effec-
tive and only 9% of which can be sold
at a present optimal price of $40 per
kilogram or less. To provide Russian
nuclear industry with fuel and maintain
its export potential in the nuclear fuel
market, Russia will have to increase its
uranium output 1.4 times by 2010 and
3.4 times by 2020. Close cooperation
with a significant uranium producer is
thus necessary. Out of the three major
uranium producers in the world (Canada,
Australia and Kazakhstan), Kazakhstan is
the closest one to Russia, and close coop-
eration with it in the nuclear field is
seen by Russia as crucial for its securi-
ty.43

• Example of existing collaboration
between Kazakhstan and Russia in the
nuclear field: Russian “Techsnabexport»
and Kazakh “KazAtomProm» each hold
49% of shares of a joint venture for ura-
nium mining.44

POTENTIAL  PARTICIPANTS  

OF  THE  INITIATIVE

The countries that are most likely to take
advantage of the new centers are countries
that already use atomic energy but do not
have access to enrichment technologies, as
well as countries that are planning to
develop atomic energy domestically in the
near future (among them Turkey, Vietnam
and Indonesia). In addition, potential
clients of such centers include China,
Japan, India and Brazil.45 For more
detailed information and statistics please
refer to Nadezhda Logutova’s presentation
cited above.

Several countries have already stated inter-
est in the Russian proposal (examples of
Canada and Japan have been cited in
press).46 According to “Techsnabexport»,
Russia’s state-controlled uranium supplier
and provider of uranium enrichment serv-
ices, “…more than one country, including
Asian nations, said they were interested».
Yet, “proposals to set up bilateral joint ven-
tures are progressing faster than plans to
open multilateral international centers
under the control of the IAEA».47 It is
partly due to the fact that
“Techsnabexport» started working on bilat-
eral projects well before the President’s ini-

tiative has been announced. One of such
bilateral projects is the joint venture with
Iran.48

COUNTRIES’  AND  FOREIGN  EXPERTS’  
REACTIONS  TO  RUSSIA’S  PROPOSAL:  

Russian  proposal  has  been  perceived  by
many  as  a  response  to  the  Iranian  impasse
rather  than  a  broader  international  initia-
tive  that  it  is.  A  large  number  of  reactions
cited  in  press  and  on  the  official  sites
reflect  this  perception.  

• USA:  

° George W. Bush spoke out in favor of
the idea, and suggested that the U.S.
should be another venue for such a
center49.

° George W. Bush: “The Russians came
up with the idea and I support it...
because I do believe people ought to
be allowed to have civilian nuclear
power.»50

° Nicholas Burns (U.S. Assistant
Secretary of State for Political Affairs):
“We find the Russian proposal to be
interesting, and it might be a good
way to proceed with negotiations. But
we’ve never said that we accept every
detail in that proposal.”51

• UK:  Jack Straw (U.K. Foreign Minister):
Britain welcomed a proposal by Russia’s
government to process uranium for Iran’s
nuclear program on Russian soil. “We
welcome the Russian initiative to enable
Iran to receive fuel and for it to be
processed outside the country”52.

• IAEA:  

° The IAEA Press Office declined to
comment directly on the proposal, but
pointed out that it was in line with
recommendations that the agency’s
director general, Mohammed El-
Baradei, had made in the past53. Over
all, El-Baradei supports the idea of
using a multilateral approach to pro-
tect the security of sensitive aspects of
the nuclear fuel cycle like enrichment
and reprocessing54.

° Tariq Rauf (Head, Verification and
Security Policy Coordination, IAEA):
“IAEA finds Russian proposal useful
and supports the idea of such interna-
tional centers providing nuclear servic-
es. It believes that Russian proposal is
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in line with what the IAEA Director
General was calling for in his initia-
tive. The IAEA approves of the fact
that under Russian proposal the fuel
cycle will be available to all countries
under the auspices of the IAEA.
However, several important points
need to be taken into consideration.
First, in order to implement this ini-
tiative, support of commercial nuclear
industry will be needed. It particular-
ly concerns international commercial
enterprises. Second, international fuel
cycle centers proposed under Russian
initiative must not disrupt the existing
market in nuclear fuel. Also, this ini-
tiative should be developed in a way
that does not harm the near-term
prospects of growth in nuclear
power.»55

• CHINA:  China favored Russian propos-
al56

° 17.03.2006: Sun Qin, chairman of the
China Atomic Energy Authority
(CAEA) said China supports a Russian
proposal to set up international nuclear
fuel centers under the control of the
IAEA: “Every country has the right to
develop nuclear energy. We consider
the initiative to establish international
centers to provide nuclear fuel cycle
services to be very significant.”57

• IRAN:  

° Ali Larijani (head of Iran’s Supreme
National Security Council): “The
Russian proposal is not sufficient for
Iran’s nuclear energy needs, but one
can not say that it is a negative pro-
posal”.58

° Ali Hosseinitash (head of Iranian del-
egation at the Moscow negotiations):
“We view this proposal positively. But
we agreed that the plan should be
widened in the framework of a broad-
er formula [...]”59

° Manucher Mottaki (Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the Islamic Republic of
Iran): Teheran did not reject Russian
proposal for enriching uranium on
Russian territory and will continue to
consider it.

“As I have already said, we need to add
some elements to the Russian proposal,
and after that both parties may consider it
complete. This includes the issue of where
uranium is to be enriched, the time frame,

as well as who will be participating. These
are some of the elements that need to be
considered. That is why our negotiations
are not done yet, but they will be contin-
ued.”60

STATEMENTS  BY  RUSSIAN  EXPERTS  
AND  OFFICIALS:  

• Allexey  Arbbatov: “The definite strong
point of Russian initiative, if it gets
implemented, is that a system of inter-
national nuclear fuel cycle centers pro-
viding uranium enrichment services
under IAEA’s monitoring rules out a
possibility of whatever speculations on
the part of countries that produce
enriched uranium s well as those that
consume it.”61

• V.  N.  Govorukhin (Deputy General
Director on Marketing and Information
Policy of Techsnabexport): “The project
of establishing an International Center
for uranium enrichment is not a politi-
cal stance, but a practical proposition that
has all chances to be implemented”62.

• Dr.  Vlladdimir  Orllov: The initiative “is
practical, emphasizes technological and
scientific strengths that Russia already
has, serves the economic interests of a
number of players, and may solve urgent
non-proliferation problems.”63

• Vlladdimir  Putin (at a meeting with G8
energy ministers in the Kremlin on
16.03.2006): “This initiative on setting up
an international network of uranium-
enrichment centers has good prospects
for the future.” It “would not only help
make progress in solving the problem of
`energy poverty’ but it would also con-
solidate the nuclear nonproliferation
regime”.64

• Rossatom:: “Implementation of Putin’s
proposal, if it gets the support of inter-
national community, will permit to solve
a number of important issues. First of
all, it will allow for development of
atomic energy in the world while strict-
ly following the NPT norms. Second, it
will solidify Russia’s positions: Russia will
be practically controlling nuclear indus-
tries in countries starting to develop
nuclear energy at home. Finally, imple-
mentation of this initiative will have a
significant economic effect, creating a
large number of jobs in the Russian
nuclear sector65.
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• Sergei  Ruchkin, Deputy Director of the
Department of Strategic Analysis,
Techsnabexport: “I personally think that
this initiative has a future if we manage
to find its place in the previous (IAEA
Multilateral Nuclear Approaches (MNA),
US-promoted IAEA Mechanism for reli-
able access to nuclear fuel) and more
recent initiatives (GNEP) aimed at guar-
anteed access to services and production
of the nuclear fuel cycle based on
enforcement of the non-proliferation
regime”.66

This proposal will be presented by Russia
at the July G8 summit in St. Petersburg67.
Being the only country providing the full
fuel cycle services, Russia is in a unique
position of leadership on this matter.
Besides looking deeper into this initiative,
the forthcoming G8 Summit offers an
important opportunity for the G8 members
to further discuss other proposed initiatives
(such as the US GNEP) and possible mul-
tilateral nuclear approaches. It would also
be the occasion to raise the following
points:68

° G8 members could provide nuclear
material or associated support where
appropriate, in connection with the
first step of an assurance of supply
system, i.e. a reserve of enriched ura-
nium to be placed under IAEA dis-
posal.69

° G8 members could commit to reassess-
ing restrictions on nuclear power in
existing international arrangements
unrelated to proliferation and physical
protection.70

° The G8 could express political support
for the continuing study of systems of
assurances of supply of nuclear tech-
nology for energy security.71

ISSUES  THAT  NEED  TO  BE  RAISED  

AND  WORKED  ON  BEFORE  THE  G8

SUMMIT:  

A  numbber  of  pointss  have  to  bbe  cllarifiedd::

• The proposal states that services of the
centers would be provided to States
“having no program of their own”. What
kinds of programs are contemplated?
Would it only be enrichment programs?
What would be the criteria to determine
the existence of such programs in a

country potentially qualifying as a recip-
ient of the services?72

• The proposal states further that States
“suspected by the international commu-
nity” of using their programs to pursue
weapons programs” would also qualify for
receiving enrichment/reprocessing servic-
es. How would a State become “suspect”?
Does the term “international community”
in this context mean a specific interna-
tional organization? Could it mean any
group of States? What would the accept-
able objective grounds for eventual “sus-
picions”? How could “suspicions” become
“certainties”?73

• What would be the “main” regions where
the proposed enrichment/reprocessing
centers will be located? How would they
be chosen? How would inevitable region-
al rivalries be avoided or resolved?74

• Does the “handling” of spent fuel include
its safe storage, besides eventual repro-
cessing? 

• Would experts from all participant States
be eligible for training?75

• Would the establishment and mainte-
nance of the centers be funded exclu-
sively by national means? How would
each center charge for its services?76

• The requirement that the provision of
services would be made on a non-dis-
criminatory basis is obviously of extreme
importance for the success of the plan.
How could possible political constraints
or pressure, either on individual States
where the centers would be located, or
on the IAEA, be avoided and eliminat-
ed?77

• What would be the status of States
which choose not to participate in the
system, either as providers or recipients
of the services?78

• What does Russia mean when she says
that the centers will operate under the
control of IAEA? Do they mean the
IAEA will carry out verification, or
would it assume ownership or manage-
ment of this initiative?79

• What kind of technology would the new
fuel cycle centers use? Would it be cur-
rent technology, new technology, or the
mix of the two?80

• What services would the centers provide?
Is plutonium fuel included? What about
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spent fuel? Would it be sent back to the
countries it came from or would the
waste stay in Russia?81

• For uranium enrichment: would only the
uranium of Russian origin be used, or
not only?82

• What countries does Russia plan to part-
ner up with in order to implement the
initiative?83

A  numbber  of  formullationss  have  to  bbe
ddefinedd::

• States of the nuclear club84

• “International” (when speaking of “inter-
national fuel cycle centers”) – does it
mean international in the sense of inter-
national company, like Toshiba or Coca
Cola, in the sense of international enter-
prise, i.e. involvement of extraterritorial
status for such centers, or that they will
be governed by an international regime?85

• “Non-discriminatory” (as in “non-discrim-
inatory access to the centers”) – does it
mean that every country will be eligible
for fuel cycle from the centers? What
about the states reported by the IAEA
for their non-compliance the nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty, such as North
Korea and Iran?86

The initiative is still being worked on

CONCRETE  PROPOSALS  BY  

TECHSNABEXPORT  AND  ROSATOM:  

In June 2006, Rosatom and
“Techsnabeksport” are expected to present
a project of establishing an international
center for uranium enrichment using one
of existing Russian fission plants. Currently,
work on conceptualizing such center is at
a very early stage.

Representatives of “Techsnabexport” shared
their views and ideas on this subject at the
PIR Center conference “G8 Global
Security Agenda: Challenges & Interests.
Towards the St.-Petersburg Summit”
(Section 8: Multilateral Approaches to
Nuclear Fuel Cycle) that took place in
Moscow on April 22, 2006.87 In the report
presented by “Techsnabexport”, it was
noted that the basic principles of estab-
lishing an international uranium-enrich-
ment center include:

• Equal, non-discriminative conditions (cri-
teria) for membership for all interested
countries (have to be defined);

• benefits (political, economic, scientific and
technical) from joining the international
enrichment center have to outweigh the
“losses” from giving up development of
nuclear fuel cycle services domestically;

• participation of executive organizations in
management of the Center (international
control);

• transparency of the Center’s commercial
activities (according to international prac-
tice);

• commercial viability and investment
appeal;

• majority of production run on raw mate-
rials supplied by the client;

• foreign participants do not gain access to
Russian uranium enrichment technology.

Sergei Kirienko: Rosatom is prepared to
host four types of international nuclear fuel
cycle service centers:

• Uranium enrichment centre (one of four
or five worldwide).

• Center for reprocessing and storage of
used nuclear fuel.

• Center for training and certification of
personnel, especially for emerging nuclear
states. In this context, harmonized inter-
national standards, uniform safeguards
and joint international centers would be
needed.

• Center for R&D and integration of new
scientific achievements.88

Such international centers should be pub-
lic companies, so that the countries partic-
ipating in its operation could hold stakes
and contribute to the decision making.
However, this does not imply that partici-
pant countries will obtain the right to dis-
seminate the technology. Neither the part-
ners will be granted access to Russian
technologies.89

There will be no combined
production – military and civilian at the
same time – at the facility in question,
which is the case for the majority of
Russian nuclear fuel cycle facilities.90

Rosatom and Tekhsnabexport plan to sub-
mit detailed proposals on the establishment
of an international uranium enrichment
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center in Russia to the government in June
2006.91

For more information on the initiative and
on Multilateral Approaches to Nuclear
Fuel Cycle, please visit the site of the
international conference “G8 Global
Security Agenda: Challenges & Interests.
Towards the St.-Petersburg Summit”,
organized by PIR Center on April 20-22,
2006 at http://www.pircenter.org/g8confer-
ence/eng
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The Korean nuclear crisis belongs to one
of the most dangerous trends in nuclear
proliferation at the beginning of the 21st

century. However, the prospects for a solu-
tion have hardly been examined to date.2

The issue affects key Russian interests, and
Moscow has laid claim on a significant role
in resolving this crisis. However, the course
of events over the past three years has put
two questions into increasingly sharp focus:

• What are the real options Russia has to
influence the results of the negotiations
and other efforts to resolve the Korean
nuclear crisis, taking into account
Moscow’s dwindling economic, political,
and military posture in northeast Asia?

• To what extent is the Russian diplomat-
ic position with regards to this crisis
well-substantiated and consistent? 

THE  SECOND  KOREAN  NUCLEAR:

RESULTS  OF  THE  FIRST  THREE  YEARS  

By now the states affected by the Korean
nuclear crisis have settled on their
approaches for handling the crisis. The
fundamental problems that must be solved
lest it reach new levels of escalation have
also been made clear.

The  Main  Phases  of  the  Second  Korean  Nuclear

Crisis  

Pyongyang initiated the crisis in the fall of
2002. At a meeting in Pyongyang in
October 2002, a U.S. delegation headed by
Assistant Secretary of State James Kelly
raised a question about Korea having a
“uranium program.” This was a reference

to work on the enrichment of uranium for
the creation of nuclear weapons, conduct-
ed in breach of the Treaty on the Non-
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT)
and the 1994 Agreed Framework. The
North Korean representatives admitted the
existence of this program. Subsequently,
North Korea’s leadership contended that
what they had meant was simply that they
had a right to enrich uranium, but that no
work in this sphere was being conducted.
It has retained this latter interpretation of
those events to this day. Later, the DPRK
rejected all of its obligations and began a
new phase of work on the creation of
nuclear weapons.

From the Kelly meeting through the end
of 2005, the nuclear crisis on the Korean
peninsula has been escalating incremental-
ly. One can identify four basic phases in
this process; moreover, decisions made in
the DPRK itself led to the shift from one
phase to another. One important “critical
point” occurred in the spring of 2003,
when Pyongyang agreed to participate in
the multilateral negotiations on the crisis.
Another happened in the summer of 2004.
Soon after the third round of the Six Party
Talks, North Korea refused to participate in
the negotiations further, hardened its posi-
tion on a number of the problems related
to the crisis, declared that it possessed
nuclear weapons and, possibly, began to
prepare for nuclear testing. Finally, in the
summer of 2005, Pyongyang stopped the
escalation of the crisis – temporarily forgo-
ing testing, if, of course, testing was actu-
ally intended – and agreed to renew nego-
tiations.

DPRK  Nuclear  Capabilities  

To date it is unclear whether the DPRK
has nuclear weapons, and if so, how great
an arsenal.3 This is largely due to a scarci-
ty of reliable information. Electronic and
space reconnaissance and deserters’ state-
ments are practically the sole sources of
information about the DPRK nuclear pro-
gram. Space and electronic reconnaissance,
despite all of its capabilities, cannot provide
a precise estimate of the level of scientific
and technical progress. The overwhelming
majority of deserters does not have signif-
icant information about nuclear research,
and could be voluntary or involuntary
channels of disinformation.
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There are no doubts, however, that North
Korea can produce weapons plutonium
from the spent nuclear fuel of the 25-30
MW reactor.4 By the fall of 2005, North
Korea could have had as much as 45-50 kg
of weapons plutonium.5 Theoretically, 5-10
nuclear explosive devices with a power of
about 20 kilotons could be produced from
this material. The well-known U.S. nuclear
physicist Sig Hecker believes that the
DPRK has renewed construction of its 50
MW nuclear reactor. In his opinion, this

reactor could commence operations “in a

few years” and produce enough weapons

plutonium to build 10 nuclear weapons per

year.6

The statement by the DPRK Ministry of
Foreign Affairs on February 10, 2005, that
North Korea has nuclear weapons did not
remove all doubts.7 The only real proof of
North Korean possession of nuclear
weapons is their testing.8 Russian experts
have various explanations for why the
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Table 1

The Main Phases of the Second Korean Nuclear Crisis

PERIOD SCOPE

October 2002 – First round of crisis escalation. The DPRK left the NPT;
summer 2003 expelled IAEA inspectors; renewed work at the plutonium produc�

tion reactor; and began to reprocess spent nuclear fuel with the
goal of extracting plutonium. The leadership of KEDO halted ship�
ments of oil products and the construction of power reactors in the
DPRK. In March 2003, the U.S. and South Korea held large�scale
military maneuvers. 

Summer 2003 – "Crisis Stabilization." All sides refrained from actions that could 
August 2004 aggravate the crisis. In April 2003 trilateral talks between the U.S.,

China and DPRK were held. From August 2003 to June 2004 three
rounds of Six Party Talks took place.  No results were achieved, but
during the third round the U.S. presented a plan to resolve the crisis
that took some of the DPRK's principle positions into account. 

August 2004 – Second round of crisis escalation. The DPRK refused to
June 2005 participate in Six Party Talks; the subject of negotiation was

changed – instead of discussing conditions for giving up nuclear
programs, the DPRK demanded discussions on nuclear arms con�
trol in the region; it officially declared itself a nuclear weapons state;
and it unloaded the reactor in order to obtain a new round of
weapons plutonium. The U.S. declared that the DPRK was prepar�
ing for nuclear tests. The U.S. and Japan threatened to refer the
DPRK to the U.N. Security Council if it did not return to negotiations.

June 2005 "Crisis Stabilization" at a higher level of escalation. The DPRK
agreed to renewed Six Party Talks; from August�September 2005
the fourth round was held. A Joint Statement was adopted that con�
tained several general principles for resolving the crisis. There were
sharp differences of opinion with regards to the DPRK's peaceful
use of nuclear energy. No overall approach for solving the crisis was
found. 
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DPRK has not conducted nuclear weapons
tests. Some believe that North Korean sci-
entists are not confident that the tests will
be successful. Others hold that testing is
being postponed for fear of international
sanctions.9 Finally, some assert that North
Korea cannot construct nuclear weapons
given its economic and technological back-
wardness.10

These are all feasible explanations. However,
it is most likely that Pyongyang has simply
not needed any testing thus far. Although
there is no conclusive proof, it is very risky
to ignore the possibility that the DPRK has
nuclear weapons. At the same time, if it
does not carry out tests, North Korea is not
crossing the line that could lead to interna-
tional sanctions, while a change in the posi-

tions of China, South Korea and Russia
would be unfavorable for Pyongyang.

This uncertainty makes it possible for North
Korea’s leaders to blackmail the internation-
al community, even if it does not have a
real ability to design nuclear weapons. But
an eventual practical resolution of the crisis
would require the DPRK to provide con-
crete information on the state of its nuclear
programs. Without this, any verification of
the fulfillment of an agreement that might
be concluded would be impossible. And if
it turns out that Pyongyang was simply
bluffing, it will face serious consequences.
North Korea would not be compensated for
giving up nuclear weapons and would be
subject to strong pressure.
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Table 2

Approaches towards Determining the Content of an Agreement to Prevent the DPRK

from Obtaining Nuclear Weapons

APPROACH APPROXIMATE CONTENT OF THE AGREEMENT

Minimalist Nuclear weapons and/or nuclear explosive devices, facilities and
equipment for uranium enrichment and the separation of plutonium
from spent nuclear fuel, and nuclear weapons materials that have
been produced are destroyed or removed from the country. North
Korea's 25 MW reactor is "frozen."  An agreement in principle is
concluded regarding the provision of a light�water reactor to the
DPRK after its nuclear weapons have been dismantled on the condi�
tion that all spent nuclear fuel is exported.

Intermediate In addition to the measures envisioned in the "minimalist approach,"
the plutonium production reactor is eliminated, the construction of
new nuclear reactors � including light�water reactors � and uranium
mining is banned, uranium mines are destroyed, and the uranium
that currently exists is taken out of the country.  States that are
party to the agreement take upon themselves the obligation to pro�
vide energy resources to the DPRK to compensate both for the ura�
nium that has been removed and for the hypothetical losses caused
as a result of renouncing nuclear energy.

Complete denucleariza All nuclear activities are banned in the DPRK, with the
tion of the DPRK exception of the use of radioisotopes in medicine, agriculture, and

several branches of industry. Research and development aimed at
the creation of key non�nuclear components of nuclear weapons is
prohibited. All facilities and equipment related to these activities is
eliminated, and specialists are retrained. North Korean scientific
research centers are subject to intrusive monitoring. 



Key  Problems  to  Be  Resolved  in  the
Second  Korean  Nuclear  Crisis

By the fall of 2005, Pyongyang had in
principle agreed “to dismantle” its military
nuclear programs and nuclear weapons in
exchange for the satisfaction of certain
political and economic conditions, the list
of which periodically changed.11 An under-
standing was reached that the crisis would
be resolved in stages, and that North Korea
should be given appropriate security assur-
ances and economic aid if it renounces
nuclear weapons. In addition, the whole
universe of problems that would have to
be solved was duly noted.

SEQUENCE  OF  STEPS

The question of what order the DPRK
and U.S. should take various steps is
extremely complicated. It is critical that
North Korea be prevented from rapidly
reviving its nuclear capability should
Pyongyang once again refuse to come to
an agreement. But the DPRK is demand-
ing that a substantial part of its require-
ments, which first of all relate to the pro-
vision of a light-water nuclear reactor, are
fulfilled before it begins to “dismantle” its
military nuclear programs.12 The United
States is only prepared to “reward” North
Korea for renouncing nuclear weapons
after it completes key steps in the elimi-
nation of its nuclear capabilities.13

Pyongyang’s position is not likely to be
acceptable. The DPRK’s numerous viola-
tions of its NPT obligations and the 1994
Agreed Framework have destroyed any
confidence in North Korea. Therefore,
Pyongyang itself will have to prove that it
is prepared to forego nuclear weapons by
undertaking steps that indicate irreversible
movement towards this goal.

The  Content  of  a  Possible  Agreement  on
the  “Dismantlement”  of  the  DPRK
Nuclear  Programs

The concrete facilities, equipment, and
materials that must be eliminated or dis-
mantled, and what activity forbidden, in
order to prevent the DPRK from obtaining
nuclear weapons is a very complex question.
Theoretically, one can designate three
options: “minimalist,” “intermediate,” and the
complete denuclearization of North Korea.

Any future understanding must, as far as
possible, slow down the DPRK’s capacity
to undertake military nuclear projects were

it to leave the agreement. Therefore, it is
important to forbid not just the production
of weapons materials, but also the creation
of other nuclear weapons components, in
particular those necessary for the realization
of an implosion-type plutonium device. If
North Korea does not yet have nuclear
weapons, then the reason is precisely the
inability to create an implosion-type device.

North  Korea’s  Uranium  Program  

As was noted above, Pyongyang has denied
that it is working on uranium enrichment –
for either military or civilian purposes.14

The United States, for its part, insists that
the DPRK is conducting this type of activ-
ity and, therefore, that the facilities and
equipment intended for this purpose must
be uncovered and eliminated. The state-
ments of the North Korean leadership are
not credible. In open source documents
there are four basic facts that confirm that
the DPRK is active in this sphere:

• the presence of “suspicious” facilities on
North Korean territory;15

• the sale to Libya of a significant quanti-
ty of uranium hexafluoride, which is
used in the enrichment process;

• the purchase of special materials for the
production of centrifuges, which are
needed for enrichment; and 

• the receipt of centrifuges for uranium
enrichment and their blueprints from
Pakistan.16

At the same time, it is difficult to estimate
the degree of progress North Korea has
achieved in the field of uranium enrich-
ment and its prospects for creating
weapons on that basis from open sources.

The  Peaceful  Use  of  Nuclear  Energy  

Through the end of the fourth round of
the Six Party Talks, the United States
demanded the dismantling of all nuclear
programs in the DPRK. This meant deny-
ing North Korea the right to use nuclear
energy not just for military, but also for
peaceful purposes. China, Russia, and
South Korea supported North Korea’s
claims of a right to peaceful nuclear activ-
ity. During the course of the fourth round,
the U.S. position changed slightly: the
Joint Statement spoke of “respecting the
right” of the DPRK to the peaceful use of
nuclear energy, as provided for in the
NPT. Denying North Korea the right to
peaceful nuclear activity could aggravate
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the situation around this treaty still further.
But many nuclear technologies are dual-
use. The Iranian experience indicates that
the acknowledgement of a right to nuclear
power can soon lead to a demand for the
right to enrich uranium. However, the
technologies used in the production of low-
enriched uranium for power reactors are
practically the same as the technologies
used in the production of highly-enriched
uranium for nuclear weapons. Of course,
the acknowledgement of the DPRK’s right
to the peaceful use of nuclear energy does
not entail any obligations to render it assis-
tance in the nuclear sphere.

Construction  of  a  Light-WWater  Nuclear
Reactor  in  the  DPRK

Pyongyang was not satisfied by the theo-
retical acknowledgement of a right to
peaceful nuclear activity, and presented the
United States with an ultimatum that it
provide the DPRK a light-water nuclear
reactor for the production of electricity.
The United States is not prepared to do
this. Disagreement on this question has
become one of the greatest obstacles facing
the Six Party Talks.

It is generally believed that the isotopic
composition of plutonium in the spent fuel
of light-water reactors makes it impossible
to use it to construct nuclear weapons.17

This view is not shared by all.18 From an
engineering point of view, a munition
using “reactor plutonium” is substantially
more complex than a munition made from
weapons plutonium; more plutonium is
required to build it, and it will have less
explosive force.

Thus, the construction of a light-water reac-
tor in North Korea gives it the capacity to
produce plutonium and, more importantly,
to claim that it has the right to enrich ura-
nium. Furthermore, it would be difficult for
the country to use the electric power pro-
duced by an NPP. Its electric power lines,
distribution networks, and substations are
extremely worn and are already working at
capacity. They can not sustain a considerable
increase in the production of electric power.

Verification

The reliable verification of the DPRK’s
fulfillment of an eventual agreement is of
critical importance. It must prove that:

• The DPRK has disclosed all of the facil-
ities, nuclear weapons, equipment, and
materials of the types that must be elim-

inated or removed from the country
under the terms of the agreement;

• All of the facilities, weapons, equipment,
and materials indicated are being
destroyed, dismantled, or removed from
the DPRK;

• The DPRK has no nuclear weapons
materials, explosive devices, or nuclear
munitions hidden from international
inspections.

Fulfilling these tasks will require consider-
ably larger scale and more intrusive verifi-
cation procedures than those that exist
under current arms control agreements.
After all, none of the latter provide for the
destruction of nuclear weapons. Since
North Korea has declared itself a nuclear
weapons state, Pyongyang must

• reveal all of the nuclear explosive devices
or munitions that have been built;

• demonstrate how much plutonium and
uranium is contained therein;

• prove that other nuclear weapons mate-
rials were not produced, a task that
requires detailed and verifiable informa-
tion on its nuclear activities in the last
15–20 years.

Since the DPRK could overstate the loss-
es of weapons materials and thus hide
them from international inspectors, it will
be necessary to certify that the DPRK
does not have any concealed nuclear mate-
rials or munitions at its disposal. This
requires the inspection of practically any
facility on the territory of the DPRK.
Most likely, this will be perceived in
Pyongyang as an unacceptable “loss of
face,” even if it takes the political decision
to forego nuclear weapons.

In addition to these future difficulties, dif-
ferences regarding verification mechanisms
have already arisen today. The DPRK has
demanded the creation of a special moni-
toring mechanism that is unrelated to the
IAEA. Agreement to this would weaken
the status of the IAEA and create a neg-
ative precedent for the solution of other
nuclear nonproliferation problems. In addi-
tion, even if this demand is met, an agree-
ment on the details of the functioning of
this mechanism could take several years.

Security  Assurances  

The provision of security assurances to
North Korea if it agrees to give up nuclear
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weapons is one of the key elements to
resolving the crisis. A general agreement
that North Korea should be given appro-
priate security assurances has been
achieved. However, there is no unified
understanding of the content or mecha-
nisms of such assurances.

North Korea’s demands are not acceptable
to the United States, since they mean the
rejection of the alliance with South Korea.
The United States (like other participants
in the negotiations) will not give up exer-
cises in the Far East region that include
the use of nuclear weapons. It is unclear
what assurances of the non-use of nuclear
weapons against North Korea that the
United States can provide. Strictly speak-
ing, this requires the complete destruction
of U.S. nuclear weapons.

THE  MILITARY  AND  POLITICAL
CONSEQUENCES  OF  THE  SECOND
KOREAN  NUCLEAR  CRISIS  

As long as it continues, the nuclear crisis
on the Korean peninsula will destabilize
the strategic situation in the region and the
world at large. Concretely:

• “Nuclear dominoes” will begin to fall in
the region. Japan is likely to build
nuclear weapons: the country has about
5.6 tons of plutonium, which could be
used to build several thousand nuclear
weapons.20 From the time Tokyo makes
the corresponding decision to the pro-
duction of the first nuclear weapons
would only take a few months. This
would most likely be followed by the
development of high technology C4RI
systems, as well as missiles capable of
delivering “surgical” strikes on North
Korea.

• This would cause South Korea and
Taiwan to favor the construction of
nuclear weapons. Furthermore, Japan,
Taiwan, and South Korea would acceler-
ate the creation of an antimissile defense
system together with the United States.
Washington would increase its military
presence in Northeast Asia. In response,
China would increase its activities in the
area of nuclear missiles, further stimulat-
ing a regional arms race.

• The stability of the crisis on the Korean
peninsula would decrease. The United
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Table 3

North Korean and U.S. Views of Security Assurances (as of September 2005) 

DPRK DEMANDS U.S.A.

Withdrawal of U.S. nuclear weapons from South Korea Multilateral docu�ment taking 
and ensuring that they will never be based there again; the place of the 1953 armistice.

Termination of all exercises "presuming that there will 
be a nuclear war against the DPRK";

Elimination of all "instruments with which a party could
threaten other countries with nuclear weapons"; 

Establishment of "good faith relations between the 
neighboring countries, including between the DPRK 
and the United States";

Provision of assurances that nuclear weapons will not 
be used against the DPRK; 

South Korean rejection of the U.S. "nuclear umbrella" 
for the defense of South Korea against third power 
aggression; 

Rejection of attempts to change the DPRK regime 
by force. 



States and Japan cannot ignore the pos-
sibility of North Korea’s use of nuclear
weapons and if the crisis is aggravated
may engage in a preemptive strike.
Pyongyang, in turn, may be guided by a
similar logic.

• “Nuclear dominoes” in the Far East
would lead to the collapse of the nuclear
nonproliferation regime. Many NPT states
parties would be convinced that aban-
donment of the treaty would go unpun-
ished, while leading states would not be
able to stop a state that challenges the
global community.

• It is impossible to exclude the possibili-
ty that the DPRK might transfer nuclear

materials to state supporters of terrorism
or terrorist groups. Pyongyang could try
to use an act of nuclear terrorism out-
side of Northeast Asia in order to distract
attention from the situation on the
Korean peninsula. The threat of nuclear
proliferation emanating from the DPRK
could lead to international sanctions
against it. This would cause the crisis to
escalate, including the possible clashing
of warships near the North Korean coast.

JOINT  STATEMENT

On September 19, 2005, on the last day of
the fourth round of Six Party Talks, the
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Table 4

Main Contents of the Joint Statement21

PROVISIONS IN THE JOINT STATEMENT COMMENTARY

The goal of the Six Party Talks is the Agreement on this goal was expressed earlier.
verifiable denuclearization of the Korean Indirectly, it is clear that "denuclearization"
Peninsula in a peaceful manner. just means the rejection of nuclear weapons

since South Korea, located on the same penin�
sula, has a developed nuclear energy program
and does not plan to give it up. 

The DPRK committed to abandoning all The reference to "existing" nuclear programs
nuclear weapons and existing nuclear means that the DPRK maintained the right
programs and returning at an early date to "new" nuclear programs. The reference to
to the NPT and to IAEA safeguards.22 the IAEA testifies to a change in the DPRK

position regarding verification mechanisms.

The DPRK stated that it has the right to This compromise has no real content, since
peaceful uses of nuclear energy. The other the meaning of "expressed their respect" for
parties expressed their respect and agreed to the peaceful use of nuclear energy is not
discuss at an appropriate time the subject defined. The question of the provision of a 
of the provision of light�water reactor light�water reactor is postponed to an
to the DPRK. indeterminate future time.

China, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Russia This agreement was expressed earlier as well.
and the U.S. stated their willingness to 
provide energy assistance to the DPRK. 

The United States affirmed that is has no The only thing new here appears to be the
nuclear weapons on the Korean Peninsula. U.S. declaration that there are no nuclear
South Korea reaffirmed its commitment not weapons in South Korea.
to receive or deploy nuclear weapons … 
while affirming that there exist no nuclear 
weapons within its territory. 

The United States undertook to respect the This declaration was first made during the 
DPRK's sovereignty, and affirmed that it has preparations for the fourth round of talks.
no intention to attack or invade the DPRK 
with nuclear or conventional weapons. 



participants adopted a Joint Statement. It
established some principles for resolving
the crisis, although solution of the basic
problems was postponed. In addition to
empty references to the United Nations
and declarations of mutual respect and
equality, the statement contained the fol-
lowing main provisions.

After the adoption of the Joint Statement
there were very optimistic assessments of
its significance, in Russia as well as else-
where.23 These assessments were exaggerat-
ed. The formulations related to questions
about security assurances and the delivery
of a nuclear reactor merely meant that
these problems would be discussed some
time in the future at an “appropriate
forum” or at an “appropriate time.” The
only new aspect is the U.S. recognition of
the DPRK’s right to the peaceful use of
nuclear energy. The “package approach” to
negotiating the crisis was not mentioned.
The question of how the actions of the
DPRK are related to the actions of the
other countries remained open. As a result,
there are no concrete outlines for the nego-
tiation of the nuclear crisis on the Korean
peninsula.

THE  KOREAN  NUCLEAR  CRISIS  AND
THE  STRATEGIC  INTERESTS  OF  STATES
IN  THE  REGION  

The nuclear crisis on the Korean peninsu-
la is part of a larger web of security prob-
lems in Northeast Asia. The prospects for
its solution are in many respects deter-

mined by the conjunction or divergence of
various regional states’ approaches to the
totality of current and imminent strategic
problems. Among them, concern over the
growing strength of China plays a special
role. The states in the Far East are also
anxious about the possible collapse of the
regime in Pyongyang. Were this to happen,
there would likely be an acute power
struggle between top military commanders,
a disintegration of the administrative sys-
tem, social chaos, and the like.

North  Korea  

Many observers are convinced that the
DPRK’s actions are in answer to the threat
posed by the United States. They believe
that including it as one of the states in the
“axis of evil” and the U.S. failure to fulfill
its obligations under the Agreed
Framework forced Pyongyang to turn to
the creation of a nuclear deterrent. This
theory defends the DPRK leadership.
Others surmise that the DPRK nuclear
program is a “means of exchange” to be
used to bargain for maximum aid for its
decaying economy and assurances of non-
intervention in its internal affairs. Both of
these things are important for the survival
of the regime, especially given the upcom-
ing transfer of authority to Kim Jong-Il’s
as-yet-unnamed successor. It is also desir-
able for the DPRK leadership to expand
its circle of partners in the global arena, to
rid itself of its economic and, as a result,
political dependence on China. Finally,
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PROVISIONS IN THE JOINT STATEMENT COMMENTARY

The six parties agreed to explore ways and The question of security assurances was
means for promoting security cooperation replaced by the issue of a "permanent
in Northeast Asia, while the directly related peace regime," which is not defined. Such
parties will negotiate a permanent peace a regime presupposes that the DPRK will
regime on the Korean peninsula at an take on an obligation to limit its armaments
appropriate separate forum. and military activity. The mention of "directly

related parties" means that Russia and, possi�
bly, Japan will not participate in the future
negotiations. 

The six parties agreed to take coordinated This formula was used previously.
steps to implement the aforementioned 
consensus in a phased manner in line with 
the principle of "commitment for com�
mitment, action for action." 



Pyongyang may need nuclear weapons to
prevent U.S. interference in a possible mil-
itary action against the South.

The supposition that the DPRK needs
nuclear weapons to neutralize the
American threat is not well-founded. There
are about 8,000 North Korean artillery and
missile systems deployed in underground
structures near the demilitarized zone, able
to completely destroy Seoul in the first
hours of a war. This is a strong deterrent
to any action by the United States and
South Korea. Further, although President
George Bush did indeed name North
Korea as a member of the “axis of evil,”
about one third of the approximately $1
billion allocated by the United States for
aid to North Korea since 1996 (for food-
stuffs, medicines, fuel oil, etc.) was provid-
ed in 2001-02, after the present adminis-
tration took control of the White House.24

Furthermore, the DPRK did not initiate
the nuclear crisis immediately after the
statement by President Bush, but nine
months later. That was when the United
States was preparing for the operation in
Iraq and could not react to the North
Korean actions as it should have. This
reduced the military threat to North Korea
emanating from the United States nearly to
zero.

If North Korea really has nuclear weapons,
then it had to have been working in the
military nuclear sphere throughout the
1990s, in violation of its obligations under
the NPT and the Agreed Framework. A.Q.
Khan and other Pakistani individuals con-
firmed that the DPRK obtained equip-
ment and know-how for uranium enrich-
ment in the second half of the 1990s. In
other words, its uranium program was
begun long before the statements by
President Bush cited above.

Pyongyang, most likely, is striving to
obtain the maximum benefit from giving
up its nuclear program. With this goal in
mind, the DPRK is playing a risky game,
balancing on the line beyond which the
conflict may become insoluble, but without
going over this line. The North Korean
leadership is not prepared to scuttle the
negotiations, fearing undesirable changes in
the Chinese, Russian, and South Korean
positions. At the same time, Pyongyang is
trying to draw the talks out as long as
possible, deliberately advancing unaccept-
able demands and provoking prolonged
interruptions in the negotiating process.

There is a correlation between North
Korean actions and the course of events in
Iraq. Clearly, the DPRK stopped escalating
the crisis in the spring of 2003 due to the
rapid and crushing defeat of Iraqi army.
But by the summer of 2004, Iraq had
reached a military and political dead end
and Pyongyang began a new phase of
escalation.

It is possible, however, that Pyongyang is
using the negotiating process to try to win
time and build the needed number of
nuclear weapons without facing severe
international repercussions. Finally, one
cannot exclude the possibility that the
North Korean leadership simply does not
know how to get out of the difficult situ-
ation which it got itself into, particularly if
it greatly exaggerated the DPRK’s nuclear
capabilities.

United  States

The emergence of nuclear weapons in the
DPRK is seen as a serious security threat
to the United States. They are particularly
anxious over the possibility that North
Korea might transfer nuclear weapons,
materials, or technologies to terrorist
groups or to regimes hostile to the United
States. The aggravation of the situation in
Northeast Asia does not correspond to U.S.
interests, given the value of the region to
the global economy and its Alliance obli-
gations towards Japan and South Korea.
Washington is not willing to breach these
obligations. However, getting drawn into an
armed conflict to protect its allies from
aggression is extremely undesirable.
Furthermore, the U.S. use of military force
to eliminate the North Korean nuclear
capability with the aid of massive “surgi-
cal” strikes is also highly unlikely:

• reconnaissance cannot reveal all depots of
nuclear weapons, missiles launchers, and
the missiles themselves ahead of time;

• given their location in underground shel-
ters, some nuclear weapons and missiles
may survive a strike, even if it is carried
out by deep penetration nuclear weapons;

• North Korean troops concentrated near
the demilitarized zone are too numerous
to be destroyed in the course of just a
few hours.

This is the reason for the U.S. interest in
sanctions against North Korea, up to the
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introduction of a full naval and air block-
ade, and in finding a political solution. The
preconditions for such a solution include
the elimination of North Korean nuclear
weapons, enterprises used to develop and
construct these weapons, as well as the
minimization of the risk that the nuclear
weapons program will be renewed if the
DPRK withdraws from an agreement to
give up nuclear weapons. These precondi-
tions are shared by practically all American
political groups. And indeed, there is no
sense in concluding an agreement that
would allow North Korea to retain the
ability to rapidly renew its production of
nuclear weapons. However, there are seri-
ous divergences of opinion in the United
States with regard to the means to achieve
these goals. Some believe that one can
make a deal with the DPRK that includes
reliable security assurances for the regime
in Pyongyang and a non-nuclear Korean
peninsula. Others think that the only solu-
tion to the crisis is to maintain relentless
pressure on Pyongyang and, in the final
analysis, regime change.25

Pyongyang’s blocking of an acceptable
agreement on giving up nuclear weapons
confirms the arguments of those support-
ing a hard line. But involvement in Iraq,
the Iranian nuclear problem, and the situ-
ation in the Middle East as a whole is
diverting U.S. resources from the Far East.
Effective sanctions against North Korea are
impossible without the support of China
and South Korea. But they are not ready
to participate in such sanctions.
Consequently, the nuclear crisis on the
Korean peninsula is not likely to be solved
soon. Furthermore, the United States may
have concluded that the DPRK already
has nuclear weapons but nothing cata-
strophic has happened thus far. And final-
ly, if Japan obtains nuclear weapons this
would not threaten U.S. strategic interests.
It is even possible that the transformation
of Japan into a nuclear power would meet
American interests, since it would create a
counterweight to the growing power of
China, which is considered a rival, and
perhaps an enemy, of the United States in
the Asia-Pacific region.

Given these circumstances, the United
States is more likely to concentrate on pre-
venting the spread of nuclear weapons and
materials from North Korea than on find-
ing a solution to the crisis as a whole.
Furthermore, Washington is interested in

preventing the situation from being aggra-
vated further, for example by a North
Korean nuclear test, which would require
a large-scale military intervention.26 The
other areas of U.S. policy in the region
include enhancing the combat efficiency of
U.S. troops stationed in the region, improv-
ing U.S.-Japanese military cooperation, and
developing antimissile defenses.27

U.S. military action against North Korea is
likely only in an extreme case, for exam-
ple, in response to a threat by Pyongyang
to use nuclear weapons or its initiation of
a new war on the Korean peninsula that
cannot be stopped by political means. But
a more probable scenario is a clash of
North Korean and U.S. armed forces after
an interception of a DPRK ship or aircraft
suspected of transporting a nuclear
weapon, materials or equipment. It is also
impossible to exclude the possibility of an
American military intervention in North
Korea if the regime falls and chaos ensues,
as the nuclear weapons could fall into the
hands of adventurist parties.28

China

China is interested in a peaceful settlement
of the Korean nuclear crisis.29 This solu-
tion, in the opinion of Beijing, must
include: assurance of nonaggression against
the DPRK on the part of the United
States; the DPRK’s re-entry into the NPT
and the return of IAEA inspectors; and an
acknowledgement of North Korea’s right to
peaceful nuclear activity. If the crisis is not
resolved, it could have unpleasant conse-
quences for China: “nuclear dominoes,”
increasing military confrontation on the
Korean peninsula, reduced stability of the
crisis, and contradictions with the United
States and South Korea, if the confronta-
tion on the peninsula exceeds acceptable
levels. The tension on the Korean penin-
sula is diverting Chinese resources from
Beijing’s main goal: ensuring international
circumstances that are favorable for the
realization of its plans for the economy and
Taiwan. China is trying to prevent an
increase of the U.S. military presence in
the region and the deployment of theater
missile defenses; it is not interested in the
growth of Japan’s military and, particular-
ly, its acquisition of nuclear capabilities. All
of this could complicate Beijing’s long-term
plans; therefore, Beijing is trying to prevent
the aggravation of the Korean nuclear cri-
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sis and destabilization of the regional mil-
itary situation, including as a result of the
implementation of severe measures against
the DPRK, including sanctions with or
without a United Nations resolution. The
Six Party Talks are helping to increase
China’s international authority substantially,
strengthening its position vis-a-vis Taiwan.

Furthermore, it is important to Beijing to
maintain North Korea as a “buffer”
between its territory and locations where
U.S. ground troops are deployed – Beijing
views a strengthening of U.S. political and
military influence in the region as unac-
ceptable, particularly near its boundaries.30

China’s leaders, who plan to act if the sit-
uation across the Taiwan Strait deteriorates
further, want to limit the freedom of
maneuver of U.S. troops deployed on the
Korean peninsula. Furthermore, the DPRK
is only likely to agree to truly forego
nuclear weapons if the United States,
Japan, and South Korea make multibillion-
dollar capital investments in the country,
which would lead in turn to a reorienta-
tion of North Korean foreign policy that
China would view as undesirable.

China is North Korea’s only political ally,
its main commercial partner and source of
economic aid.31 Trade with China and its
economic assistance is believed to provide
for 80% of the basic necessities required
by the DPRK population and a large por-
tion of the consumer goods.32 Nevertheless,
Beijing has only limited influence on the
North Korean ruling clique. Pyongyang’s
leaders understand that if there were a
military conflict on the peninsula, China is
unlikely to enter it on the side of the
DPRK; they are irritated that Beijing has
not supported North Korea’s nuclear ambi-
tions; and they are dissatisfied by their
long-standing economic dependence on
China.

Essentially, China only has one “tangible”
instrument of leverage over the DPRK:
the curtailment of aid and curbing of eco-
nomic relations. However, this could lead
to regime collapse, with unpredictable con-
sequences. A chaotic course of events in
the DPRK would most likely entail an
armed intervention by the South and the
United States that would in no way cor-
respond to Chinese interests. Given these
circumstances, Beijing’s line is most likely
directed at preventing the aggravation of
the Korean nuclear crisis and avoiding a
possible strengthening of the U.S. and

Japanese positions in the region. The result
of these stances is support for the status
quo.

Japan

Japan can exert economic pressure on
North Korea. Koreans residing in Japan
transfer $30-150 million to the DPRK
each year.33 Japan is North Korea’s third
most important economic partner in terms
of commodity turnover. Its share of North
Korean exports is 13% and share of North
Korean imports about 5%.34 In 2004, the
Japanese parliament adopted a law banning
North Korean ships from Japanese ports
and stopping all cash transfers to the
DPRK.

Japanese policy on the Korean nuclear cri-
sis is in many respects determined by its
geographical proximity to North Korea; by
the presence of U.S. troops on Japanese
territory; and also by the painful problem
of Japanese citizens abducted by North
Korean intelligence many years ago. Japan
is particularly concerned about the possi-
bility of a North Korean nuclear missile
attack on U.S. bases in Japan, as well as
an attack on Japan’s own facilities. This is
the reason for Tokyo’s interest in prevent-
ing the DPRK from acquiring nuclear
weapons before it can deploy ballistic mis-
siles with nuclear warheads capable of
reaching Japan.

And it is why Japan supports the possibil-
ity of referring the Korean nuclear prob-
lem to the UN Security Council, and
could support decisive measures against the
DPRK. The Japanese view of a solution to
the Korean crisis includes the question of
the North Korean missile program as well
as the issue of the “abductees.”35 This
approach is not supported by the other
participants in the Six Party Talks,
although the North Korean missile arsenal
is a destabilizing factor in the region.
Apparently, future negotiations may include
an item on the agenda which is reflected
in the Joint Statement as negotiation of “a
permanent peace regime on the Korean
peninsula.” Meanwhile, the Japanese gov-
ernment is not inclined to support, at least
publicly, the idea of regime change in the
DPRK, believing that this could provoke a
strong reaction on the part of Pyongyang,
which would make it even harder to find
a solution to the “abductees” problem.
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As far as achieving a political solution to
the Korean nuclear crisis is unlikely, Japan
will probably increase its military capabili-
ties – including, over the long term,
nuclear capabilities – and will deploy an
antimissile defense system together with
the United States. There may be a revision
of the articles in the Japanese Constitution
that regulate the use of the military. The
leadership of the Japanese Liberal
Democratic Party came out with a draft of
such a change in the fall of 2005.36

South  Korea

South Korea’s approach to the Korean
nuclear crisis is based on the following fac-
tors:

• Pushing for “regime correction” and eco-
nomic difficulties in the DPRK would
be counterproductive for South Korea,
since it could lead to an uncontrollable
course of events in the North and a need
for armed intervention by South Korea
and the United States;

• The belief that Pyongyang would not
initiate unprovoked aggression against the
South, whether or not the North has
nuclear weapons;

• Confidence that a new major war on the
Korean peninsula would result, in the
end, in a victory by South Korea and the
United States, but would have cata-
strophic consequences for the economy
and populations of both Korean states.

Due to these beliefs, South Korea has tried
as far as possible not to irritate Pyongyang
or “to force it into a corner.” Seoul is try-
ing to “freeze the situation” and has con-
tinued its “sunshine policy,” hoping to thus
prevent a war while contributing to the
gradual, peaceful metamorphosis of the
Pyongyang regime.37 Seoul is in favor of
providing the DPRK with security assur-
ances, is against the exertion of too much
military pressure on it, and is ready to
grant North Korea significant economic aid
if it gives up nuclear weapons.

RUSSIAN  POLICY  REGARDING  THE
KOREAN  NUCLEAR  CRISIS:  LIMITS  AND
POSSIBILITIES  

The continuation of the Korean nuclear
crisis in its present state contradicts
Russian interests in the region to an ever

greater degree. Russia, like Japan, though
for different reasons, is not as interested in
freezing the crisis as in solving it before
gives rise to undesirable consequences.

The  Korean  Nuclear  Crisis  and  Russia’s
Strategic  Interests  in  the  Far  East

An arms race in the northern Pacific
region, particularly the transformation of
Japan into a modern military power and
the consequent growth of Chinese and
then U.S. military power in the Far East,
would lead to a change in the ratio of the
military forces in Northeast Asia that does
not favor Russia. Its military and political
role in the region, where the strategic sit-
uation would be complicated appreciably,
would be reduced. Under these circum-
stances, Russia would be forced either to
noticeably increase its military forces in the
Far East, which would require large,
unproductive expenditures of resources, or
its capacity to defend its interests militari-
ly would be noticeably reduced.

Russia’s strategic position in the Far East
is already a cause of concern. According to
data from the International Institute for
Strategic Studies, the ground forces in the
Siberian and Far Eastern military districts
total about 125,000 personnel.38 This is less
than one third the number of Chinese
ground forces deployed in the military dis-
tricts adjacent to Russia – the Beijing and
Shenyang districts.39 The Russian Pacific
Fleet, Russia’s most important tool for the
protection of national security, has eight
large warships, including one guided mis-
sile cruiser, five guided missile destroyers,
and two guided missile frigates.40 The
Japanese fleet, for its part, has 53 large
warships, including 39 guided missile
destroyers.41 The only reliable way for
Russia to provide for its own military secu-
rity in this region is nuclear weapons. But
an arms race and “nuclear dominoes” could
cancel out their significance.

A military conflict on the Korean penin-
sula would have severe consequences for
the economic and sociopolitical situation in
the Russian Far East. For instance, it
would result in a flow of refugees from
North Korea. It would put a definitive end
to the prospects for the realization of cer-
tain economic projects that promise large
benefits to Russia. And finally, the aggra-
vation of the military and political situa-
tion on the Korean peninsula would block
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foreign investment in the development of
oil and gas deposits in eastern Siberia.

If the three permanent members of the
UN Security Council prove unable to
resolve the Korean nuclear crisis, the weak-
ening of the nuclear nonproliferation
regime would be painful for Russia. This
failure would indicate to all states and
groups attempting to acquire nuclear
weapons that such action will go unpun-
ished if the proliferator selects the right
time and successfully blackmails the inter-
national community. The North Korean
leadership might even agree secretly to
supply nuclear weapons, materials, and
technologies to Islamist terrorist groups.

Given these circumstances, Russia needs to
push actively to resolve the Korean nuclear
crisis as soon as possible. The longer it
remains unresolved, the higher the proba-
bility of consequences that will redound
negatively on Russian national interests.
For Russia, a waiting strategy aimed at
averting further aggravation of the crisis in
the hope that over the course of time the
North Korean regime will be transformed
and more constructive actors will come to
power in Pyongyang is not very acceptable.

Russian  Instruments  of  Influence  over  the
Situation  on  the  Korean  Peninsula  

Russia does not have very many instru-
ments with which to influence the Korean
nuclear crisis. The probability of Russian
military intervention in an armed conflict
on the Korean peninsula is minimal. This
could only happen if military action
extended onto Russian territory, which is
highly unlikely. Russia’s ability to render
North Korea economic aid is also minimal.
The major international projects mentioned
above are largely not moving forward due
to a lack of Russian funding. Russia can-
not manipulate its trade with North Korea
to exert political influence over it, since by
the mid-1990s the volume of trade
between Russia and the DPRK had fallen
by about ten times, in comparison to the
1980s. However, North Korean imports
from Russia, which mainly consist of oil,
coal, and ferrous metals, exceed exports
from North Korea to Russia by 20-30
times. Despite a noticeable increase in
North Korea-Russia trade this decade, an
increase of approximately four-five times, it
still only comprises an insignificant portion
– of about 4-6% – of North Korea’s total

foreign trade. The question of North
Korean debts remains unsolved as well,
preventing the further growth of bilateral
economic ties. Supplies from Russia to
North Korea of the items they most want
to obtain – weapons and spare parts for
Pyongyang military equipment of Soviet
origin – have been minimal this decade.42

All of this makes it impossible for Russia
to use economic ties as a means to influ-
ence Pyongyang, if Moscow were to take
such a decision. Since Russia has neither
military nor economic leverage over policy
in Pyongyang, political influence has
acquired particular significance. The latter,
in turn, is in many respects dependent on
the diplomatic skill of those responsible for
realizing foreign policy.

Russian  Policy  Regarding  the  Korean  Nuclear
Crisis:  the  Main  Elements  

North Korea’s initiation of the second
nuclear crisis in the fall of 2002 was, one
must assume, a complete and unpleasant
surprise for Russian diplomats, who did
not foresee this course of events. In fact, it
destroyed the Russian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs’ strategy of strengthening Russia’s
strategic position in Northeast Asia through
the development of constructive relations
with the DPRK, which materialized in
1999-2000. This approach, inter alia,
allowed Russia to act as an influential
mediator in fine-tuning relations between
Pyongyang, on the one hand, and Seoul
and Washington, on the other, prior to the
beginning of the second nuclear crisis.43

At first the Russian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs needed about three months in order
to – in addition to simply repeating all of
the well-known arguments about the need
for the DPRK to strictly observe all con-
ditions and obligations under the “funda-
mental Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons, which is the guarantee
not only of global strategic stability, but
also of peace and security on the Korean
peninsula,” as well as the obligations of
other parties to the 1994 Agreed
Framework – work out its own formula for
the resolution of the crisis. In January
2003 the Russian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs came out with an initiative for a
“package approach” to the crisis. This pro-
posal envisaged:

• Guaranteeing the non-nuclear status of
the Korean peninsula;
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• Strict observance of the NPT;

• Fulfillment by all parties of the obliga-
tions under other international agree-
ments, including the 1994 Agreed
Framework;

• A constructive bilateral and multilateral
dialog among all of the interested parties,
one of the results of which should be the
provision of security assurances to the
DPRK;

• The renewal of humanitarian and eco-
nomic programs on the Korean peninsu-
la.44

Essentially, a “package approach” presup-
posed a return to the status quo ante, aug-
mented by security assurances for the
DPRK. This approach could, theoretically,
lead to useful results if Pyongyang were
prepared to forego its policy, begun in the
fall of 2002, of seeking to procure nuclear
weapons and to legalize its nuclear status
or, at least, to create an impression in the
world that the DPRK has nuclear
weapons. In that case the idea of return-
ing to the “pre-crisis” situation could be
realized, and the provision of security
assurances to the DPRK could help
Pyongyang to save face. However, the
Russian “package approach” fell flat in both
the DPRK and the United States.
Pyongyang, to all appearances, did not plan
to reject its policy, adopted in the second
half of 2002, of escalating the crisis. As for
the United States, the main shortcoming in
the Russian plan was that a return to the
pre-crisis situation together with some sort
of security assurances did not prevent the
DPRK from leaving the NPT once again,
or from continuing its concealed nuclear
weapons activities. Despite these obvious
lacunas, the Russian Foreign Ministry con-
tinues to view the “package approach,” with
“certain modifications,” as a possible way to
resolve the Korean nuclear crisis.45

Since advancing their proposal of a “pack-
age approach,” Russian diplomats have not
come out – at least, openly – with any
concrete ideas for resolving the nuclear cri-
sis on the Korean peninsula in general or
for solving any of the individual issues
related to the crisis. Nevertheless, one can
assume that Russia’s diplomatic course as
regards the nuclear crisis in the Korean
peninsula basically consists of playing the
role of a mediator between North Korea
and the United States.

In substance, the position of the Russian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs includes three
basic components:

• Emphasizing that there is no convincing
proof that the DPRK has built nuclear
weapons.46 If this is true, then
Pyongyang’s demands are nothing more
than an attempt to blackmail the inter-
national community that is not based on
the country’s actual capabilities. But if
that is true, then Russia’s position that
DPRK interests be considered is
unfounded: if the DPRK does not have
nuclear weapons, then there is no reason
to meet its demands, and supporting the
DPRK position means, in essence, noth-
ing more than contributing to open
blackmail.

• Russia supports the principles for a res-
olution to the Korean nuclear crisis that
are shared, one way or another, by all of
the participants in the talks with the
DPRK. To a certain extent they were
reflected in the Joint Statement and can
be summarized as the need to ensure the
denuclearization of the Korean peninsula
through peaceful, verified, means and the
provision of some sort of as-yet-unde-
fined security assurances and economic
aid to the DPRK after it takes concrete
steps to dismantle its nuclear program.

• At the same time, Russia’s diplomats
emphasize their support for several of
North Korea’s main positions. The
Russian Foreign Ministry has spoken out
against the application of severe sanctions
against the DPRK and the idea of
reporting it to the UN Security Council
for consideration of the Korean nuclear
problem; it calls for allowing the DPRK
to maintain the right to the peaceful use
of atomic energy on the condition that it
returns to the NPT; it insists on a care-
ful consideration of the DPRK’s con-
cerns; and it attaches particular signifi-
cance to the provision of security assur-
ances to Pyongyang.47

The only public demarche aimed at
Pyongyang in recent times was the state-
ment by Russian Minister of Foreign
Affairs Sergey Lavrov, who decisively
rejected the DPRK demand that it be
given a light-water nuclear reactor before
it begins to dismantle its nuclear
weapons.48

On the whole, the Russian Foreign
Ministry’s position is far from in complete
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agreement with the country’s real interests.
First of all, the principled refusal to exam-
ine the Korean nuclear problem in the UN
Security Council because this might cause
a strong reaction in Pyongyang under-
mines Russia’s policy of strengthening the
role of the United Nations and its Security
Council as a key component of interna-
tional security. Moreover, the more influen-
tial the role of the Security Council in
global politics, the stronger the influence of
Russia, a permanent council member.
Furthermore, the expediency of providing
political support for Pyongyang’s obstruc-
tionist policy is doubtful.

Second, supporting North Korea’s demand
for a right to the peaceful use of atomic
energy, in the form that it is interpreted
today, could be seen as indicating support
for a right to enrich uranium for alleged-
ly peaceful use. This is very dangerous,
since, as already mentioned, uranium
enrichment technologies for peaceful pur-
poses are in practice no different from mil-
itary enrichment technologies.

Third, the negative attitude towards the
application of severe sanctions against the
DPRK could have a dangerous effect on
DPRK policy. Of course, sanctions should
be targeted in such a way as to minimize
the degree to which they worsen the
already tragic situation in which the North
Korean population finds itself, and to affect
the interests of the North Korean leader-
ship to the maximum degree.

Fourth, the effectiveness of mediation is
reduced to the degree to which North
Korean and U.S. representatives establish
direct contacts.

The fruitlessness of the Russian approach
to the Korean nuclear crisis is connected,
it seems, to Russia’s general diplomatic
strategy in the Northeast Asian region.
This strategy, to all appearances, includes
not just the strengthening of security, sta-
bility, and the avoidance of conflicts in the
region, but also:

• The high priority and necessity of con-
cluding a workable, long-term, construc-
tive partnership with China in the secu-
rity sphere;

• The limitation of U.S. influence and its
military and political posture in the Far
East.

As a result, one can assume, Russia, like
China, wishes to resolve the Korean

nuclear crisis in a manner that will not
strengthen U.S. influence on the Korean
peninsula. It is noteworthy that Russian
experts have concluded that Russia, like
China and South Korea, is striving not to
resolve the Korean nuclear problem so
much as to prevent a U.S. military opera-
tion against Pyongyang.49 This distribution
of priorities encourages the obstructionism
of the North Korean leadership and does
not contribute to the establishment of a
non-nuclear Korean peninsula.

And, finally, given the severely limited
availability of resources to influence the
Korean nuclear crisis and the Korean
peninsula as a whole, Russia’s role in the
Six Party process (and in the wider con-
text) will be determined by its ability to
carry out a thorough and impartial analy-
sis of the situation, to devise and propose
concrete, practical proposals to its partners
in the negotiations for resolving the key
issues. These issues, first of all, include the
form and the mechanism of security assur-
ances; the procedure and mechanisms for
verification; the list of technologies and
facilities that will be banned in North
Korea; and the enumeration of the steps
that North Korea must take before it will
be provided with energy and other aid.

Russia could also raise the question of the
conditions for the return to the NPT of a
state that was a party to the treaty, but
violated its main provisions and left the
treaty without the required reasons. It
would seem that such a return should not
be automatic, and should be accompanied
by serious limits to nuclear activity.
Therefore, the statement by former
Rosatom head Aleksandr Rumyantsev that
“Russia will make a decision on how to
build a reactor in North Korea when the
DPRK returns to the negotiating table” is,
first of all, premature and, in second place,
does not correspond to Russia’s NPT obli-
gations. Russia, among other things thanks
to its own domestic legislation, cannot
cooperate in the nuclear sphere with states
that are not IAEA members.50 Returning
to the negotiating table does not indicate a
return to IAEA safeguards.

No less important would be the develop-
ment of an “escalating hierarchy of sanc-
tions” that should be applied to the DPRK
if the constructive approach to negotiations
fails and the present obstructionist policy
continues. Such sanctions must be directed
against the interests of the North Korean
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leadership first and foremost. At the initial
level they could include freezing the for-
eign bank accounts of top members of the
DPRK leadership and their relatives, strict
constraints on exports to the DPRK that
only permit the delivery of basic com-
modities, and decisive actions against ille-
gal North Korean trade, including DPRK
exports of narcotics, weapons, and so forth.
A more advanced level of sanctions could
include limiting or curtailing the activity of
North Korean trade representatives, freezing
North Korean assets, and so forth.

Finally, effective coordination of the posi-
tions of the states negotiating with the
DPRK is of particular importance. For
this purpose Russia could introduce an ini-
tiative to conduct regular meetings of the
“group of five” at which concrete, unified
positions could be developed on those
issues where it is possible to agree. The
very fact that such meetings are being held
would assert a salubrious disciplinary
impact on Pyongyang, and limit its ability
to play on divergences in the positions of
the five states.
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The concept of “arms control” was formu-
lated approximately half a century ago.1 It is
based on the idea of putting restraints on
and limiting armaments, up to and includ-
ing the prohibition and elimination of some
weapons types, on the basis of legally bind-
ing multilateral or bilateral verified agree-
ments or other arrangements. This notion
also encompasses the unilateral limitation or
elimination of certain weapons types with
subsequent international verification or even
without it, where there is an acceptable
level of transparency. Arms control also can
be enforced on the basis of decisions made
by the UN Security Council in accordance
with the UN Charter.

As was rightly noted by the prominent US
analyst John Steinbruner, director of the
Center for International and Security
Studies at the University of Maryland:
“Arms control is a necessary component of
the general rule of law and, as such, is a
vital interest of all countries of the world,
the United States included (and Russia as
well, I would add – R.T.). Most of those
countries recognize that their security
depends on legal regulation far more than
on their own military capability and will
predictably defend the central provisions of
international restraint with the tenacity
that their dependence requires.”2

Arms control has never been and by def-
inition cannot be a static concept. Its form
and substance are constantly evolving in
accordance with the existing political and
strategic environment, changing balance of
power, and disappearance of old centers of
military power and emergence of new ones
in a neverending process. For some reason
arms control is sometimes thought to refer
only to the US-Soviet treaties limiting

strategic nuclear weapons concluded in the
1970s–90s, an association that leads some
people to the premature conclusion that
the arms control era is over and arms con-
trol itself allegedly “dead.” In fact, arms
control is still needed and will be needed
as long as weapons exist and as long as
new, ever more dangerous military tech-
nologies continue to emerge and be per-
fected. Indeed, the main goal of arms con-
trol is to ensure the security of individual
nations of blocs of states. This is its basic
mission, and this purpose will endure 

The coordinated actions of the international
community to find ways to make further
progress in the area of arms control will
always be necessary, but that may be accom-
panied by a need for various and even sui
generis interpretations of the term “arms
control” itself and to develop the most
acceptable framework, methods and degree
of arms control for the new international
environment.3 Therefore it is important to
abandon obsolete views about the nature of
arms control in time, and be innovative in
searching for new ways and methods to
achieve the goals of such control.

ON  THE  HISTORY  OF  ARMS  CONTROL

The first attempt to conceptualize and dis-
cuss disarmament problems was made
almost immediately after the end of
WWII, soon after the emergence of
nuclear weapons. In 1946–49 the UN
Atomic Energy Commission considered the
well-known “Baruch Plan,” a US proposal
to establish international control over atom-
ic energy, along with Soviet proposals
aimed at banning nuclear weapons and
monitoring this ban. These proposals, of
course, were based on security interests and
on achieving the strategic goals of the
states that had put them forward. And
their main purpose, first and foremost, was
to provide political and propagandistic sup-
port for the nuclear arms race, which was
beginning at that time. Given the circum-
stances of the time, the work of the UN
Commission was naturally destined to fail.

During the 1950s, a time characterized by
an uncontrolled nuclear arms race and the
emergence of other Western nuclear pow-
ers (the United Kingdom and France), the
Soviet Union and the Western states made
similarly unrealistic proposals regarding
general and complete disarmament, as well
as partial disarmament, at the United
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Nations and other international bodies. In
1961 the Soviet Union and the United
States even reached an agreement (albeit
with certain reservations) on a joint state-
ment about the principles of achieving
general and complete disarmament (known
as the Zorin-McCloy statement).

The first agreement that is generally con-
sidered to provide for realistically achiev-
able arms control is the Treaty Banning
Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere,
in Outer Space and Under Water of 1963.
This treaty was signed by the Soviet
Union, the United States, and the United
Kingdom during negotiations in Moscow,
and then opened for signature by other
states. Since underground explosions, which
are difficult to verify, were not banned, the
treaty did not require and did not provide
for international verification, but it was
presumed that state parties would use
“national means of control,” based chiefly
on satellites, but also on aircraft. It was
assumed that these means would be suffi-
cient to ensure the verification of treaty
compliance.

What were the prerequisites for the con-
clusion of this treaty? Several main reasons
are usually named, which we list here in
no particular order: the desire of both
superpowers to ensure a political detente
after the Cuban missile crisis, which
brought the world to the brink of war; the
completion of development work on
nuclear warheads, especially the most pow-
erful ones; the accumulation of large
amount of data on the consequences of
nuclear explosions in the atmosphere, space,
and undersea; the desire of both parties not
to disclose information about the design
and other features of their nuclear muni-
tions, because at that time methods to
monitor atmospheric explosions remotely by
taking radioactive samples and analyzing
them were already in use; as well as the
radioactive contamination in the atmosphere
that had caused public protests everywhere.

The next major arms control treaty was
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT) of 1968. The
NPT was drafted by the Soviet Union and
the United States as co-chairs of the
Geneva Eighteen Nation Committee on
Disarmament and then finalized by the
committee. Aimed at preventing the emer-
gence of new nuclear-weapon states, the
treaty primarily serves the interests of
nuclear powers, but it is important for

many other countries as well, since it lim-
its the number of states that possess
nuclear weapons and therefore the danger
of the possible use of such weapons. It is
no coincidence that almost 190 states have
joined the treaty. In the 1960s it was sup-
posed that in the near future there would
be around 20 nuclear-weapon states; today
it is believed that at least 40 countries have
the scientific, technical and industrial capa-
bilities to produce nuclear weapons. In
reality, there are only 8 states that have
nuclear weapons in their arsenals today.
However, there are suspicions that an addi-
tional two or three countries have plans to
master the technology of producing such
weapons and may even be implementing
such plans.

The NPT plays an enormous role in the
efforts of the international community to
eliminate the nuclear threat. The treaty
created an international legal basis that
undergirded the formation of a compre-
hensive and intricate nuclear nonprolifera-
tion regime. Despite the many difficulties
facing full implementation of the NPT
provisions, due to the discriminatory nature
of the treaty itself (which legally divided
the world into two categories of state:
nuclear-weapon states and non-nuclear-
weapon states), and despite the difficulty in
drawing a clear and straight line between
military and peaceful uses of atomic ener-
gy and the presence of nuclear ambitions
in some states, the treaty was and remains
the most important starting point for col-
lective action aimed at diminishing the
nuclear threat and ensuring the use of
atomic energy for exclusively peaceful pur-
poses.

The NPT and the nonproliferation mecha-
nisms that support it (the IAEA safeguards
system and the 1997 Additional Protocol
procedures in particular) are aimed at real-
izing another important arms control func-
tion: early warning about possible danger-
ous developments in the WMD sphere.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s a new
stage in the development of arms control
was ushered in that was based upon the
bipolar world order that had been formed
by that time. Bipolarity resulted from the
fact that the Soviet Union was about to
close the gap with the United States in
terms of nuclear weapons, establishing a
more or less acceptable balance of strategic
capabilities.
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According to the Russian experts General
Nikolai Detinov and Aleksandr Saveliev, by
the end of the 1960s, 200-250 ICBM silos
and 7–8 nuclear-powered ballistic missile
submarines were being built each year.4

The Soviet Union, while still behind in
terms of numbers and, especially, in terms
of the quality of its strategic delivery sys-
tems, was nearing a strategic balance with
the United States.

A similar point of view has been expressed
by senior US officials. Henry Kissinger,
Richard Nixon’s national security adviser,
wrote in his memoirs that if the USSR
had 250 deployed ICBMs in mid-1966, 570
deployed ICBMs in mid-1967, and 900 in
September 1968, then by September 1969
the USSR had surpassed the United
Stated in the number of ICBMs, with
1,060 missiles deployed.5

Another prominent US specialist, Richard
Garthoff gave the following assessment of
the geostrategic situation that was being
formed at the time:

“By the end of the 1960s, the Soviet Union
had acquired strategic intercontinental mil-
itary forces approaching those of the United
States in numbers, if not yet in capability.
Moreover, the United States had proposed
strategic arms limitation talks and appeared
to be prepared to accept a general parity in
strategic military power. From the stand-
point of the United States, this initiative
did reflect a readiness and desire to con-
strain the arms race, at least quantitatively.
From the standpoint of the Soviet Union,
the prospective attainment of strategic par-
ity, and acceptance of it by the American
leaders, marked an unprecedented advance
over the Soviet Union’s military inferiority
since the revolution. Moreover, in addition
to enhancing Soviet security, it also could
represent an important step toward attain-
ing political parity as a superpower.”6

The fundamental change in the strategic
situation made it possible for bilateral
strategic arms limitation talks (SALT-I) to
begin in 1969 on an equitable basis. The
talks were held from 1969 to 1972. During
these negotiations, treaties on the limitation
of defensive and offensive strategic arms
were worked out. However, at the outset,
in 1971, the Agreement on Measures to
Reduce the Risk of Outbreak of Nuclear
War Between The United States and the
USSR was signed. In this agreement,
which was seemingly technical in nature,

the balance of strategic capabilities (or the
so-called principle of “equal security”)
between the USSR and the United States
was legally formalized for the first time.

As a result of the SALT-I negotiations,
Leonid Brezhnev and Richard Nixon signed
an Interim Agreement on Certain Measures
with Respect to the Limitation of Strategic
Offensive Arms and the Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty in May 1972. According to
the interim agreement, the numbers of
ICBM and SLBM launchers were frozen,
while the ABM Treaty prohibited both
powers from deploying national missile
defenses, allowing each of them just two
missile defense systems: around the capital
and one missile base. The ABM Treaty
Protocol, signed in 1974, limited this num-
ber to one zone for each of the parties.

The logic of both SALT-I agreements, as
well as of later Cold War strategic arms
agreements (SALT-II, START-1 and 2)
assumed that in order to prevent a nuclear
war each party had to retain a retaliatory
capability, which implied a sort of “open-
ness” to retaliatory strikes by the other
party. This made it possible to create a sys-
tem of mutual deterrence and gradually to
start the process of nuclear arms reduction.

In 1979 the SALT-II Treaty was signed. It
set equal levels of strategic delivery sys-
tems – not just ICBMs and SLBMs, but
also heavy bombers – and at the same
time it provided for some reduction in the
number of strategic delivery systems. The
treaty took into account the appearance of
MIRVed ICBMs in the United States and
then the Soviet Union. However, this treaty
did not enter into force (President Carter
withdrew the treaty from the Senate rati-
fication process in protest against the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan), but in
practice its main parameters were imple-
mented as a result of the implementation
of subsequent agreements.

The next important agreement was the
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty
(START-1), signed in 1991, which remains
in force today. The treaty limits the num-
ber of nuclear warheads to 6,000 and the
number of strategic delivery systems to
1,600. Counting rules were adopted to
determine the number of warheads, in
accordance with which each delivery vehi-
cle in a particular category was counted
as having a missile of a certain type, and
each missile type counted as having a
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particular number of warheads. A com-
pletely new component in START-1 was
its powerful verification system, which
included the comprehensive exchange of
data and various types of inspections,
including inspections at missile production
plants.

Despite the fact that a predictable and fair-
ly stable system of mutual nuclear deter-
rence between the two powers had
emerged at that time, there were still prob-
lems from time to time that had to be
solved. For instance, in the early 1980s
President Ronal Reagan introduced the so-
called “Strategic Defense Initiative” (SDI)
that envisaged the creation of a multilayer
defense system for the United States with
space-based elements, which would have
contradicted the basic principles of deter-
rence enshrined in the ABM Treaty. After
much complicated diplomatic maneuvering,
the United States abandoned the creation
of a missile defense system at that time.

Another crisis started when the Soviet
Union began deploying the Pioner (SS-20)
intermediate-range missile with three war-
heads, replacing older missile types. This
action caused concern, both in the United
States and among its European allies. In
response, the United States planned to
deploy new intermediate-range missiles in
Europe: Pershing-2 ballistic missiles and
ground-launched cruise missiles. Following
complicated negotiations, a “zero option”
was adopted: the parties gave up their
respective capabilities and signed the
Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-
Range and Shorter-Range Missiles (INF
Treaty) in 1987. This was the first (and so
far, in the nuclear sphere, the only) treaty
between the two powers providing for the
elimination of an entire class of weapons.
The treaty provided for a strict verification
system, including information exchange
and on-site inspections. The treaty has
been fully implemented.7

The arms control system, which had aris-
en and was gradually being consolidated at
that time, made it possible for both pow-
ers to implement unilateral, informal and
unverified nuclear arms limitation meas-
ures: this time in the area of tacticall
nucllear  weaponss.  It was impossible to pre-
pare a comprehensive treaty with appro-
priate verification measures in this area;
however, the agreement, in which both
parties were quite interested, made it pos-

sible to achieve important results in a rel-
atively short period of time.

In September 1991, President George Bush
unilaterally announced his intention to cut
non-strategic nuclear weapons. Several days
later Mikhail Gorbachev responded with a
statement announcing similar measures,
which were confirmed in January 1992 by
Boris Yeltsin on behalf of the Russian
Federation. The measures provided for
removing from operational use and elimi-
nating nuclear artillery shells, nuclear mines
and nuclear warheads on tactical missiles;
the same measures were adopted for tacti-
cal nuclear warheads on sea-based delivery
systems; some of the nuclear warheads on
non-strategic aviation systems were elimi-
nated or put into storage; non-strategic
nuclear weapons only remained on aircraft;
while nuclear warheads were also removed
from sea-launched cruise missiles, although
the latter were long-range weapons.

The bipolar world order also made it pos-
sible to conclude a number of multilateral
arms control agreements, including such
important ones as the Treaty on Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies (Outer Space Treaty) of 1967, the
Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production and Stockpiling
of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin
Weapons and on Their Destruction (BWC)
of 1972, the Convention on the Prohibition
of the Development, Production,
Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons
and on Their Destruction (CWC) of 1993,
and the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban
Treaty (CTBT) of 1996, although the lat-
ter treaty, which has not entered into force
because the United States refused to ratify
it, has already experienced the winds of
change in the arms control sphere.

In 1991, the compulsory elimination of
IIraqi  weaponss  of  massss  ddesstruction  andd
their  componentss took place, in accordance
with a decision of the UN Security
Council supported by all of its permanent
members. Iraq was caught engaging in
covert activities aimed at the creation of
nuclear weapons in violation of its obliga-
tions under the NPT and its IAEA safe-
guards agreement.

This brief, somewhat schematic description
of the main Cold War arms control agree-
ments indicates that during the bipolar era
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of 1960-1990, which is often called the
period of “traditional” arms control, various
ways to reach agreement on monitoring
mechanisms and formats were used.
Nevertheless, the agreements were
inevitably based upon the fact of bilateral,
mutual nuclear deterrence.

THE  TRANSFORMATION  
OF  THE  GEOPOLITICAL  
AND  GEOSTRATEGIC  SITUATION  
AND  ITS  INFLUENCE  ON  THE  ARMS  
CONTROL  PROCESS

The break-up of the USSR in the early
1990s led, after a transitional period, to a
change in the global strategic situation,
and, correspondingly, has resulted in sig-
nificant corrections in the process of arms
control, which has gradually started acquir-
ing new dimensions. It appears that this
process is still going on. The following
developments of global importance are the
main factors that characterize the emerging
geopolitical and geostrategic situation:

• The disintegration of the Soviet Union,
emergence of several independent states
on its territory, and significant weakening
of Russia’s economic and military power,
albeit with the retention of a significant
nuclear deterrent capability. These events
have complicated the problem of ensur-
ing Russian national security;

• The emergence of new threats to inter-
national stability and new challenges to
the regime of nonproliferation of nuclear
weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction;

• The Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests of
1998, and nuclear programs and ambi-
tions of several other states (Iran and the
DPRK);

• The steady rise of China as a potential
new center of industrial, economic, and,
in the long run, military power;

• The rolling wave of international terror-
ism, which is in fact a response of poor-
er, weaker and oppressed peoples, but a
response employing methods that the
civilized world cannot accept; it is a
response to the continuing and strength-
ening supremacy of the rich nations of
the North over the countries of the
South. The most dramatic manifestation
of this phenomenon was the tragic
events of September 11, 2001 in New

York, as well as the terrorist acts in
Russia and in Europe.8

• The gradual depletion of oil reserves in
the intensifying struggle for dominance
in the Middle East, which is the main
source of global oil reserves;

• The increasing importance of the “eco-
nomic component” of leading countries’
foreign economic policies, which increase
demand for military power to secure
state economic interests;

• Escalating conflicts between different
peoples on the basis of race and religion,
and the danger of split between civiliza-
tions that has been denounced by some
political scientists.

All of these changes in the global situation,
when taken together, suggest that the world
has become more threatened than it was
during the relatively stable times of bipo-
larity, and as a result is less predictable,
making it more difficult to maintain gener-
al stability and the security of individual
states. While the spectrum of threats is
broadening and these threats are manifest-
ing themselves in new forms, the role of
the uncertainty factor is increasing, and
imposing new demands on state security.

It was against this backdrop that the so-
called neoconservatives became especially
influential after the Republican administra-
tion of George W. Bush came to power in
the United States in early 2001. They start-
ed pushing for more aggressive unilateral
action, including the use of force, to sup-
port and promote American interests. The
most vivid manifestation of this shift in
US policy from the policy of previous
administrations was the military interven-
tion in Iraq in 2003, which was not sanc-
tioned by the UN Security Council, and
made under the false pretext that Iraq had
WMDs and their components.

It was precisely at this moment that the
departure of the United States from the
Cold War policy of “traditional” arm control
started. And the first display of this process
was the story of the START-2 Treaty,
which had been signed by both countries
back in the beginning of January 1993. The
treaty provided for nuclear arms reductions,
limiting the number of warheads to
3,000–3,500 and eliminating all MIRVed
ICBMs. The key deficiency of the treaty
from Russia’s point of view was not the
elimination of MIRVed ICBMs per se, but
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the fact that this ran counter to Russia’s
economic capabilities at the time, and that
the timeline for reductions was too short.

Throughout the 1990s, there was a tense
diplomatic struggle over the conditions of
these reductions. Consequently, a Protocol
prolonging the treaty’s duration until 2007
was signed in 1997. An agreement also was
reached to start work on the START-3
treaty, which would envisage a level of
2,000-2,005 warheads by the end of 2007,
and to start negotiations on the new treaty
right after the ratification of START-2. In
1997 some other agreements, which took
into account Russia’s concerns regarding
US missile defense plans, were reached.
However, while the US Senate ratified the
START-2 Treaty in 1996 in its initial form,
Russia only ratified the treaty in 2000 and
in a new variant, which took into account
these additional accords. The US Senate
did not agree to ratify the treaty with the
subsequent amendments. As a result, the
START-2 Treaty has not entered into force.

Another step the United States took that
reflected its new approach towards the
entire arms control regime was its with-
ddrawall  from  the  ABM  TTreaty in June
2002, and the initiation of intensive R&D
work on its own, purportedly “limited,” bal-
listic missile defense system, which was
supposedly needed for protection from
North Korean missiles. But in fact, accord-
ing to some observers, it had China’s mis-
sile and nuclear capability and, possibly,
the Russian capability in mind. The US
Administration, supported by the Congress,
provides generous funding for missile
defense, although the tests conducted to
date have not yielded satisfactory results.
Approximately $10.4 billion have been
appropriated for the next financial year,
while future expenditures on missile
defense are projected to reach $19 billion
annually. By the end of 2005, 8 intercep-
tors had been deployed near Fort Greely
in Alaska and two at California’s
Vanderberg Air Force base. By the end of
2009, up to 40 interceptors will have been
deployed on the US west coast between
Fort Greely and Vanderberg.9

The Russian Federation reacted quite
calmly to the US withdrawal from the
ABM Treaty, calling the US decision a
“mistake,” while relying on Russian missile
systems capable of penetrating US missile
defenses. But the very fact of withdrawal
from a treaty that for decades had con-

tributed to ensuring global strategic stabil-
ity cannot but undermine faith in the
international legal process of nuclear arms
limitation and reduction, a process that has
been facing so many difficulties.

But let’s go back to the CTBT Treaty,
which was signed by Bill Clinton’s demo-
cratic administration in 1996 and which, as
was mentioned above, has not yet entered
into force because the US Senate refused
to ratify it, and is not likely to enter into
force in the foreseeable future.
Nevertheless, it is encouraging that the
moratorium on nuclear explosions contin-
ues to be observed by all nuclear powers.
China’s behavior is particularly interesting:
for many years it has regularly announced
that the All-China Assembly of People’s
Representatives was considering the treaty
for ratification. However, it does not seem
that China will ratify the treaty before the
United States does, if it ratifies it at all.

For some time the United States has
worked on the development of low-yield
nuclear devices designed to penetrate deep
underground to destroy bunkers and other
underground targets (Robust Nuclear Earth
Penetrator). However, it appears that further
research efforts have been abandoned; in
any case, no funding has been allocated for
this work in next year’s budget.10 No fund-
ing will be allocated to develop new low-
yield nuclear weapons concepts either.
Instead, the Reliable Replacement Warhead
Program, for which $27.7 million have been
allocated, will be implemented. In addition,
funding to improve the test-readiness pos-
ture of the Nevada Test Site from 24 to 18
months has been allocated in the new
budget ($14.8 dollars), as it was last year.

It is noteworthy that in recent years the
United States has been unilaterally cutting
its contributions to the Provisional
Technical Secretariat of the Preparatory
Commission for the creation of the CTBT
International Monitoring System and for
the development of inspection procedures.
For FY2006 these contributions have been
again cut by almost $5 million.11 In con-
trast, Russia has actively supported the
activities of the Provisional Technical
Secretariat and has signed an agreement
on the realization of the Russian segment
of the monitoring system.

The Russian Federation, like the United
Kingdom and France, has ratified the
CTBT. At the same time, Russian nuclear
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weapon designers are clearly interested in
new low-yield nuclear warheads deployed
both on tactical and strategic delivery vehi-
cles. They substantiate this view as follows:
“One of the most important tasks in the
development of low-yield nuclear weapons
consists in a radical decrease in the level of
nuclear confrontation between the United
States and Russian in the military and
technical sphere. On the one hand, equip-
ping nuclear forces with low-yield devices
will radically decrease the level of global
threat associated with them, and on the
other, give them the property of real “bat-
tlefield” weapons, usable in any region of
the world.” The use of such weapons,
which “do not lead to total annihilation of
the adversary, but significantly exceed the
power of traditional weapons, [..] in
response to a significant use of convention-
al arms or terrorist acts causing the loss of
important infrastructure facilities and deaths
of dozens and hundreds of people, could be
quite justified on moral grounds.” According
to the authors of this concept, activities
aimed at adapting existing warheads to the
above-mentioned tasks “initially could be
implemented in the framework of existing
types of nuclear weapons.”12 Thus, one
might conclude that proponents of such a
scenario do not rule out the conduct of
nuclear tests at some time in the future.

The signing of the Strategic  Offensive
Reductions  Treaty  (SORT  Treaty) by the
United States and Russia in May 2002 was
characteristic of the new approach to arms
control. The treaty appears to commit each
party to its unilateral statements in a legal-
ly binding form, while providing them
with great freedom of action within the
framework of commonly agreed obligations.
The main article of the treaty (Article 1)
deserves to be cited in full:

“Each Party shall reduce and limit strate-
gic nuclear warheads, as stated by the
President of the United States of America
on November 13, 2001 and as stated by the
President of the Russian Federation on
November 13, 2001 and December 13, 2001
respectively, so that by December 31, 2012
the aggregate number of such warheads
does not exceed 1700-2200 for each Party.
Each Party shall determine for itself the
composition and structure (italics added –
R.T.) of its strategic offensive arms, based
on the established aggregate limit for the
number of such warheads.”

Thus, this new treaty is quite unusual,
indeed novel, in that the treaty text itself
emphasizes the freedom of action of the
parties to the treaty with regards to every-
thing related to the composition and struc-
ture of strategic offensive arms within
agreed numerical limits. This makes the
treaty completely different from, for
instance, the START-2 Treaty, which stip-
ulated, in particular, a ban on MIRVed
ICBMs for both parties. The treaty fully
takes Russia’s interests into account.

The SORT Treaty does not contain provi-
sions on information exchange, or on ver-
ification and inspections, but it confirms
the START-1 Treaty with all of its provi-
sions, now referred to as the START
Treaty. This treaty will be effective through
the end of 2009. According to the new
treaty a bilateral implementation commis-
sion is to be created; in addition, the Joint
Declaration which was signed by the two
presidents in the interim provided for the
creation of a consultative commission on
strategic security issues to be headed by
foreign and defense ministers, through
which the parties would strengthen mutu-
al confidence, increase transparency,
exchange information and plans, and dis-
cuss strategic issues. The commission, how-
ever, as is well known, has not been
noticeably active to date, although the
expiration of the START treaty and then
of the SORT treaty itself is steadily
approaching.

Treaty implementation, according to avail-
able reports, is proceeding in due course.
In July 2005, Russia announced the with-
drawal of 200 warheads from 20 SSBNs
and of 26 ICBMs with 150 warheads. The
last rail-mobile missile launchers, known in
the West as SS-24s, have also been elimi-
nated. In total, as of January 1, 2006,
Russia had 4,300 deployed warheads on
927 launchers in accordance with START
Treaty counting rules.13

Meanwhile Russia, is full compliance with
the SORT Treaty, is qualitatively upgrad-
ing its arsenal of strategic offensive delivery
systems. According to a February 5, 2006
statement by Russian Defense Minister
Sergey Ivanov made at a conference in
Munich, “we continue to improve our
strategic deterrent forces. But our efforts are
aimed only at their qualitative moderniza-
tion.” Older Voevoda (SS-18) missiles, of
which there are currently 80, are being
withdrawn from duty, a process that will
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continue until 2016. They are being
replaced by stationary and road-mobile
Topol-M missiles. According to Strategic
Rocket Forces Commander General Nikolai
Solovtsov, in several years Topol-M missiles
in some divisions will be equipped with
multiple re-entry vehicles, similar to the
ones being designed for the Bulava sea-
based missile system.14 Russia’s current mil-
itary policy is based on “abandoning the
‘symmetry’ principle,” e.g. the desire to
maintain quantitative parity with a poten-
tial adversary, and on transitioning to an
armed forces, and entire national military
organization, based on “asymmetry” and
prioritizing to ensure real deterrence.”15

US implementation of the SORT Treaty is
proceeding more slowly than in Russia. It
was recently announced that 50 of 500
Minuteman-3 missiles had been withdrawn
from duty. Furthermore, these missiles are
periodically modernized, and the number
of warheads deployed on them has been
decreased from three to one. In total, as of
January 2006, the United States had 5,235
warheads on strategic delivery vehicles.
Like Russia, the United States continues
qualitative modernization of its ICBMs: it
plans to put a new missile of this type into
service by 2018.16

Where multilateral arms control agree-
ments are concerned, the state of affairs is
less positive, with the exception of the
Chemical Weapons Convention, although
its implementation by the main possessors
of such arms – Russia and the United
States – is lagging behind the timeline
established in the convention. But in this
case the delay can be explained by inade-
quate funding and technical problems faced
by the parties to the convention; when it
was written not all such factors could be
calculated, even in theory.17

The Geneva Conference on Disarmament,
which is tasked with preparing multilater-
al arms limitation and disarmament
treaties, has done nothing in a decade
(since the signing of the CTBT). It has
sunk into discussions on its agenda and on
determining priorities for negotiating par-
ticular disarmament issues.

One of the most vital issues – the prepa-
ration of a Fissile  Material  Cut-ooff  treaty
(FMCT) – is being hampered by a num-
ber of states, including China, that are
linking the start of negotiations on this
problem to progress in the prevention of

the militarization of outer space. The
process is also hampered by several coun-
tries that plan to continue accumulating
stocks of weapon-grade fissile materials.
Russia and the United States, like the
United Kingdom and France, have stopped
producing such materials and are ready to
start negotiations on an FMCT. However,
fairly recently – in July 2004 – a new dif-
ficulty emerged: the United States, after
confirming its readiness to start negotia-
tions on the treaty, announced that its
research had “indicated grave concern
about the impossibility of achieving a real-
istic and effectively verified FMCT.”

Efforts to strengthen and to increase the
effectiveness of the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC), which contained no
verification provisions when it was signed
in 1972, are in no better shape. A multi-
year effort to develop a verification proto-
col to this convention that had nearly been
finished was halted in 2001 by the refusal
of the United States to continue further
work on the protocol. As American experts
noted, the United States was worried that
the inspections envisaged by the protocol
might allow “bad actors to learn the micro-
biological details of specific medicines that
the United States was developing and thus
circumvent US biodefenses.”18

As for tacticall  nucllear  weaponss  (TTNW),
the two countries – Russia and the United
States – continue to rely on the unilateral
statements they made in 1991, and are ful-
filling these pledges. According to a May 3,
2005 statement by the head of the Russian
delegation to the NPT Review Conference,
Sergey Kislyak, “by today Russia has cut
its non-strategic nuclear arms fourfold.” In
his May 2, 2005 statement at the same
conference, head of the US delegation
Stephen Rademaker said: “We have
reduced our non-strategic nuclear weapons
by 90% since the end of the Cold War,
dismantling over 3,000 such weapons.” In
numerical terms, according to various esti-
mates, the Russian TNW arsenal includes
as many as 3,000-4,000 devices.19 According
to the US experts Robert Norris and Hans
Christensen, the United States possesses
approximately 1,300 non-strategic nuclear
weapons, with 500 weapons operationally
deployed, including B61 free fall bombs
designated for use by US and NATO
country air forces that are still located out-
side US territory – at eight bases in six
European countries.20
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However, it seems unlikely that in the fore-
seeable future any tangible progress in
drawing up bilateral or multilateral agree-
ments on the limitation or reduction of
such arms can be achieved. Suffice it to
mention the fact that there are significant
monitoring difficulties, since the majority
of TNWs have dual use, i.e. a single type
of delivery aircraft can have both nuclear
and conventional equipment, while count-
ing rules for nuclear weapons are based on
the number of delivery systems.

ARMS  CONTROL:  THE  POSITIONS,  
ACTIVITIES  AND  PLANS  OF  OTHER
NUCLEAR  POWERS

We now turn to the reaction of other
nuclear powers to the changing geopoliti-
cal and geostrategic situation with a view
to the future prospects for arms control,
and examine their existing plans and activ-
ities related to the further development of
their nuclear arsenals.

As is well known, the United Kingdom,
France and China have never agreed to
conduct negotiations on the limitation or
reduction of their nuclear arsenals, a for-
mal violation of NPT Article VI.
Nonetheless, some of the above-mentioned
countries have made unilateral cuts to their
nuclear forces.

For instance, in recent years the Unitedd
Kingddom has implemented small unilateral
cuts to its nuclear forces (which is not in
accordance with its NPT obligations), and,
according to SIPRI data, now possesses a
little less than 200 deployed warheads on
four Vanguard submarines, which are
equipped with US-made Trident missiles,
each capable of delivering up to three war-
heads. However, according to statements by
the UK leadership, since the service life of
these SSBNs will come to an end in the
not too distant future (approximately by the
year 2025), it will be necessary to decide
on a replacement for these nuclear missile
systems by the year 2010. The new vessels
will provide for the nation’s security for the
period up to the middle of the present cen-
tury (to 2055, to be more precise).
According to media reports, debates in the
House of Commons will soon be held on
the issue of whether this replacement
should occur during the tenure of the cur-
rent Labor government. But in practice,
according to Member of Parliament and
former Secretary of State for International

Development Clare Short, Prime Minister
Tony Blair and current Defence Secretary
John Reid have already decided to hold
such debates.21 In justification, the minister
referred to the nuclear programs of India
and Pakistan and to the Iranian nuclear
problem as evidence of the unpredictability
of the global situation; interestingly, he did
not mention China in this context.22

And, although no official decisions have
been made yet, the Ministry of Defense
has already started the large-scale modern-
ization of relevant systems at Aldermaston
and Burgfield nuclear weapon centers, and
will spend ?1 billion on that modernization
over the next three years.23

France, according to official statements, has
also made some changes and reductions in
its nuclear arsenal. Land-based ballistic
missiles have been eliminated, the number
of SSBNs has been reduced, the total
number of missile launchers has also been
reduced, the test site in the Pacific has
been closed, and weapons-grade fissile
material production facilities in Marcoule
and Pierrelatte have been dismantled.24

According to SIPRI, France has approxi-
mately 350 warheads deployed on SSBNs,
carrier strike aircraft and land-based
bombers. France continues to modernize its
nuclear forces, including the construction
and commissioning of the third and fourth
Triomphant SSBNs, M-51 SLBM with a
new nuclear warhead, air-to-surface
ASMPA cruise missile, and Rafale strike
aircraft capable of carrying nuclear
weapons. The M-51 long-range missile
(with a range of over 6000 km, and pos-
sibly up to 8000 km) will allow French
SSBNs to significantly expand their patrol
zone and missions. As French President
Jacques Chirac noted recently, “in this fast-
changing world the M-51 ballistic missile
and enhanced air-to-surface medium range
system (ASMPA) will provide us with a
capability to counter threats, wherever they
arise and whatever nature they have.”25

Chirac provided quite a candid account of
France’s plans given the changing
geostrategic situation in his statement of
January 19, 2006, where he in essence pro-
claimed a new nuclear doctrine. Due to
the importance of this statement, we will
quote several parts of it here. Chirac start-
ed by emphasizing the existence of a “con-
stantly changing environment,” character-
ized at present by “no direct threat from a
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major power.” But the end of the Cold
War, Chirac continued, “has not removed
threats to peace. In many countries radical
ideas are being spread which advocate con-
frontation between civilizations, cultures,
and religions.[…] Combating terrorism is
one of our priorities. Our world is con-
stantly changing and searching for new
political, economic, demographic and mili-
tary equilibria. It is characterized by the
swift emergence of new poles of power.”

“And we are not safe from the unexpected
reversal of the international system, nor from
a strategic surprise,” Chirac continued.
Chirac paid special attention to the fact that
“our world is marked also by emerging
assertions of power based on the possession
of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons.”
Given this situation, “believing that preven-
tion alone is enough to protect us would
however be naively optimistic. To make our-
selves heard, we must also be capable of
using force when necessary.[…] Nuclear
deterrence remains the fundamental guaran-
tee of our security.” “Nuclear deterrence is
not intended to deter fanatical terrorists. Yet,
the leaders of states who would use terror-
ist means against us, as well as those who
would consider using, in one way or anoth-
er, weapons of mass destruction, must
understand that they would lay themselves
open to a firm and adapted response on our
part. And this response could be a conven-
tional one. It could also be of a different
kind (Italics added – R.T.).”

The main point of the new (if it is really
new?) French nuclear doctrine is obvious
and hardly needs comment. What should
France do in the current situation? Chirac
formulates the task very clearly in this
regard: “The modernization and adaptation
of (our) capabilities are absolutely necessary
for our deterrent to retain its indispensable
credibility in an evolving geostrategic envi-
ronment.”

The nuclear arsenal of China is exerting an
increasing influence on the geopolitical and
strategic environment not only of Eurasia
but of the entire world, and is based on
the country’s rapidly developing economy.
The Chinese arsenal is estimated at
400–450 warheads, which are deployed on
land-based, air-based, and sea-based deliv-
ery systems. Land-based nuclear forces pro-
vide the foundation of the nuclear triad.
The DF-5A intercontinental ballistic mis-
siles have a range of 1,300 km, i.e. are
capable of reaching US territory, and are

liquid-fueled missiles that are equipped
with 4-5 megaton warheads. In addition,
there over 100 intermediate-range missiles
deployed so that they are capable of strik-
ing targets on the territory of India, Japan,
Russia and other Eurasian states.

China possesses one Xia nuclear-powered
submarine, armed with 12 solid-fueled two-
stage Julang-1 SLBMs with a range of
1,700 km. However, the submarine’s patrol
area is limited to coastal waters. The aeri-
al part of the nuclear triad consists of 120
H-6 bombers and 30 Q-5 medium- and
short-range bombers, capable of carrying
nuclear weapons. The range of H-6
bombers is 3,000 km. China is buying
Sukhoi-30 and Sukhoi-27 multipurpose air-
craft from Russia, and will likely re-equip
these aircraft for nuclear missions. China
possesses satellite missile guidance systems.26

Since China has a limited retaliatory strike
capability, it is especially concerned about
the prospect of the creation of an anti-bal-
listic missile system. A missile defense sys-
tem protecting US territory, if added to a
modern theater missile defense system that
the United States might sell to Japan and
Taiwan, would significantly complicate
Chinese military planning. The Americans
would have the theoretical capability to
destroy Chinese deterrent forces. If China’s
concern about its ability to provide for its
own security grows significantly, Beijing
will most probably be compelled to
increase the number of deployed launchers
and warheads, increase the scheduled pro-
duction of weapons systems and start cre-
ating and deploying countermeasures
against missile defense systems.27 China is
quite concerned about the 2003 Japanese
decision to invest its first $1 billion in the
sea- and land-based ballistic missile defense
system being developed by the United
States. Plans call for the expenditure of
several more billions of dollars on this sys-
tem before it is fully deployed, probably no
earlier than in 2011. This system, ostensi-
bly aimed at countering a missile attack by
North Korea, could be used for protection
from a Chinese missile threat, and its sea-
based component could be deployed to
protect Taiwan.28 According to past US
Defense Department calculations, China
had approximately 20 ICBMs capable of
hitting targets on the territory of the
United States, and it was supposed that
this number would grow to approximately
30 missiles by the year 2005, and possibly
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to 60 missiles by 2010. According to CIA
forecasts, in the next 15 years the overall
size of the Chinese strategic nuclear arse-
nal will grow to 75–100 warheads deployed
“mainly against the United States.” But
Chinese expert Hui Zhang wrote: “Absent
U.S. missile defense plans, China might be
expected to build no more than 50 ICBMs
by 2015.” However, China might need
100–300 ICBMs to defeat the current U.S.
missile defense system if that system were
to employ 100–250 interceptors.29

Since the mid-1980s China has been devel-
oping three new ballistic missiles: the
mobile three-stage solid-fueled DF-31 (CSS-
X-10) ICBM, a new version of the DF-31
with extended range, and the Julang-II
(“Big wave”) SLBM. Another ICBM, the
DF-41, with a range of 12,000 km, is under
development. It will be deployed in the
near future and will be capable of hitting
targets throughout US territory. The cre-
ation of the Project 094 nuclear submarine
is also continuing. The submarine will be
equipped with 16 Julang-II missiles.

If China, as expected, tries to master mul-
tiple re-entry vehicle (MRV) technology in
the near future then, according to CIA
estimates, one of the options could be
using the DF-31 missile for the develop-
ment of simple MRV systems, or MIRV
systems on already existing DF-5 ICBMs.30

According to experts, the “key sphere of
modernization and growth is increasing the
number and accuracy of shorter-and medi-
um range missiles.”31 Some experts wonder
whether the reason for China’s continual
failure to ratify the CTBT can be
explained by a desire to retain the option
to conduct nuclear tests in order to devel-
op warheads for MIRVs, in case the treaty
does not enter into force.

According to a Washington Post article
published on April 12, 2005, “in the past
several weeks, President Bush and his sen-
ior aides, including Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice and Director of Central
Intelligence Porter J. Goss, have expressed
concern over the recent pace of China’s
military progress and its effect on the
regional balance of power.” This gives rise
to the question: while the US leadership
frequently speaks about the unpredictabili-
ty and uncertainty of the global environ-
ment to justify its new course, isn’t it
Washington itself that is pushing certain

countries to take the actions causing such
changes in the international arena?

CONCLUSION

It seems obvious that in recent years the
arms control system has been evolving in
a complicated manner, with changes of
both substance and form. But it is also cer-
tain that as before, this system continues to
play a major role as a deterrent preventing
the use of weapons of mass destruction
and as a factor contributing to some limi-
tations and reductions of such weapons.
For many decades this system has been an
important component of the international
legal field, a fact that no one is likely to
call into question. From time to time some
elements of the arms control system are
taken on, but, as a rule, the system as a
whole withstands these attempts to make
holes in it, though not without some dif-
ficulty.

The current steps aimed at shaping the
arms control regime, in particular the
SORT Treaty, which gives the parties
greater freedom of maneuver within a
framework of set quantitative limits, ade-
quately meet the demands of the current
geopolitical and geostrategic environment,
which is characterized by less predictabili-
ty and certainty than the period of bipo-
larity. At the same time, the fact that the
process of replenishing the arms control
regime with new collective actions in the
area of arms limitation, both on a bilater-
al and multilateral level, has slowed, can-
not but cause concern.

The expiration date of the START Treaty –
the year 2009 – is approaching. It is time
to decide what is to be done. Thus, one
must ask whether the treaty should be
extended for some period of time, perhaps
with an agreement (without amending the
text of the treaty prepared with such great
difficulty) to suspend some of the more bur-
densome, but not currently very necessary,
methods of its verification, and possibly,
some other amendments. Not too much
time is left (given that strategic arms treaties
take years to conclude) until the expiration
of the SORT Treaty in 2012. In the past
Russia has repeatedly called for setting lower
ceilings – 1,500 or even 1,000 warheads. The
current US administration is not inclined to
reciprocate. So far it is not clear what
actions should be taken given these circum-
stances, but it is also obvious that suspen-
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sion, let alone termination of the arms con-
trol process does not meet the vital interests
of either country. It would be a signal to
other nuclear (and also non-nuclear) states
that they are totally free to build and accu-
mulate such weapons. As for multilateral
arms control, it is difficult at present to offer
suggestions on how to achieve any shift in
resolving the FMCT problem, given the
positions of such countries as China, India,
Pakistan and some others. However, attempts
to do something regarding the BWC could
be made. If a verification protocol to the
convention cannot be agreed upon at this
time, then maybe it would make sense to
develop at least a system of some confi-
dence-building and transparency measures
aimed at strengthening this international
instrument. It seems that Russia’s foreign
policy, given present international circum-
stances and its growing capabilities, could
play a more proactive role in searching for
ways to maintain and develop the interna-
tional arms control regime.
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For the past few years it has been difficult
to get shake the feeling that the leaders of
industrialized states are trying to “per-
suade” their citizens of the fact that ter-
rorist acts using weapons of mass destruc-
tion (WMD) are inevitable.2 This is the
case in Russia too. Note, for instance, the
following statements by high-ranking
Russian officials. Deputy Secretary of the
Russian Security Council Nikolay Spassky
said in September 2005, “The most horri-
fying threat is a terrorist attack employing
some sort of weapon of mass destruction.
Unfortunately, it is not a question of
“whether,” but a question of “when.”3 In
May 2004, Federal Security Service (FSB)
Director Nikolay Patrushev noted that the
danger of terrorism approaching the
“Rubicon” separating it from the possession
of weapons of mass destruction is grow-
ing.4 Further, in September 2003 Mikhail
Lysenko, director of the Department of
Security and Disarmament Affairs of the
Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
announced: “Terrorists continue to be able
to acquire weapons of mass destruction or
components thereof, and this could lead to
a terrible tragedy. The threat remains, and
it is high.”5

Russia’s citizens are completely convinced
of this danger as well. In an opinion poll
carried out by the All-Russia Center for
the Study of Public Opinions at the behest
of the PIR Center in January 2006, it
turned out that 83% of Russians fear that
terrorists will use WMD against Russia.
Furthermore, terrorist organizations are the
entities that pose the greatest threat of the

use of WMD, in the opinion of Russian
citizens. In answer to a question asking
what country or organization presents the
greatest threat of the use of WMD against
Russia, the majority answered “Chechen
terrorists” (55%), while Al Qa’eda got 38%.
For comparison, 33% of Russians answered
that the United States posed a similar
threat.

In any discussion of terrorism, particularly
megaterrorism,6 it is necessary to recognize
that the greatest such threat faced by
Russia today is related to the instability in
the North Caucasus region. The threat of
terrorist acts increased noticeably during
the course of the second Chechen cam-
paign, when foreign terrorist organizations
began to offer the terrorists in the
Caucasus stronger support. Note, for
instance, the fact that during the counter-
terrorist operation in the Chechen republic
the scale of acts of terror and quantity of
victims increased substantially (in 1999
apartment houses in Moscow and
Volgodonsk were blown up, while in 2002
approximately 1,000 people in Moscow
were taken hostage, and in 2004 over 1,000
people in Beslan (Northern Ossetia) were
taken hostage).

The ties between the terrorist groups based
in the North Caucasus and Al Qa’eda are
dangerous not only because of a potential
increase in the funding of these organiza-
tions’ activities, but also the possibility that
technological assistance will be provided. It
is well known that Osama bin Laden has
proclaimed the acquisition of nuclear or
chemical weapons to be his followers’ reli-
gious duty.7

POSSIBLE  WMD  TERRORISM  SCENARIOS

An act of megaterrorism implies the use of
so-called “means of mass destruction.” All
facilities where these weapons and their
components are produced as a final product
or are used as an initial or intermediate
product in the manufacture of other sub-
stances, as well as their storage depots, prod-
ucts pipelines, and means of transportation
could be used to create mass destruction.8

Another problem causing anxiety is the
question of whether terrorists in the North
Caucasus are capable of independently
constructing a nuclear explosive device,
using stolen or otherwise acquired fissile
materials, or stealing an “operational”
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nuclear warhead and making it work. In
the 1990s there were frequent media
reports concerning losses of nuclear mate-
rials, and at times entire nuclear warheads,
from Russian nuclear industrial facilities or
military storage depots.

Moreover, on December 1, 2005, Chief of
the General Staff of the Russian Armed
Forces Yuri Baluyevsky announced that
documents had been discovered in
Chechnya that described technologies for
creating “dirty” radiological, chemical, and
biological weapons.9

In addition to the threat of the leakage of
nuclear technologies and materials, there is
the danger that terrorists may acquire
chemical or biological weapons or tech-
nologies for their production, which is con-
siderably simpler and more accessible than
the production of nuclear weapons, since
many of the components can be acquired
completely legally. It is also necessary to
remember the possibility that terrorists will
build “dirty” bombs, including “dirty” bio-
logical bombs.

THE  THREAT  TO  RUSSIAN  NUCLEAR
FACILITIES

The apparent “No. 1 goal” for likely ter-
rorists is the nuclear facilities (both civil
and military) located throughout the coun-
try. Furthermore, the physical protection
systems at nuclear facilities, nearly 100% of
which were created in Soviet times, were
oriented towards external threats, not an
internal enemy.

On October 30, 2002, soon after the
seizure of the audience at the “Nord-Ost”
musical, Chechen separatist leader Akhmed
Zakayev told the media that “we cannot
exclude the possibility that the next such
group will take over a nuclear facility.” The
seriousness of Zakayev’s words soon
obtained indirect confirmation from the
Tver region FSB, where the captain of
Kalinin NPP guard forces was detained.
When the detainee was searched, a dia-
gram of the plant was discovered that
included the secret facilities there. In addi-
tion, the search turned up encoded tele-
phone numbers that, it later turned out,
belonged to individuals from Chechnya.10

There were serious reasons for examining
the threat of WMD terrorism even earlier.
For instance, in 1999 the Defense Ministry
press service stated that one of the leaders

of the Chechen fighters, Salman Raduyev,
had trained a group of saboteurs. One of
their missions was to attack Russian
nuclear facilities, including NPPs.
According to the information provided by
the press service, the group was to have
consisted of 15 people of Slavic appearance.
On October 13, 1999 this information was
confirmed by the FSB.11

Earlier, on March 13, 1996, the RIA
Novosti news agency reported that at a
meeting of field commanders in an alpine
village not far from Bamut, which was
under the control of Ruslan Gelayev, the
decision was made “to organize a series of
terrorist acts against nuclear facilities on
Russian territory.”12

There are also reports that before the
seizure of the Moscow theater, Movsar
Barayev’s group had been looking for ways
to get into the Kurchatov Institute.
However, the institute’s security system
proved to be enough to cause him to drop
his plan to seize one of the institute’s
research reactors.

Security  at  Ministry  of  Defense  Facilities

Personnel at nuclear facilities subordinate to
the Defense Ministry felt the impact of the
early 1990s economic crisis on nuclear secu-
rity more sharply than others. As Chief of
the Russian Ministry of Defense 12th Main
Directorate Colonel General Yevgeny
Maslin put it, “there were not enough of
the protective devices used in the transport
of nuclear weapons, security equipment, etc.
And new threats appeared, with which we
were not familiar, such as the possible
unauthorized access of terrorist groups to
nuclear weapons located in storage depots
or being transported. We felt this threat
particularly seriously in 1991-1992 when the
conflict in Chechnya began to heat up.”13

The interest extremists showed in Defense
Ministry facilities was noted repeatedly. In
October 2001, Chief of the Russian
Ministry of Defense 12th Main Directorate
Colonel General Igor Valynkin stated that
representatives of terrorist organizations
had already conducted reconnaissance in
the vicinity of nuclear weapon storage
depots on two occasions.14

In 2002 the representatives of two
Chechen terrorist groups tried to get into
nuclear weapon storage depots in Saratov
oblast. However, the terrorists were stopped
by the FSB.15 Other countries’ intelligence
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agencies have also noted that Chechen ter-
rorist groups have evinced an interest in
the transportation of nuclear munitions in
Russia. In particular, they were discovered
at several large main railway stations in the
Moscow area attempting to obtain infor-
mation about the special trains used to
transport nuclear warheads.16

In March 2002, media stories appeared
reporting the detention of three armed
Chechens in Sverdlovsk oblast who were
attempting to sell weapons illegally. In
addition to an imposing weapons arsenal,
it was discovered that the criminals had a
valid permit for the Lesnoy closed city,
where the serial production and dismantle-
ment of nuclear warheads for the Russian
Defense Ministry takes place.17

Yet one more “alarm bell” was the April
2002 discovery of a detailed plan for the
seizure of a nuclear-powered submarine,
prepared by Islam Khasukhanov, one of
the Chechen fighters’ military leaders, who
was apprehended during the course of a
special operation. According to the plan,
seven fighters of Slavic appearance were
supposed to seize a submarine at a naval
base near Vladivostok, mine the nuclear
reactor and one of the nuclear missiles on
board, and then demand the withdrawal of
Russian troops from Chechnya.18

The announcement by Boris Berezovsky,
published in the foreign media, that in
2002 he helped British intelligence foil the
plans of Chechen terrorists who allegedly
wanted to sell a nuclear explosive device
for $3 million, is not very credible.19 It is
noteworthy that this “acknowledgement” by
the well-known Russian oligarch only
came after two years had passed, at a time
when the foreign press was once again
focusing on the issue of the security of
nuclear arsenals and radioactive materials
on the territory of the post-Soviet states,
thanks to a notorious series of terrorist acts
in Russia in late August-early September
2004. Given his situation, the oligarch’s
statement could be interpreted as an
attempt to draw attention to himself and
put political pressure on the Russian gov-
ernment.

The majority of the new tasks facing the
Defense Ministry were managed success-
fully (a portion of them are still being
dealt with) within the framework of the
Cooperative Threat Reduction program
with financial, and sometimes also techno-

logical, assistance from foreign states, the
United States first and foremost.
Furthermore, in the opinion of Colonel
General Maslin, “the measures undertaken
through the Cooperative Threat Reduction
program not only increased the security of
nuclear weapons at the present time, but
also, to a certain degree, made it possible
to anticipate and prepare for future chal-
lenges, the threat of nuclear terrorism in
particular.”

In addition to measures directed at
strengthening physical protection at
Russian nuclear weapon storage facilities,
work is continuing on ways to perfect the
cooperation between different ministries
and agencies during the transport of
nuclear weapons, in order to increase secu-
rity further. Here we should mention the
large-scale military maneuvers entitled
“Avaria-2004” (Emergency 2004) that took
place in August 2004 (for more details, see
Yaderny Kontrol № 1, 2005). The main
goal for exercise participants related to the
provision of reliable protection for nuclear
weapons both at storage sites and along
nuclear weapon transport routes.20

According to former 12th Main Directorate
chief Valynkin, “During the entire history
of Russia terrorists have never succeeded in
a single effective attack on a nuclear facil-
ity. Two sole attempts have been under-
taken, but both of them were immediately
put down by facility guard forces. This
indicates that we have good mobile units
to guard and defend nuclear facilities.
Throughout the half century of the exis-
tence of nuclear weapons in Russia, there
has not been a single case of loss. This
proves that the physical protection system
at our nuclear facilities is good, and works
reliably.”21

This does not mean, however, that there
isn’t a need to continue to improve physi-
cal protection systems at nuclear facilities.
Since the February 2005 Bratislava sum-
mit, where the Russian and U.S. presidents
adopted a joint statement “on enhanced
nuclear security cooperation,” there has
been noticeably more cooperation between
the two countries on further improvements
to physical protection systems at Russian
nuclear weapon storage facilities, as well as
transport security enhancements.22 In
October 2003, Germany joined in the
process of increasing Defense Ministry
facility security as well.
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Generally speaking, Russian specialists
agree that the system of physical protection
at nuclear facilities, including nuclear
weapon depots, is at a qualitatively differ-
ent level today than it was 10-15 years ago.
At that time, immediately after the collapse
of the Soviet Union, they really were vul-
nerable to unauthorized access. Today, we
can exclude unsanctioned access by terror-
ist organizations to nuclear arsenals from
the list of probable scenarios.23

Security  of  Federal  Atomic  Energy  Agency
Facilities

In the late 1980s a training exercise was
held that simulated the seizure of a nuclear
facility. Soldiers from the Soviet KGB’s
intelligence and sabotage “Vympel” division
were able to overcome all of the NPP’s
security systems and even plant a dummy
explosive on the reactor.24

It is clear that the level of security at
nuclear facilities has grown since the mid-
1980s. In December 2000, the Russian gov-
ernment adopted the federal special-pur-
pose program entitled “Russia’s Nuclear
and Radiation Safety” for the period up to
2006, the purpose of which was to devel-
op a comprehensive approach to nuclear
and radiation safety. Under the auspices of
the Global Partnership program, there are
a whole series of joint international proj-
ects to increase physical protection at sci-
entific research institutes with nuclear
installations. Every year NPPs and research
institutes hold “Atom” training exercises,
through which the FSB and Interior
Ministry (MVD) jointly check the effec-
tiveness of the system that protects these
facilities from terrorists.

The groups that participate in these exer-
cises include: troops from the FSB’s Center
for Special Operations (TsSN), “Vympel”
and “Alfa” units, the Main Intelligence
Directorate (GRU) of the General Staff,
and the MVD. According to the scenario
for “Atom-2002” at Kalinin NPP, two
months before it was to begin troops from
the Center for Special Operations, who
were to play the role of the hypothetical
terrorists, went to Tver oblast’s Udomelsky
region to conduct reconnaissance. In other
words, a group of 15 saboteurs was
dropped off in Tver oblast and had to
reach Udomli on their own, by any
method they could, using any form of
transportation and approaching the site
from any direction they liked. To conduct

the operation, they had to be based in the
region near the NPP, at the post nearest
to the nuclear plant. Furthermore, in play-
ing the role of terrorists they studied the
traffic routes to Kalinin NPP, visited the
personnel division under the pretext of
applying for jobs, and established contacts
with employees, all with the ultimate goal
of seizing hostages and the facility, and
making some demands.25

In October 2002, the “Metel-2002”
(Snowstorm-2002) command and staff
exercises focusing on a nuclear terrorism
scenario were conducted at the Tomsk
Polytechnic University Scientific Research
Institute of Nuclear Physics research reac-
tor. This was an indication of the increased
attention that Russia’s leadership was pay-
ing to the protection of nuclear facilities.

However, there is no such thing as 100%
security, as was revealed by the evaluations
carried out by the Russian General
Procuracy in 2004. Deficiencies were dis-
covered in security measures at the Kola,
Novovoronezh, and Smolensk NPPs, as
well as at several other nuclear and petro-
chemical production facilities.26 One of the
most vulnerable components in the physi-
cal protection system at nuclear facilities
remains the personnel. Thus, additional
attention and preventive measures must be
undertaken by facility directors. This aspect
of security provision demands increased
attention, particularly since terrorist organ-
izations have been attempting to use peo-
ple who appear Slavic to undertake their
criminal activities.

Given the circumstances, the creation of a
so-called “dirty bomb” is the most attrac-
tive and practically attainable action for the
separatists (if certain parts of such an
attempt can be realized).

THE  PROSPECTS  FOR  THE
CREATION  OF  A  “DIRTY  BOMB”

It is well known that to create a “dirty
bomb” all one needs is an insignificant
quantity of radioactive materials and com-
mon explosives. According to IAEA data,
most of the countries in the world possess
the types of radioactive materials suitable
for the production of a “dirty bomb” to
one degree or another.27 Millions of radia-
tion sources were produced in the last 50
years; hundreds of thousands are used now
in medicine, metallurgy, agriculture, min-
ing, and mechanical engineering; 12,000
industrial radiography sources are produced
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each year; more than 10,000 radiation
sources are used in medicine for radio-
therapy. The number of cases of illegal
trafficking involving radiation sources offi-
cially registered and confirmed by the
IAEA total 470.28

As for Russia, in Moscow alone there are
about 200 enterprises that use radiation
sources and isotopic sensors, to say noth-
ing of the 11 nuclear reactors and 33
nuclear research installations located there.

As for the North Caucasus, the Radon
radioactive waste disposal facility 30 km
north of Groznyy, Chechnya, one of 16
regional radioactive waste disposal facilities,
was for all practical purposes outside of the
control of federal authorities in the early
1990s. Radon Groznyy had two under-
ground depositories for solid radioactive
waste (mostly the low- and medium-level
isotopes Ir-192, Co-60, Tm-170, and Cs-
137), which were 57% full.29 Other Radon
storage installations, including those for liq-
uid and biological wastes, were not being
used. During the so-called first Chechen
campaign, Radon’s security system and rel-
evant facilities were actually destroyed, as a
result of which two containers of radioac-
tive materials were lost. Thanks to the
efforts of the Emergency Situations
Ministry these containers were found and
rendered harmless. However, for a fairly
long period, all the way up to 1999, secu-
rity and environmental protection measures
were not conducted at the site.30 After fed-
eral troops established control over the
facility, a plan for the restoration of phys-
ical protection there was devised as a top
priority, in order to reduce the threat of
sabotage or terrorist acts making use of
radioactive materials on Chechen territory.
This plan was approved by the Russian
Construction Committee (GosStroy), and
sanctioned by the FSB, MVD, and the
Civil Defense and Emergency Situations
Ministry.31

In addition to Radon, there are 26 other
facilities in Chechnya where some 120
radioactive items can be found, including
factories, petroleum and construction
industry enterprises, hospitals, and univer-
sities.32 Unfortunately, it is not known
whether proper control is being maintained
over of all these sources. There is reason
to believe that at least some of this mate-
rial has fallen into the hands of the sepa-
ratists. For instance, one of the containers
that had disappeared from the Radon site

was later discovered in Izmailovsky Park in
Moscow.

At a press conference in Shali in October
1995, Shamil Basayev displayed several con-
tainers of radioactive materials that would
allegedly make it possible for him to create
a “small Chernobyl” in Moscow. Based on
the geometric form and sizes of the con-
tainers, specialists believe that they con-
tained radioactive sources used in medicine
and agriculture, such as Co-60 or Sr-90.

On November 23, 1995 a radioactive con-
tainer containing Cs-137 was discovered in
Moscow’s Izmailovsky Park. Journalists
from the Russian television network NTV
were informed of the container’s location
ahead of time, and were therefore able to
videotape its removal from a snowdrift and
to transmit this material over the airwaves
before cameras were prohibited at the site
of the incident.33

In 1998, officials disarmed a booby trap
mine in Chechnya that was attached to a
container of radioactive materials.34

It is impossible to completely dismiss the
possibility that the necessary materials
could have been obtained either from the
CIS countries themselves or in transit from
other countries. The most probable time-
frame for this sort of operation was the
mid-1990s. Looking at Russia’s borders, it
is clear that Georgia is the main potential
“transit point.” In 2002 alone some 13
“orphaned” radiation sources were discov-
ered in this country.35 In the early 1990s,
the well-known Sukhumi Institute of
Physics and Technology was divided: some
researchers remained in Abkhazia (a break-
away region of Georgia), while the remain-
der established the Andronikashvili
Institute of Physics in Tbilisi.
Subsequently, media reports began to
appear about mass thefts and losses of
radioactive materials from the Sukhumi
Institute’s storage areas. Furthermore,
Director Valter Kashiya believes that these
radioactive materials could be used to cre-
ate “dirty bombs.”

Radiation sources from Abkhazia had
already started “glowing” in Chechen hands
in the mid-1990s. In 1996 a group of four
Chechens stopped in the village of
Lidzava, on the outskirts of Pitsunda, and
after a short period of time drove on in
the direction of Sukhumi. The next day
they returned with a metal box, but two
of the Chechens felt quite ill, and in 24
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hours they passed away. Their partners
then threw the box away. Russian experts
believe that the group had tried to open
up the radioactive waste storage depot, and
the two “diggers” received 800 rem, a lethal
dose of radiation.36

After the collapse of the Soviet Union,
many military and industrial facilities
where radiation sources were stored
remained in Georgian territory. According
to available information, in 1992–93 five
mobile chemical repair shops (PRKhM)
were officially transferred to the Georgian
republic together with instruction manuals.
During the same period, in 1992, Georgia
affected the unauthorized seizure of three
mobile chemical repair shops and 48 SO-
6 complexes with radiation sources from
previously decommissioned mobile chemi-
cal repair shops that were being stored in
military depots. It is known that a large
portion of the equipment and materials
enumerated above was simply plundered
by metals thieves and spread out into var-
ious regions; these items were later point-
ed out by Georgia during the search for
“orphaned” radiation sources.37

Nevertheless, it would appear that the
problem of possible terrorist acts using
radiation sources is exaggerated by the
media in many respects. For instance,
many of them refer to a Main Intelligence
Directorate of the Russian Armed Forces
General Staff document describing
attempts by insurgents tied to killed
Chechen resistance leader Khattab to
obtain Os-187 to construct a “dirty bomb.”
Given that this material is not radioactive,
and that one gram costs $50,000–100,000,
the usefulness of such an acquisition
appears doubtful.

Nor should one forget that most of the
isotopes used in civilian enterprises (theo-
retically the most accessible materials)
have a relatively short half-life (Co-60 –
5 years, Cs-137 – 30 years, Ir-192 –
74 days, Sr-90 – 29 years).

It is worth noting that the “newest”
sources likely to be in the possession of
Chechen fighters date back to 1990-91;
they may well be even older. Thus, the
only real danger is posed by Cs-137.
However, it recedes with each passing year,
even if the separatists really do have the
material at their disposal. Long-lived iso-
topes can be excluded from the list of
potential threats, since the Chechens have

made no statements about the possession
of such materials, and access to them is
severely limited and hard to obtain.

Furthermore, during the second Chechen
campaign getting hold of such materials in
Russia’s large cities became considerably
more difficult. This is because the number
of sentry posts equipped with the Yantar
system for the detection of radiation on
rail, air, and road transport has increased
year by year.

THE  THREAT  OF  CHEMICAL  AND

BIOLOGICAL  TERRORISM  IN  THE

NORTH  CAUCASUS  

According to official data, there are no
facilities on Chechen territory where life-
threatening chemical and bacteriological
materials are stored. Moreover, in 2001
Russian officials declared that the possibil-
ity terrorists might obtain access to chem-
ical weapons storage depots was “vanish-
ingly small.”38

Nevertheless, insurgent interest in using
toxins against federal forces is clear. In the
course of a special operation in Chechnya’s
Gudermes region in January 2003, instruc-
tions for the primitive production of toxic
substances, including ricin, an extremely
deadly toxin, were discovered.39

There is also no evidence that the terror-
ists acting in Chechen territory possess the
equipment needed to produce or transport
chemical weaponry. Given the fact that the
population centers in the Chechen repub-
lic are increasingly under the control of
federal forces, the likelihood of home-made
production of chemical (and biological)
weapons is considerably reduced.

Given these circumstances, the Chechen
fighters can only make declarations and
undertake “targeted” actions using accessi-
ble materials. There are reports indicating
that ampoules containing botulism toxin (a
dangerous bacteriological substance) have
been repeatedly seized from the terrorists.40

And some sources indicate that “Chechen
fighters have both stocks of anthrax and
smallpox viruses in their arsenal today.”41

There have been no official comments on
these statements. Nevertheless, there have
been no recorded cases of the use of any
of the above substances or bacteria either
against either Russian troops or civilians to
date, although the danger is real.
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In December 1999, there were several cis-
terns with ammonia and chlorine that
exploded. The resulting fumes spread over
an extensive territory; some innocent civil-
ians were victims. Although neither chlo-
rine nor ammonia are WMD components,
the damage they cause can be quite sig-
nificant. Moreover, there is a danger that
these substances could infect the water and
soil, leading to far more serious conse-
quences.42

In summer 2001, Chechen insurgent leader
Rizvan Chigitov announced that they
planned to poison Russian servicemen’s
food and water supplies. It was later dis-
covered that one of his closest associates
had a notated map of the regional water
sources.43

On April 6, 2002, according to media
reports, one of Islam Chalayev’s field com-
manders, who was killed, was discovered to
have mercury bichloride and arsenic, both
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Table 1

Reported Statements by Chechen Fighters on Possession or Access to Sources 

of Ionizing Radiation and Attempts to Acquire Nuclear Devices

Date Event Remarks

Autumn 1995 Report that a "suitcase nuke" The information appeared
had fallen into Chechen hands. in the Russian media.

October 14, 1995 Display of a container of radioactive At Shamil Basayev press 
materials. Announcement that four conference.
such containers had been positioned 
in Russian territory. 

November 23, 1995 Discovery of a container of Cs�137 Discovered by Russian
in Moscow. media. Presumably put 

in position by Shamil
Basayev two weeks earlier. 

December 22, 1995 Display of a container of some At Shamil Basayev press
radioactive substance. conference. Threat to use 

the substance in a terrorist
attack. 

March 1996 Announcement that the Chechen Announced by Shamil 
fighters possess an atomic bomb Basayev.
and other weapons. 

Summer 1996 Chechen attempt to access Two of four perpetrators 
radioactive waste storage site died. Information from 
in Sukhumi. Russian media. 

September 1997 Announcement that the Chechens Made by Alexander 
have a "suitcase nuke." Lebed. 

2002 Two attempts by Chechen fighters Announcement by Igor 
to gain access to nuclear weapons Valynkin, June 2005;

depots in Saratov oblast. Russian Defense Ministry
source. 

2002 Attempt by Chechen fighters Disclosed by Boris 
to obtain a nuclear device with Berezovsky in October
the aid of Boris Berezovsky. 2004. 



strong poisons, in his possession. A large
quantity of these poisons and instructions
for their use were discovered in one of
Aslan Maskhadov’s hideouts, discovered
near the settlement of Bachi Yurt in
Chechnya’s Kurchaloy region.44

It is impossible to ignore the fact that at
the present time it would be quite difficult
to produce chemical or biological weapons
on the territory of the North Caucasus and
Chechnya, since intelligence services would
quickly notice a workshop of this type in
populated areas, while it is practically
impossible to undertake this sort of pro-
duction outside of these areas. Given this
fact, it would seem logical to “transfer”
these sorts of activities to other states bor-
dering the North Caucasus. This proposi-
tion received unexpected confirmation from
the French Foreign Ministry. In March
2005, then French Minister of Internal
Affairs Dominique de Villepin stated that
Al-Qaeda terrorist groups in Georgia’s
Pankisi Gorge were developing biological
weapons and means of their delivery after
such work had been interrupted in
Afghanistan by the fall of the Taliban
regime.45

CONCLUSION

The terrorist attacks in New York, Madrid,
Moscow, London, and other cities through-
out the world have proven that terrorism
cannot be considered an individual coun-
try’s local problem. The ties between the
insurgents in the North Caucasus and Al-
Qaeda terrorists are no longer subject to
doubt. Western experts note that “if the
Chechens acquire a nuclear bomb their
number one aim will undoubtedly be
Moscow, while if they obtain several
nuclear bombs, their brothers in Al-Qaeda
would be potential purchasers.”46

Several measures have already been taken
within the framework of the fight against
terrorism in Russia; the next logical steps
should be taken to continue this work.
While this article cannot provide compre-
hensive recommendations to the Russian
leadership on reducing the threat of WMD
terrorism in the North Caucasus, the
authors would nevertheless like to draw
attention to the following possible steps.

Deeper interaction between the countries
in the anti-terrorist coalition against the
threat of WMD terrorism

On April 28, 2004 the U.N. Security
Council adopted Resolution 1540 on the
nonproliferation of weapons of mass
destruction in the context of combating
terrorism. This document was developed
on the basis of a Russian draft and
approved unanimously. The purpose of the
resolution is the creation of effective barri-
ers to prevent WMD, WMD components,
and means of their delivery from falling
into the hands of terrorists. The resolution
lays down important principles and mech-
anisms for coordinated action against “black
markets” of WMD and related materials.

Moving forward, Russia initiated work on
the development of the International
Convention for the Suppression of Acts of
Nuclear Terrorism, which was adopted by
the U.N. General Assembly on April 13,
2005. The articles of the convention call
for the prevention of the terrorist acquisi-
tion of nuclear materials from both civil
and military nuclear facilities. The conven-
tion also provides for the return of stolen
radioactive materials, nuclear devices, or
materials to the state-party to which they
belong. It seems that the adoption of this
document, open for signature until
December 31, 2006, could greatly decrease
the probability of acts of megaterrorism
that make use of fissile materials, and com-
plicate the acquisition of these materials by
extremist forces in the North Caucasus to
an even greater degree.

Measures  to  stabilize  the  North  Caucasus
region

The social instability in the Chechen
republic, along with the activity of crimi-
nal and extremist groups there, generates
new terrorists. Combating terrorism on
Russian Federation territory as such is one
of the major steps in the fight against the
threat of megaterrorism. “Terrorism flour-
ishes where there is desperation, humilia-
tion, misery, political oppression, extrem-
ism, and human rights violations; it also
flourishes where there are regional conflicts
and foreign occupation; it preys on a lack
of state capacity to maintain law and
order,” as the eruption of terrorism at the
end of the 20th century is explained in the
Report on “A Safer World: Our Common
Responsibility.” Thus, the problem of
reconstructing the Chechen republic must
become one of the basic elements of
Russian security policy.
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Further  modernization  of  physical  protec-
tion  measures  at  nuclear  industry  facilities  

This article cited several cases that attest
to terrorist groups’ real interest in nuclear
facilities. In all cases, these attempts were
thwarted by the intelligence services and
law-enforcement agencies, a testimony to
the government’s control of the situation.
However, we should also strengthen intel-
ligence work to eradicate criminal ideas in
the early planning stages, and further
strengthen physical protection measures to
avert attacks making use of advanced
equipment.

Equipping  borders  and  customs  posts

Customs control takes on particular impor-
tance where combating terrorism is con-
cerned. Federal Customs Service statistics
indicate that the number of radioactive and
radiation-hazardous materials that individu-
als try import into Russia considerably
exceeds the quantity of materials in illegal
export attempts. Therefore, equipping bor-
der crossings with the Yantar radiation
detection system is critical. A more com-
plex problem that also requires a solution
is monitoring the transport of chemical
and biological materials suitable for the
creation of WMD.
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There is no missile defense system capable
of protecting the territory of the United
States of America from a Russian missile
strike, and there never will be. Just as
there will never be any such missile strike.
This is recognized by each and every U.S.
and Russian expert in the field.

Nevertheless, after each routine test of an
intercontinental missile, Russia’s command-
er-in-chief comes forward with a declara-
tion about a “new, miraculous warhead
capable of overcoming any missile defense.”
That is, he literally breaks through the
open American door with this warhead.

Yes, Russia and the United States can
destroy each other. This is simply a fact,
just as it is a fact that England and France
can erase Paris and London from the face
of the earth. But for some reason the
British prime minister and the French
president do not remind each other of this
every single day.

The idea that the United States is trying
to deprive Russia of its nuclear missile
capabilities has became part of our para-
noid public foreign policy consciousness.
Its infinite repetition has apparently even
caused those who consciously interjected
the idea into the public space for propa-
gandistic purposes to believe in it.

We would like once again to remind every-
one who is still capable of logical thought
that the United States cannot be attempt-
ing to deprive Russia of its deterrent capa-
bilities. First of all, this is because it is
technically impossible. Second, such a goal
would contradict the United States’ own
security interests. (For more details, see: A.
Piontkovsky and V. Tsigichko, “Challenges

to Russian National Security at the
Threshold of the 21st Century,” Voyennaya
Mysl, 2000, No. 1, p. 6.) 

Paradoxically, the Americans themselves are
helping to strengthen the “nuclear castra-
tion” paranoia felt by the average Russian
through their now-senseless program of
financial assistance to Russia to enhance
the security of nuclear facilities (radioactive
material storage depots, transport routes,
etc.) 

The Cooperative Threat Reduction pro-
gram made sense in the mid-1990s, when
Russia was in a state of permanent finan-
cial crisis, the Defense Ministry was not
fully funded, and there really was a seri-
ous threat that nuclear materials might be
stolen by a variety of terrorists, from those
in the North Caucasus to Arabs.

But today, when the country’s best finan-
cial minds are trying to figure out how to
spend the tens of billions of dollars in the
Stabilization Fund, “cooperation in the area
of nuclear security” has become a
Kafkaesque absurdity for both countries.

From time to time the Russian president,
assuming a haughty pose, announces to his
brothers and sisters and all of his friends
that a unique new missile, capable of once
and for all destroying America, has been
created by our remarkable scientists and
weapons designers (who have apparently
spent very large sums on the effort).
Subsequently, he shyly stretches out his
hand to the same Americans for yet anoth-
er contribution to the maintenance of the
Russian nuclear missile complex.

The Americans’ behavior is no less absurd.
What goals do they hope to realize from
the expenditure of the significant sums
promised Russia (if the commitments
made at the G8 summit in Canada are
realized we are talking about $10 billion)?

That terrorists not steal nuclear weapons
components from Russian facilities? Russia
is no less interested in this than the United
States. Today, thankfully, it has the finan-
cial and intellectual wherewithal to prevent
this without any U.S. assistance, if its sci-
entists manage to put together any such
remarkable missiles.

To prevent the sanctioned transfer of any
dual-use technologies to any combatants
“fighting against the unipolar world”?
Moscow will always be able to do this if
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it wishes, whether the Americans gives it
money or not.

The situation is being aggravated by top
Russian officials’ systematic theft of the
funds that have been allocated. Former
Minister of Atomic Energy Yevgeny
Adamov, now a prisoner languishing in
Butyrka prison, evinced great enthusiasm
and devotion when he was handed over to
Russian prosecutors, after having suggested
that he might not be able to withstand
torture and could give the Americans his
native land’s nuclear secrets. But the last
such secrets were transmitted to the Soviet
Union by the unhappy Rosenberg couple,
a crime for which they were executed on
the electrical chair more than a half cen-
tury ago. Adamov is only capable of giv-
ing out the account numbers of his high-
ranking accomplices.

The Americans’ timid attempts to verify
how Russia’s Adamovs have spent their
taxpayers’ money caused a wave of nation-

al patriotic anger – supposedly American
marines would take over our entire nuclear
complex tomorrow. For some reason one
simple thought does not occur to our
dejected patriotic citizens: let’s stop accept-
ing these wretched hand-outs from the
Americans so that they quit bothering us
with their inspections.

Besides, I would like to report some infor-
mation for the special benefit of these mis-
erable citizens that may really shock them:
according to the START Treaty currently
in force, the United States and Russia are
required to exchange much more “secret”
data than information about the security of
radioactive waste storage depots. For exam-
ple, all telemetric data on tests of miracu-
lous missiles were transmitted to the
Americans in accordance with this agree-
ment.

Only the two presidents can save us from
this utterly absurd situation.
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EDITORIAL

The  St.  Petersburg  G8  Summit:  Where
the  Power  Is,  Where  the  Glory  Is  –
Russia’s ruling elite has already deemed the
G8 summit that will take place July 15–17,
2006 in St. Petersburg one of year’s top
events.

The Kremlin’s reflections on their priori-
ties – and about the priorities of the 2006
summit – have evolved in a fairly interest-
ing way.

Firstly, there has been a noticeable shift
from hard security problems (the classic,
familiar subjects about which entire state-
ments can be written far in advance)
towards soft security issues; the appearance
of education among the summit and chair-
manship priorities is the best example of
this.

Secondly, Russia is gradually outgrowing
the euphoria initially felt about joining the
G8 as a near-equal, and is starting to have
a calmer, more nuanced view of this
arrangement. At the same time, under
examination is the possibility of forming
other “elite clubs” where Moscow would
feel equal to other members. Thus, the
architects of Russia’s new foreign policy are
looking ever more seriously at the feasibil-
ity of developing a strategy for the creation
of a “Eurasian component” of the interna-
tional system, one not limited to the
regional giants, China and India, but which
would include such obvious partners as
South Korea, Brazil, Malaysia or South
Africa. It has already become clear to many
that the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO) will perhaps be mod-
ified towards this end.

Thirdly, the Kremlin realizes that the St.
Petersburg summit will not be all pleasant
“choral singing” – on many key issues the
group’s interests vary too widely. One can
see this from the issue of nonproliferation
alone: the ritual pronouncements of a uni-
fied position vis-a-vis Iran completely hide
the variety interests with regards to this
country. As for education, the European
Union has adopted a policy of “absorbing”

the best minds from other countries,
including Russia; this directly contradicts
Russian interests. Similarly, a possible,
future Russian policy aimed at luring back
the high-class specialists/Russian nationals
who received their education in the West
will hardly please Germany, the United
States or Canada.

This global discord is even truer in the
energy field. Russia now sometimes even
taunts its G8 partners by saying that the
line for Russian oil and gas no longer
starts in the West but in the East and
South, suggesting that they will have to
take their place in line after China and
perhaps after India. Noticeable tension is
growing on the threshold of a serious bat-
tle for “nuclear exports” between Russia,
France and the United States. When the
“price question” is addressed, one can hear
Russia frankly ask, “Why do we always
have to consider the concept of a ‘nation-
al catastrophe’ in American or G8 terms?
For us a national catastrophe would be a
drop in oil prices below fifteen dollars per
barrel.” Needless to say, for the majority of
President Putin’s guests in St. Petersburg
this coming summer, such a turn of events
would lead to new national holidays.

Today, however, Russian strategists are not
as bothered by the existence of some con-
flicts of interest between Russia and its G8
partners as they would have been several
years ago. Today, they simply diagnose the
conflicts, coolly, like medical doctors.
Furthermore, despite the sickly start of the
chairmanship, it would seem that Russia is
looking forward to July without fear: not
hoping to accomplish something “good,”
but fully counting on achieving “glory,”
inasmuch as she has begun to regain a
sense of her former, partially-lost grandeur.
The feeling of power is sometimes more
important than power itself.

INTERVIEW

Sam  Nunn:  “Energy  Security  Requires
Security  in  the  Nuclear  Sphere”  –  In an
interview with the journal’s editor-in-chief,
Sam Nunn, one of the founders of the
Cooperative Threat Reduction program,
discusses Russia’s priorities as president of
the G8, ways to increase the effectiveness
of the Global Partnership, and the role of
the “Iran factor” in U.S.-Russian relations.
In the opinion of the senator, the U.S.
administration should recognize the change
in Russia’s approach to Iran and consider
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it as a possible model for cooperation with
other countries that also want to develop
their own nuclear programs, particularly
where questions of spent fuel reprocessing
are concerned.

Michele Alliot-Marie: “The Search for an
Adequate Response To the Threat of
Terrorism May Require the Restriction of
Personal Freedoms” – France’s defense
minister presented her views on the new
challenges and threats to international
security and stability, and touched on the
reasons for their emergence. In her opin-
ion, countering terrorism may require the
restriction of citizens’ personal freedoms;
however, citizens themselves must decide if
they are prepared to take this step. The
French minister of defense views monitor-
ing the Internet, which has a lot of infor-
mation connected to biological agents, as
an important measure in the fight against
bioterrorism.

ANALYSIS  

Taiwan’s Nuclear Missile Capabilities in the
Context of the “Reunification Problem” –
Sergei Ponamarev – One of the primary
challenges to security and stability in the
Asia-Pacific region is the proliferation of
nuclear weapons and means of their deliv-
ery. An expert of Novosibirsk State
University, in an examination of the polit-
ical and technical prerequisites for Taiwan
to undertake a military nuclear program,
comes to the conclusion that Taipei is
interested in strengthening its own defense
capabilities and reducing its direct depend-
ence on U.S. geopolitical interests in the
region to maintain its sovereignty. At the
same time, the island has the capability to
construct nuclear weapons in a limited
period of time.

The Korean Nuclear Crisis and Russia –
Yury Fedorov – The nuclear crisis on the
Korean Peninsula is one of the most dan-
gerous manifestations of nuclear prolifera-
tion in the beginning of the 21st century,
and affects Russian national interests.
Professor of the Moscow State Institute of
International Relations of the Russian
Foreign Ministry, in considering Russia’s
endeavor to play an important role in
resolving the crisis, examines its various
facets and possible solutions, and also pro-
vides answers to the questions of whether
Russia has any real possibility of influenc-
ing the course of the six-party talks, and

how coherent Russian diplomacy has been
with regards to this crisis.

ROUND  TABLE

Biosafety, Biosecurity and Controlling the
Spread of Biological Materials: Prospects
for International Cooperation – Is there,
from the Russian point of view, any poten-
tial for bilateral cooperation or for joint,
primarily commercial, projects in the area
of biosecurity and biosafety? What steps
need to be taken for the practical realiza-
tion of international projects in this sphere?
In answer to these questions, Russia’s lead-
ing biosecurity and biosafety experts pro-
pose possible areas of international cooper-
ation that might, in their opinion, be of
interest to both Russia and its foreign part-
ners.

COMMENTARY  

India and the United States’ “Nuclear
Rapprochement”: Pro et Contra – Robert
Einhorn – In July 2005 U.S. President
George Bush and Indian Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh adopted a joint state-
ment on the development of bilateral coop-
eration in several areas, including nuclear
energy. How can the negative impact of
such cooperation on the nuclear nonprolif-
eration regime be minimized? What condi-
tions should the United States put forward
in its negotiations with India on the elab-
oration of a bilateral agreement on cooper-
ation in the nuclear sphere? Should other
countries that are not parties to the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty receive
similar right to cooperate in the area of
nuclear energy? A Senior Adviser at the
Center for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS) answers these and other
questions.

SURVEY  

On China’s Nuclear Capabilities and
Nuclear Policy – Roland Timerbaev – The
article analyzes China’s current nuclear
posture and many aspects of its nuclear
policy. The Chairman of the PIR Center
Executive Board draws attention to the
country’s unusually active participation in
the 2005 NPT Review Conference, as well
as to the number of recent Chinese initia-
tives in the sphere of nonproliferation. He
particularly focuses on China’s working
paper on the creation of a zone free of
nuclear weapons and other weapons of
mass destruction in the Middle East.
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On New Initiatives in the Area of Nuclear
Materials and Technologies Control –
Nadezhda Logutova – The emergence in
the beginning of the 21st century of new
challenges to the nonproliferation regime
has served as a catalyst for the appearance
of many new initiatives to strengthen con-
trols over fissile materials and a proposal to
introduce a ban on the export of sensitive
nuclear fuel cycle technologies (those relat-
ed to uranium enrichment and spent
nuclear fuel reprocessing). A PIR Center’s
Research Fellow examines the prospects for
the practical realization of these proposals,
in particular with regards to finding a
solution to the current crisis revolving
around the Iranian nuclear program.

HISTORICAL  PAGES

A  Green  “Needle”  (Igla)  with  White
Thread,  or  How  the  Cooperation  of  the
World’s  Largest  Intelligence  Agencies
Helped  to  Expose  an  International
Terrorist  –  Vadim  Kozyulin  and  Anastasia
Laguta  –  In September 2005 Hemant
Lakhani, the organizer of the illegal “acqui-
sition” of Igla anti-aircraft missile complex
in Russia and its transport to the United
States, was sentenced. The media present-
ed the operation as a great success and a
shining example of a joint operation
between the U.K., Russian, and U.S. intel-
ligence agencies. However, not all experts
agree with this assessment. The article’s
authors, who lead PIR Center’s Program
on Conventional Arms, provide a chronol-
ogy of events and conclude that the oper-
ation truly showed that cooperation
between the three nations’ intelligence
services are being perfected, while Lakhani
himself was a run-of-the-mill smuggler.

On  the  1971  U.S.-SSoviet  Agreement  on
Measures  to  Reduce  the  Risk  of  Outbreak
of  Nuclear  War  –  Roland  Timerbaev  –
One of the key participants in the events
recalls the course of U.S.-Soviet negotia-
tions over an agreement that had great
political importance to the Soviet Union,
since it was the first agreement to legally
set the balance of strategic power between
Moscow and Washington. In the opinion of
Ambassador Timerbaev, the Chairman of
the PIR Center Executive Board, the 1971
signing by the Soviet Union and the
United States of the Agreement on
Measures to Reduce the Risk of Outbreak
of Nuclear War opened the way to further

agreements on the limitation and reduction
of the armaments of the two superpowers.

LIBRARY

America  to  Lose  Its  “Vulcans”  –  Gennady
Yevstafiev  –  This review draws the read-
er’s attention to James Mann’s book on the
formation of America’s ruling elite and
how they developed the principles under-
lying their approach to determining the
U.S. role in today’s world (Rise of the
Vulcans. The History of Bush’s War
Cabinet). In his analysis of the material in
the book, a PIR Center Senior Adviser
concludes that the group of politicians that
is now active will inevitably withdraw in
the next 2-3 years, and that this will leave
a large gap in the ranks of the Republican
Party that will be quite difficult to fill.
This, in his opinion, presages a serious
struggle over the foreign policy of this key
country.

OPINION  PIECE  

Handouts  for  a  Couple  of  Warheads  –
Andrei  Piontkovsky  – The Director of the
Moscow-based Center for Strategic Studies
raises sharp questions about the advisabil-
ity of accepting Western funding for the
destruction of excess weapons in Russia
given the country’s multibillion-ruble
Stabilization Fund, as well as about the
reasons why the United States is providing
significant amounts of money for this pur-
pose. In his opinion, today’s Russia has the
financial and intellectual capacity to pre-
vent the leakage of sensitive materials and
technologies abroad without any external
assistance.

The  Article  on  Withdrawal  from  the
Nuclear  Non-PProliferation  Treaty  Should
Be  Abolished  –  Jozef  Goldblat  – In an
opinion piece that takes issue with the
authors of “The Right to Withdraw from
the NPT: The opinion of two participants
in negotiations over the agreement,” which
was published in the latest issue of
Yaderny Kontrol, Vice-President of the
Geneva International Peace Research
Institute (GIPRI) proposes that the provi-
sion for withdrawal from the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty has to be completely
eliminated. The corresponding amendment
to the agreement, in his opinion, could be
adopted through an Additional Protocol to
the NPT.
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Yaderny  Kontrol  (Nuclear  Control)
Journal  of  the  PIR  Center  for

Policy  Studies
Volume  12,  No.  1  (79),  Spring  2006

EDITORIAL

Russia’s  G8  Chairmanship  and  New  Rules
for  Nuclear  Power – The general discus-
sions are over, and Russia has begun con-
crete preparations for the St. Petersburg
G8 summit. Whatever foreign and home-
grown critics have said about the summit
agenda Russia has proposed, it was accept-
ed by the other summit participants.

Russia’s summit agenda is especially rele-
vant: for perhaps for first time since 1973,
the energy market is being completely
restructured and new rules of the game are
being devised, particularly where nuclear
power is concerned. These new rules have
several features. First, a new relationship
between the role of petroleum products
and the peaceful atom is being established.
Second, new approaches toward the goals
and challenges of nuclear nonproliferation
are coming into being, needed due to the
crisis that is facing traditional means for
balancing the interests of the states parties
to the relevant international treaties. Third,
there is a practical need for new approach-
es in the commercial sphere, particularly
where nuclear power is concerned, so that
all of the countries following the rules of
the game will be guaranteed equal access
to the advantages of advanced technologies.

The choice of energy security as one of
the central topics at the G8 summit has
already led to some very promising and
significant proposals for overcoming global
difficulties in providing for energy securi-
ty, and thereby revitalizing international
relations.

In addition to Russia’s own proposals, oth-
ers have advanced important ideas, anoth-
er indication of the relevance of Moscow’s
G8 summit agenda. The United States has
proposed a serious international initiative
to contribute to the spread of nuclear
energy throughout the world via the con-
centration of the full nuclear fuel cycle in
a limited number of countries (the so-
called Global Nuclear Energy Partnership
Consortium). In addition to this U.S. ini-
tiative, there have also been interesting
proposals put forward by the Italians and
the Canadians.

Moreover, the validity of the Russian agen-
da for the St. Petersburg G8 meeting is not
limited to questions of energy security. The
topics traditionally discussed at such high-
level meetings are also being considered
here: countering international terrorism,
including nuclear terrorism, and preventing
the spread of weapons of mass destruction.
The Russian State Duma’s recent adoption
of a new law on combating terrorism and
the creation of clear lines of responsibility
for this issue among Russian state bodies
for the first time is a concrete domestic
political result of Russia’s current G8 chair-
manship. Specialists in the sphere of non-
proliferation are already expecting a lot
from the tack Russia’s experts take during
discussions of the G8 statement on WMD
nonproliferation. It is no secret that since
the failure of the 6th NPT Review
Conference in New York in May 2005, pro-
ductive and nondiscriminatory international
cooperation on nonproliferation requires a
fresh, uniting stimulus, and Russia is just
the country to propose new ideas.

Thus, in many respects Russia’s G8 chair-
manship allows us to formulate clearly our
approaches to key international problems
and explain them to our partners, estab-
lishing a number of priorities for Russian
foreign policy in later years. One of these
will clearly be the development of interna-
tional cooperation in the field of nuclear
power.

INTERVIEW

Nikolai  Spassky:  “Long-llasting,  Profound
Changes  In  the  Global  Balance  of  Power
Are  the  Most  Serious  Challenge  To
National  Security  Today”  – In an inter-
view with correspondent Ekaterina
Rykovanova, Deputy Secretary of the
Russian Federation National Security
Council Nikolai Spassky shares his view of
possible global political developments in
the next decade and speaks about Russian
foreign policy priorities, paying particular
attention to Russia’s complex relationship
with the European Union. In Ambassador
Spassky’s opinion, Russia’s E.U. policy is at
a crossroads—there are various paths for its
future development, but the final choice of
which path to take has not yet been made.

Viktor  Zavarzin:  “Russia’s  Military
Presence  in  Central  Asia  Will  Help
Maintain  Regional  Stability”  – At present,
the Central Asian region is one of the
most problematic in the post-Soviet space.
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There continue to be challenges to the
governments of the Central Asian states
from local Islamic circles. There is a threat
of the growth of the forces of internation-
al terrorism and drug trafficking that is
emanating from the territory of the region’s
southern neighbors. In an interview with
correspondent Sergei Mursankov, Chairman
of the Russian State Duma Defense
Committee Viktor Zavarzin voices the
opinion that “Russia’s military presence in
the region and its growth, particularly
within the framework of the Collective
Security Treaty Organization (CSTO),
would contribute to stability in Central
Asia.”

ANALYSIS

The  Evolution  of  Arms  Control:  Current
Trends  –  Roland  Timerbaev  – Arms con-
trol has never been, and by nature can
never be, a fixed concept. Its nature and
subject matter are constantly evolving to
conform to the changing political and
strategic situation, as former great powers
disappear and new ones arise. However,
we currently see a delay in the process of
forming a new arms control regime
through new collective action both at the
bilateral and multilateral level. The PIR
Center’s Executive Board Chairman,
examining current trends in the area of
arms control, comes to the conclusion
that Russian foreign policy, given its
growing capabilities, could take more ini-
tiative in searching for ways to maintain
and develop the international arms con-
trol regime.

Some  Thoughts  on  the  Evolution  of  U.S.
Approaches  to  Regional  Security  Issues  in
Central  Asia  –  Gennady  Yevstafiev  –
Several countries, the United States in par-
ticular, have yet to develop a uniform
understanding of Central Asia’s borders.
Therefore many new geographic concepts
are emerging, such as that of Greater
Central Asia and the Transcaspian region,
that are underpinned by various ideas
about the development of a security sys-
tem for the region. In his analysis of U.S.
initiatives in the region, PIR Center’s
Senior Advisor asks whether American and
Western European strategists shouldn’t
enter into cooperation with regional organ-
izations that already exist, such as the SCO
and CSTO, instead of making plans for the
creation of parallel security arrangements
in Central Asia?

The  Prospects  for  a  Central  Asian  Nuclear
Weapon  Free  Zone  Treaty  –  Nuria
Kutnaeva  – For ten years Central Asian
leaders have stood on the lofty rostrum of
the U.N. General Assembly and declared
their determination to create a nuclear
weapon free zone (NWFZ). However,
despite the support of all of the states in
the region for the initiative and the exis-
tence of an agreed text, the treaty on the
creation of the zone has yet to be signed.
What is behind the initiative taken by the
states of the region, what are the specifics
of the Central Asian NWFZ, what is pre-
venting the practical realization of this ini-
tiative, and, most importantly, what are the
prospects for a treaty on the creation of a
NWFZ in this region – these and other
questions are answered by the expert from
the Kyrgyzstan Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Diplomatic Academy.

Russia  and  Pakistan  Have  Common
Interests  –  Andrei  Alekseev  – In an exam-
ination of our relations with Islamabad in
the areas of commercial trade and military
technology that takes into account Russian
companies’ uncertain prospects on the
Indian market, the Russian expert on secu-
rity in South Asia concludes that Russian-
Pakistani cooperation in these spheres
needs to be restored. In his opinion, the
development of practical contacts between
Russia and Pakistan in the areas of mili-
tary technology and commercial trade, as
well as under certain conditions in the
nuclear sphere, can play an important role
in diminishing anti-Russian feelings inside
Pakistan while it is not likely to spoil rela-
tions with Delhi.

The  Prospects  for  the  Realization  of
Multilateral  Approaches  to  the  Nuclear
Fuel  Cycle  –  Nadezhda  Logutova  –  To
what extent can the multilateral approach-
es to the nuclear fuel cycle that are being
considered as a promising way to control
the spread of sensitive nuclear technologies
be realized? The PIR Center Information
Program Director analyzes and evaluates
the practical possibilities for realizing vari-
ous multilateral proposals in the nuclear
sphere, paying particular attention to issues
related to the establishment of an interna-
tional nuclear fuel bank and the possibili-
ties for creating a multilateral consortium
in the area of enrichment. On the basis of
this analysis she makes practical recom-
mendations with regards to the positions
the Russian Federation may take on this
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and other multilateral proposals in the
nuclear sphere, with a view to promoting
nonproliferation.

VIEWPOINT

Is  There  a  Threat  of  WMD  Terrorism
Emanating  from  the  North  Caucasus?  –
Elena  Arbekova  and  Andrei  Frolov  – In
recent years it has been difficult to get rid
of the feeling that the developed countries
are trying to “convince” their populations
that terrorist acts involving WMD are
inevitable. This assertion is valid in Russia
too – just look at the recent statements of
high-ranking officials from the Russian
Security Council, FSB, or Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. How real is the threat of
WMD terrorism emanating from the
North Caucasus, the most “problematic”
territory in the Russian Federation, and
what are the authorities doing to reduce
the likelihood of such an act of super-ter-
rorism in Russia? The authors, independ-
ent Russian experts on security issues,
offer their answers to these and other
questions related to the threat of WMD
terrorism.

Taiwan’s  Special  Status  in  the
Nonproliferation  Regime:  An  Example  of
a  “Gray  Zone”?  –  Sergei  Ponomarev  –
The current transformation of the global
security system has given rise to more
and more so-called “gray zones,” that is,
quasi-state entities clamoring for inde-
pendence, sovereignty, and de jure inter-
national recognition. Thus it is natural to
seek existing models for “involving” such
hazardous “gray zones” in the internation-
al system. The Novosibirsk State
University expert discusses the question of
whether Taiwan, which is a member in
one form or another of several interna-
tional organizations and regimes, including
APEC, the WTO, and the IAEA, can be
viewed as a “model” of this sort of
“involvement.”

COMMENTARY

Russia  and  Energy  Flows  on  the  Eurasian
Continent  –  Azer  Mursaliev  –  It would
seem that such disparate events as the fail-
ure of the most recent OSCE Foreign
Ministers’ meeting, Russia’s delivery of the
TOR anti-aircraft missile system to Iran,
and the rapid growth of gold prices on the
global market are unrelated. However, they
are all the result of the struggle for con-
trol over energy flows on the Eurasian

continent, of which the Islamic Republic of
Iran is a key component. In the opinion
of the well-known Russian energy security
expert, the critical developments in this
struggle will take place within the U.S.-
SCO-Iran triangle, with Iran holding the
critical cards that will determine who wins
in this contest.

SURVEY

Technical  Aspects  of  the  North  Korean
Nuclear  Program  –  Yuri  Yudin – In the
absence of information sources inside
North Korea, intelligence services evaluat-
ing the country’s capacity to create
nuclear weapons must basically depend on
national technical means of reconnaissance
and on information obtained from desert-
ers. However, such technical reconnais-
sance measures require the correct inter-
pretation, and cannot always provide a full
picture of the situation. Deserters fre-
quently distort information, either on pur-
pose or involuntarily. While intelligence
evaluations themselves often change over
the course of time or depending on the
country that is making them. The
Director of the Analytical Center for
Nonproliferation, analyzing of open-source
information, provides his quantitative eval-
uation of North Korea’s capabilities vis-a-
vis the construction of nuclear weapons.

The  Soviet-OOrigin  Research  Reactor  Fuel
Return  Program:  Time  To  “Gather
Stones”  –  Daniil  Kobyakov  and  Sergei
Panov  –  Russia and the United States are
making joint efforts to reduce the global
stockpiles of nuclear materials suitable for
the production of nuclear weapons. For
instance, the program for the removal of
highly enriched uranium (HEU) from
research reactors built by the Soviet Union
has already resulted in the repatriation to
Russia of over 120 kg of HEU from seven
countries. This amount, according to
experts, is enough to create as many as 10
nuclear charges. The authors, Coordinator
of the PIR Center’s Program on the
Global Partnership and a Moscow
Engineering Physics Institute expert, exam-
ine the future steps countries will take
under the program, and analyze the prob-
lems that Russia and the United States are
facing in its realization.

Russia  and  the  Uncontrolled  Spread  of
Small  Arms  and  Light  Weapons  –  Vadim
Kozyulin  and  Anastasia  Laguta  –
According to official data, in mid-2005
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there were 140,000 illegal weapons bring
sought by Russian authorities; in total,
estimates of illegal weapons in circulation
run 2–3 times this number. In addition, in
2003 there were also about 20,000 tear gas
pistols converted for use as firearms. What
are the “origins” of Russia’s illegal
weapons? What measures is the govern-
ment taking to prevent these weapons
from being transferred from Russian hot
spots and Russian Federation Ministry of
Defense depots to Russian cities? What
steps are being taken to reduce the num-
ber of small arms in illegal circulation?
These and other questions are raised in
this article by its authors, the Director and
Coordinator of the PIR Center Program
on Conventional Arms.

HISTORICAL  PAGES  

The  “Illegal  Networks”  of  Tehran:
Historical  Lessons –  Anton  Khlopkov  and
Ekaterina  Soroka  – Swedish anti-aircraft
missile complexes, French weaponry,
Belgian detonators, spare parts for tanks
from England, and “civilian” aircraft from
Switzerland are only some of the arms
deliveries Iran received from European
countries during the Iran-Iraq war, in con-
travention of national legislation in the
companies’ home countries. The PIR
Center Deputy Director and a PIR Center
Intern recall the events of the mid-1980s
and scrutinize the many “schemes” for the
supply of military equipment from
Sweden, which involved companies and
individuals from Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Italy, and Kenya.
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Yaderny  Kontrol  (Nuclear  Control)
Journal  of  the  PIR  Center  for

Policy  Studies
Volume  12,  No.  2  (80),  Summer

2006

EDITORIAL

From  8  to        – The current calendar
year – 2006 – does not have a single
“eight” in it. Nevertheless, for the PIR
Center the year will be ruled by the num-
ber “eight” in more than one way.

To begin with, this is the year of Russia’s
G8 presidency and the year of the G8
summit, which will take place in Strelna
(near St. Petersburg), where, among other
things, there will be discussions about
issues such as energy security; the devel-
opment of promising international projects
in the field of nuclear energy; biosafety,
biosecurity, and the prevention of epi-
demics of infectious diseases; and the non-
proliferation of nuclear weapons… The
PIR Center is taking an active part in the
events preceding the summit, and also
plans to make a contribution this coming
autumn through an assessment of the
results of Russia’s presidency.

But we have already elaborated on PIR
Center’s activities related to the G8 in
detail, both on the pages of Yaderny
Kontrol and in other PIR Center publica-
tions. Therefore we will not focus on these
activities here, but instead turn to other
“eights.”

The periodical that you hold in your
hands is the eightieth issue of Yaderny
Kontrol.

In order to celebrate an anniversary, one
typically invites guests. Thus, the PIR
Center invited its regular contributors,
members of our Advisory Board, and the
journal’s friends and partners to a presen-
tation of issue No. 80 in Moscow on April
20, 2006.

But we also decided to “invite” articles
themselves to this anniversary – articles
from the previous seventy-nine issues,
published during the journal’s nearly
twelve-year history. There was a great
temptation to take out some scissors and
begin to “cut up” some of the older arti-
cles so that they would appear to be
“fresher.” We tried to keep this under con-
trol. In certain cases, we must admit, we

made some cuts in order to free up a bit
more space and present the widest possi-
ble variety of points of view, and allow the
largest possible number of authors to
“express themselves” in this polyphonous
issue. But we “played” honorably: every
reduction is properly noted. Now we invite
you on a journey – over the years, the
themes, and the pages of Yaderny Kontrol,
1994–2006.

INTERVIEW

Several  Questions  About  Nuclear
Nonproliferation  –  Gennady  Yevstafiev  –
After its publication in 1993, the “White
Book” on WMD nonproliferation by
Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR)
caused a surge of interest in this issue both
in Russia and abroad. There are reports
that several countries “offended” by the
publication even sent notes of protest to
the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Today it is particularly remarkable that
Iran was not one of those countries,
although the country was described in the
report as “a country (that) has a program
of applied military research in the nuclear
sphere”. One-and-a-half years after the
work was published, Yaderny Kontrol edi-
tor-in-chief Vladimir Orlov interviewed one
of the chief authors of the White Book,
SVR directorate head Gennady Yevstafiev,
who slightly lifted the curtain of secrecy
surrounding the aims and tasks that the
authors of this work pursued.

Yevgeny  Maslin:  “Not  One  Nuclear
Munition  in  Russia  Has  Been  Lost  or
Stolen  to  Date”  – It was hard to imagine
in the early 1990s that there was a hotter
topic in the foreign media than the secu-
rity of the Soviet nuclear arsenal. Just
recall the Israeli media’s fake story about
the sale of nuclear warheads from
Kazakhstan to Iran. However, one could
not fail to recognize the deficiencies at that
time in the physical protection of Russian
Ministry of Defense facilities to which the
strategic nuclear arsenal was being repatri-
ated from the newly independent states. A
similar state of affairs caused obvious
apprehension among Russian servicemen
too. In an interview for Yaderny Kontrol,
the chief of the 12th Main Directorate of
the Russian Ministry of Defense, Yevgeny
Maslin, talked about the difficulties his
subordinates encountered in carrying out
the tasks that had been assigned to them.
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Sergey  Kislyak:  “Russia  Came  Out  Against
Dividing  the  Conference  Into  a  Camp  of
Conquerors  and  a  Handful  of  Those
Conquered”  –  The indefinite extension of
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT), together with
headway in attaining the universality of
this agreement, created euphoria in the
first half of the 1990s over the future of
the nonproliferation regime, particularly in
the nuclear weapon states. Now, more than
ten years since that historic decision was
taken in New York, it is obvious that this
joy was premature. This only serves to
make the diplomatic work undertaken in
preparation for and during the conference
by the delegations of the nuclear weapon
states, Russia and United States first and
foremost, of even greater interest. In an
interview with Yaderny Kontrol’s editor-in-
chief done immediately after the end of
the session at which the decision on the
indefinite extension of the agreement was
made, the deputy head of the Russian del-
egation at the NPT Review and Extension
Conference (and current deputy foreign
minister), Sergey Kislyak, described how
the success of the conference was obtained.

Jayantha  Dhanapala:  “Now  We  Should
Make  the  Entire  World  a  Nuclear
Weapons-FFree  Zone”  – The chief architect
of the indefinite extension of the NPT
answered questions posed by the editor-in-
chief of Yaderny Kontrol right after the
end of the final session of the NPT
Review and Extension Conference. One of
the conclusions conference chair Jayantha
Dhanapala drew about the conference
results was: “When multilateral diplomacy
and the international community encounter
a challenge that affects global interests, the
international community can rise to meet
this challenge together.” Read about the
surprises during the conference, Russia’s
role in the indefinite extension of the
NPT, and the prospects for the nonprolif-
eration regime as they were viewed sever-
al minutes after the indefinite extension
agreement, in the interview of the Sri
Lankan diplomat who is now a contender
for the post of U.N. Secretary-General.

Nikolai  Kravchenko:  “Only  25%  of  the
Border  Crossing  Points  Have  Special
Equipment  to  Prevent  Nuclear
Smuggling” –  What was the state of con-
trols over the transit of nuclear and
radioactive materials across Russia’s borders
in the first half of the 1990s, and what

were the priority issues that had to be
tackled by the division created in 1995
under the Russian State Customs Agency
to exercise customs control over nuclear
and radioactive materials? These questions
are answered by its director, Nikolai
Kravchenko, in an interview with Yaderny
Kontrol’s editor-in-chief. In the director’s
opinion, the controls that existed at the
time made it possible to take advantage of
legal shipments of nuclear and radioactive
materials, substituting for or increasing the
quantity of the nuclear and radioactive
material specified in the license and
declared in the declaration, and undertake
illegal shipments of such materials.

Mikhail  Kirillin:  “Several  American  Firms
That  Design  Missiles  Have  Links  to  the
Iranians”  – In the mid-1990s, Iran’s intel-
ligence agencies made conspicuous efforts
to obtain missile and other sensitive tech-
nologies in Russia. In 1997 alone the FSB
prevented several such attempts. At the
same time, the European countries and the
United States were also the focus of
Iranian scientific and technical intelligence
efforts. In November 1997, during a visit
to Moscow by high-ranking CIA officials,
FSB director Nikolai Kovalev gave the
U.S. officials information his agency had
obtained about the Iranian ties of several
American firms involved in designing mis-
siles. Yaderny Kontrol’s editorial staff made
an official request at the U.S. embassy for
comment; however, this comment was not
granted. In a Yaderny Kontrol interview,
FSB official Mikhail Kirillin talks about
the measures undertaken in the mid-1990s
to avert the leakage of missile technologies
to Iran.

Valentin  Yevstigneev:  “Ebola  Strains  Were
Brought  to  Russia  by  Intelligence
Officers” –  The dispersal of anthrax in the
United States in the mail and the difficul-
ty in controlling the global spread of bird
flu brings increased urgency to questions
about individual states’ preparedness for
biological threats. Despite the different
nature of the threat, this problem was no
less acute during the Cold War years. In
an interview with Yaderny Kontrol corre-
spondent Dmitry Litovkin, the deputy
head of the Russian Ministry of Defense
Radiological, Chemical, and Biological
Defense Directorate Valentin Yevstigneev
talks about his directorate’s duties, and
where samples of U.S. biological weapons
were obtained – samples that were later
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used in field tests at the Aral Sea test
range. The issue of how Russia is prepar-
ing for new threats in the biological
sphere, including acts of bioterrorism, is
discussed as well.

Dmitry  Rogozin:  “World  History  is  not
Written  in  Diplomatic  Notes”  – This caus-
tic interview with then-chairman of the
Russian State Duma Committee on
International Affairs Dmitry Rogozin
caused numerous disputes on the journal’s
editorial board over both form and content.
The positions presented in the interview
are of a sort with which one might not
agree, but which are nevertheless worthy of
note. Particularly since it has proven par-
tially prophetic. This is quite unfortunate,
since the reference was to terrorist attacks
in Great Britain. In this interview with
Yaderny Kontrol, the State Duma deputy
also discusses Russian interests in Iran and
North Korea, and the prospects for bilater-
al cooperation with these countries and a
united Europe, as well as the most prom-
ising, from his point of view, ways to
reform the United Nations.

Mohamed  ElBaradei:  “The  Nuclear
Nonproliferation  Regime  is  Going  Through
Tough  Times”  – From the moment of the
foundation of Yaderny Kontrol to this day,
its editorial board has maintained a dia-
logue between its experts and those of the
International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA). This dialogue is useful for both
parties and mutually enriching. At various
times the journal’s pages have featured the
words of directors-general Hans Blix and
Mohamed ElBaradei; meanwhile, editorial
board members and Yaderny Kontrol
authors have spoken repeatedly at the
Agency, providing their expert opinions on
contemporary trends in the area of non-
proliferation and development of nuclear
energy. In an interview with PIR Center
Executive Board chairman Roland
Timerbaev, IAEA Director-General
ElBaradei talks about the critical tasks that
must be accomplished in order to strength-
en the nonproliferation regime.

ANALYSIS

Several  Nuclear  Material  Storage  Problems
in  the  Northern  Fleet  –  Mikhail  Kulik  –
This journal was designed to be a plat-
form – a platform not only for expert eval-
uations and opinions of various aspects of
security problems, but also as a platform
from which to pose the problems that

demand solutions. One of the articles that
opened our eyes to the huge problems
associated with the secure storage of
Russian nuclear materials in the early
1990s was an article by Mikhail Kulik, a
Northern Fleet Military Procuracy critical
affairs investigator who had investigated a
criminal case involving the theft of radioac-
tive materials. A defective alarm system,
rusted padlock, and old ladies serving as
paramilitary security guards were the only
barriers that sailors who might want to
steal Northern Fleet nuclear materials then
faced.

Tactical  Nuclear  Weapons:  A  New
Geopolitical  Reality  or  Old  Mistakes?  –
Nikolai  Sokov  –  An examination of possi-
ble future reductions of Russian and U.S.
nuclear weapons cannot avoid the question
of the future of tactical nuclear weapons
(TNW). Some experts believe that Russia
can compensate for the weakness of its
conventional weapons through this class of
weapons; others have gone even further,
proposing that additional TNW be
deployed along Russia’s borders. In this
article, the senior research associate from
the Center for Nonproliferation Studies at
the Monterey Institute of International
Studies explores the view, popular in
Russia in the early 1990s, that the country
should rely on TNW to ensure its defense,
and examines the initiatives – which have
still not lost their urgency – for Russian
withdrawal from the Intermediate-Range
and Short-Range Nuclear Forces (INF)
Treaty and the deployment of nuclear
weapons on the territory of Belarus.

A  Survey  of  the  Current  U.S.  Military
Biological  Program  and  Russian  Interests  –
Aleksandr  Kudakaev  – The U.S. with-
drawal of its support for the principle of
outlawing biological weapons (BW)
through a BW Convention with strict
monitoring mechanisms is no longer a
secret. One can only guess the reasons for
such a transformation.Let us just mention
that as early as August 1986, deputy assis-
tant secretary of Defense for Negotiations
Policy Douglas Feith, speaking in front of
the House of Representatives Intelligence
Committee, stated that the Pentagon had
changed its opinion regarding the value of
BW from the military point of view, and
that the treaty banning these weapons
must be recognized as critically deficient
and unfixable. This article, by a Russian
expert on biosecurity issues, examines the
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various avenues of biological research at
U.S. defense research institutes.

Politics,  New  Technologies,  and  the  21st
Century  –  Alexander  Yakovenko  – The
information revolution at the turn of the
century accelerated global polarization.
Given the appearance of new high-tech
production based on the application of
information technologies, the significance of
those countries whose welfare and world
importance has been based for many years
on their role as providers of raw materials
and traditional energy sources is falling,
while those countries that export high-tech
products are gaining additional advantages.
The qualitative jump in technological
development, however, has negative, as well
as positive aspects. In this article,
Alexander Yakovenko, currently a Russian
deputy foreign minister, examines the pos-
sible negative consequences of the break-
through in information technology and
comes to the conclusion that “misbegotten
experimentation in the field of genetic and
molecular engineering could cause the
explosive multiplication of a pathogenic
virus before the creation of compounds to
neutralize its impact.”

Osama  Bin  Laden  and  Weapons  of  Mass
Destruction  –  Adam  Dolnik  – This article
by a young expert from the Czech
Republic (who is currently studying count-
er-terrorism issues in a leading research
institute in Singapore) was originally pub-
lished just days before the events of
September 11, 2001. The editorial board,
when commissioning this work from the
beginning author, could not possibly have
imagined how timely the text would prove
to be; on the other hand, the editorial
board members recognized the very low
level of attention that was being given to
the phenomena of the Taliban and al
Qa’ida at the time. The article examines
the personality of terrorist No. 1, Osama
Bin Laden, and his motivations, including
in particular attempts to acquire weapons
of mass destruction (WMD), as well as al
Qa’ida capabilities with regards to the con-
struction of WMD.

Nuclear  Deterrence  and  Strategic  Offensive
Reductions  –  Yury  Baluyevsky  – In the
past decade a new form of nuclear deter-
rence has emerged: deterrence by threaten-
ing not the use of, but merely the acqui-
sition of nuclear weapons. And not only
direct military action is being deterred, but
also political and economic pressure. North

Korea has already started down this path.
One cannot exclude the possibility that
Tehran is seriously considering analogous
steps. In his examination of this phenom-
enon, the chief of the General Staff of the
Russian Armed Forces concludes that the
world will not give up nuclear weapons in
the near future. At the same time, in his
opinion, the important transformation of
nuclear deterrence policy is a departure
from the concept of the “quantitative par-
ity” of nuclear forces and the view of
nuclear weapons as the only guarantee of
national security.

VIEWPOINT

Why  I  Support  the  Russian-IIranian
Contract.  A  Reply  to  Professor  Yablokov  –
David  Fischer  –  Whether the editorial staff
likes it or not, the journal’s history is inex-
tricably linked to the history of Iran’s
nuclear program. While our focus in
Yaderny Kontrol’s early days was on
Russian-Iranian cooperation in the field of
nuclear power engineering, for well-known
reasons the beginning of the 21st Century
has shifted our attention to Iran’s capabil-
ities in the area of nuclear weapons con-
struction. In the article presented here, the
former assistant to the IAEA Director-
General presents his view of the Iranian
nuclear power program and Russian-
Iranian cooperation in this sphere. Some of
the article’s theses – such as, for example,
the need for the repatriation of spent
nuclear fuel from Bushehr to Russia – did
not escape the notice of Russian experts
and influenced the formulation of Russia’s
conditions for cooperation with Iran in the
nuclear sphere.

The  Nuclear  Suitcase  with  a  Triple
Bottom  –  Anton  Surikov  – In August 1994
a Columbian who had flown in from
Moscow was detained in the Munich air-
port. More than 350 grams of plutonium
were discovered in his suitcase. The foreign
media presented this as nothing less than
proof of the existence of a Russian black
market in nuclear materials (NM), and the
success of German intelligence agencies in
preventing illegal trafficking in NM. The
author of this article (who was at the
Institute of the United States and Canada
at the time when he wrote the article)
presents a step-by-step picture of these
events, with citizens of Spain, Germany,
and Columbia appearing as extras. The
skillful directors of this operation, in the
author’s opinion, are the representatives of
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Germany’s intelligence agencies who, again
in the author’s view, switched out the
Columbian’s baggage with another suitcase,
which contained plutonium produced in a
German reactor.

On  the  Feasibility  of  and  Ways  to  Realize
the  Russian  President’s  Initiative  –  Nikolai
Ponomarev-SStepnoi  –  At the U.N.
Millennium Summit in New York,
President Putin proposed an initiative to
launch an international project to ensure
the supply of energy for the sustainable
development of mankind, furnish critical
solutions to the problems of nuclear
weapons proliferation, and provide for the
environmental recovery of the planet. One-
and-a-half years later, Academician Nikolai
Ponomarev-Stepnoi of the Russian
Academy of Sciences published this article
in Yaderny Kontrol on possible ways to
realize the initiative in practice, proposing
that the project be discussed by the G8.
Today we know that energy security has
been designated as one of the G8 priori-
ties in 2006, while WMD nonproliferation
will be one of the priority issues for the
heads of state gathering at the St.
Petersburg summit in July 2006.This
makes this article of particular interest to
readers today.

The  Crisis  of  International  Security
Institutions  in  Light  of  the  Iraq  Conflict  –
Andrei  Piontkovsky  –  The crisis of inter-
national institutions was apparent long
before the U.S. invasion of Iraq without
the sanction of the U.N. Security Council.
However, this event was a catalyst for yet
another wave of proposals and alternatives
for the reform of the United Nations and
its institutions. The well-known Russian
political scientist proposes in this article
that the G8 take on the role of an effec-
tive global government. In the opinion of
the author, director of the Center for
Strategic Research, the traditionally infor-
mal and trust-based nature of G8 consul-
tations is most suitable for working out
joint solutions to key world policy issues.
However, transforming the G8 into the
leading international security institution is
impossible without Russian participation.

ROUND  TABLE  

International  Terrorism:  Preconditions,
Ideology  and  Counterterrorism  Methods  –
The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001,
unprecedented in their mercilessness and
scope, and the subsequent operation in

Afghanistan posed numerous questions to
scholars, politicians, and government agen-
cies. Are these events the first manifesta-
tions of a new global conflict? If this
hypothesis is correct, then what is the
social and ideological nature of this con-
flict? Where is the front in this impending
“World War Three”? What are the means
and methods to be used to fight against
international terrorist organizations and
movements? These and other questions
related to the globalization of terrorism
were touched upon during a round table
organized by Yaderny Kontrol that brought
a lively response from our readers.

COMMENTARY

The  Moscow  Nuclear  Summit:  Taking
Stock  –  Vladimir  Orlov  –  In April 1996
the leaders of the seven leading industrial-
ly developed states (the United States,
Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and
the United Kingdom) and Russia met in
Moscow to discuss questions of nuclear
safety and security. For the first time in its
history, the G7 held a session in Russia.
And for the first time the agenda focused
on one specific question, which directly
affects the interests of the population of
these countries, as well as the rest of the
world – the future of nuclear power, and
ensuring its reliability. For the first time
Russia participated in the negotiations as
an equal, as a result of which the atten-
dees were dubbed the “G8” in diplomatic
circles. It is obvious that this first experi-
ment proved to be successful, and ten years
later these countries will gather in Russia
again, this time in an official Group of
Eight (G8) format.The PIR Center has
assumed the role of a consultant in the
preparation of documents for the summit.
This article offers a review of the previous
summit’s goals and results, as related by
the editor-in-chief of Yaderny Kontrol, who
participated in summit events.

U.S.-CChina  Relations:  A  New  Front  for
Global  Contradictions  –  Yury  Fedorov  –
U.S. China policy has become more rigid.
This can be seen both from Colin Powell’s
2001 appearance at a hearing of the U.S.
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
and from the 2006 U.S. National Security
Strategy. The director of the Center for
War and Peace Studies at the Moscow
State University for International Relations
(MGIMO) compares contemporary Sino-
American relations with US-Russian rela-
tions in the early postwar years, when a
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severe, not always logical turn was made
from the Rooseveltian post WWII concept
of a united world, within which the Soviet
Union was seen as peculiar, but neverthe-
less still part of what was then considered
to be the civilized world, to Truman’s idea
of deterring communism.

REVIEW

The  Current  Status  and  Prospects  for  the
Development  of  Missiles  in  Third  World
Countries  through  2015  –  Vladimir
Dvorkin  –  One can judge changes in
national policies on the creation of
weapons of mass destruction by looking at
levels and changes in the rates of a state’s
development of missile technologies, since
many missile types do not make military
sense when equipped with a conventional
warhead. There are currently over 20
countries in the Middle East, Asia, Africa,
and the Asia-Pacific region that have tac-
tical or semi-strategic missiles. The PIR
Center consultant examines missile capabil-
ities and prospects for their development in
third world countries through the year
2015. He concludes that during this peri-
od of time we may see the development
of 45-70 ballistic missile launchers in
regions from which Russian military facil-
ities and critical infrastructure can be tar-
geted.

HISTORICAL  PAGES

Counterproliferation:  The  Forgotten  Past  –
Ilya  Fabrichnikov  and  Andrei  Frolov  –
Given the escalating conflict over the
Iranian nuclear program, influential
American neoconservatives’ intent to carry
out a military operation in Iran regardless
of the outcomes at the negotiating table is
becoming ever clearer. And we should not
expect that the United States will try to
obtain international approval for its actions.
In addition to the question of whether the
United States will decide on the unilateral
application of force, there is a second ques-
tion – will American or Israeli “hands” take
on this operation, if such a decision is
made. The authors of this article, inde-
pendent Russian experts, look for the
answers to today’s questions through his-
torical analysis, examining the preparations
for and the course of the June 1981 oper-
ation by Israeli special services to destroy
Iraq’s Tammuz nuclear research center.

How  the  USSR  Helped  China  Create  an
Atomic  Bomb  –  Roland  Timerbaev– “In
times when we had good relations, we

signed an agreement on cooperation in the
sphere of nuclear energy that included the
transfer of secret technology for the pro-
duction of nuclear weapons to China. We
basically gave China everything. We had
no secrets from it,” wrote Nikita
Khrushchev in his memoirs about the
Soviet Union’s transfer of nuclear weapons
secrets to China. In accordance with six
agreements, signed by the USSR and PRC
between 1955 and 1958, the Soviet Union
gave Chinese specialists detailed informa-
tion about the construction of a nuclear
warhead, assisted in the creation of a test
site in China, and also consulted on the
question of cooperation between enterpris-
es and the Chinese version of
Minsredmash (the Soviet Ministry, respon-
sible for the nuclear sector). A regular con-
tributor to Yaderny Kontrol’s historical
pages, Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary Roland Timerbaev talks
about the various stages in the develop-
ment of bilateral cooperation in the nuclear
sphere, and the reasons for its collapse.

OPINION  PIECE

Strengthening  the  Nonproliferation
Regime –  Remaining  Issues  –  Hans  Blix  –
In his letter to the editor, the chairman of
the Weapons of Mass Destruction
Commission and former IAEA director-
general presents his views on the most
critical problems facing the nonproliferation
regime, those demanding immediate solu-
tions. In the opinion of Hans Blix, these
threats include the fact that the technolo-
gies used to produce nuclear reactor fuel
and weapons-grade nuclear materials are
identical. He also discusses the necessity of
strengthening IAEA inspections and the
physical protection of stockpiles of
weapons-grade nuclear materials.

Sergei  Prikhodko,  Alexander  Rumyantsev,
Andrei  Granovsky,  Vitaly  Korabelnikov,
and  Boris  Labusov  on  Yaderny  Kontrol  –
Among those readers of the journal that
have sent us numerous letters in response
to our publications throughout the years,
there are government experts and those far
from the government, political scientists,
engineers, journalists, and students… But
we will not hide the fact that we are
always interested in what our most well-
informed readers – those who work in gov-
ernment agencies – think about our pub-
lications. In our 80th issue we offer
excerpts from several such letters.
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In 2006 the PIR Center has published the English edition 
of its Global Partnership Guidebook 

"GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP AGAINST THE SPREAD 
OF WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION"

In 2006 Russia holds the G8 presidency. In the context of this presidency, the Global
Partnership inevitably is an important issue on the G8 agenda.  As more than four years
have passed since the G8 launched its Global Partnership initiative at the Kananaskis sum-
mit in Canada, it is now possible to examine its preliminary results. The PIR Center
Global Partnership Guidebook, in both Russian and English editions, provides a "balance
sheet" to assist in just such an examination. The books focus on the achievements, prob-
lems, and prospects for cooperation within the framework of the Global Partnership and
provide a great deal of practical information on how the machinery of the Global
Partnership functions on the political, business, and technical levels. The information is
presented in user-friendly form with many figures, graphs, images, and tables, making
both the achievements and the problems of the Global Partnership clear.

The Russian edition of the Global Partnership Guidebook, published in early 2005, was a
very successful project for the PIR Center. It was widely read by Russian-speaking deci-
sion-makers and practitioners involved in the G8 Global Partnership. In Russia, the
Presidential Administration of the Russian Federation, the Security Council of the Russian
Federation, the Office of Prime Minister, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian
Federation, the Ministry of Defense and the Federal Agency of Atomic Energy all showed
great interest in the Guidebook. The PIR Center received many complimentary comments
from our readers. For example, Deputy Head of the Russian Federal Agency of Atomic
Energy Sergey Antipov told the media on March 24, 2005: "I am convinced that the PIR
Guidebook 'Global Partnership Against the Spread of Weapons of Mass Destruction'
should become the book to have for all people involved in the Global Partnership."

The English edition of the Guidebook is up-to-date as of September 2005. It has five
chapters:

• Chapter 1: History of the Cooperative Programs to Eliminate the Legacy of the
Cold War

• Chapter 2: Spheres of Cooperation 

• Chapter 3: Cooperation Problems

• Chapter 4: Global Partnership Member Countries

• Chapter 5: Prospects for Future Cooperation

This book also provides a Russian perspective on the Global Partnership, which is espe-
cially valuable in the context of Russia's G8 Presidency in 2006.

To order a copy of the Guidebook please contact Trialogue company 
by phone +7 (495) 764-9896 or by e-mail: info@trialogue.ru


